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This study was conducted to observe the manner in which three local

public interest organizations participated in a local, environmentally-

oriented decision process. The study period began in December, 1978,

with the passage of a revised solid waste ordinance (Ord. 78-102) for

the City of Corvallis, OR. The main forum for public participation

during the first year of the study centered around the Resource Recovery

Advisory Task Force (RRATF), established in December, 1978, to discuss

solid waste issues and make recommendations to the Corvallis City Council.

In December, 1979, the Corvallis City Council accepted the RRATF

recommendations, which called for the creation of a new, pe manent

advisory board (the Source-Separation Board); the development of a new

ordinance, separate from the solid waste ordinance, to address source

separation services; and the use of the RRATF Final Report as a guideline

for City decisions.

In November, 1980, Ord. 80-98 was passed by the City Council. This

ordinance amended Ord. 78-102 to include the provision of source



separation services by the existing solid waste franchise holder,

Corvallis Disposal Co. (CDC) and marked the end of the study period.

The study considers the issues addressed by RRATF, City staff, City

Council, CDC, the public interest organizations and the Source Separation

Board, and describes the techniques employed by the involved organizations

to influence decisions regarding these issues. Although numerous influ-

encing efforts were made, the study concludes that the most powerful

tool for impacting solid waste decisions appears to be control of the

flow of waste materials, rather than the use of a particular political

technique. The study also documents the considerable influence held

by paid City staff, when compared to Citizen Advisory Committees, elected

officials, and the general public.
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PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION ACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL DECISIONS:
A CASE STUDY OF INTEGRATING SOURCE SEPARATION SERVICES

INTO THE CORVALLIS, OREGON, SOLID WASTE FRANCHISE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to observe the activity of public

interest organizations (pio's) in a local environmental decision process.

From the national level down to the local level, pio's have become

increasingly influential. This study will present the integration of

source separation services into the Corvallis, OR, solid waste ordinance

as a case study of pio influence in an environmental decision process.

My direct participation in the integrating process allowed me a vantage

point from which I could closely monitor the details of pio activity. The

process to amend the 1978 Corvallis Solid Waste Ordinance took nearly two

years. This period of time is referred to as the "study period".

General History

The 1970's saw a proliferation of environmental legislation at the

federal level (Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act,

Resource Recovery Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, etc.) and the conse-

quent proliferation of government agencies, programs, regulations, com-

mittees, boards, commissions, private corporate lobbyists, and public

interest organizations. A common scenario in activities as diverse as

clean water, recycling, clean air, and toxic chemicals has been for a

public interest organization (pio), or a coalition of pio's, to encourage

government action that leads to an improvement in environment quality.

The commission of a study; the creation of a citizen's advisory committee

(cac); or the issuance of rules, regulations, guidelines, or laws were

common government responses to such pio encouragement. After such a



response, some pio's would disband, although most would stay involved

for the purpose of modifying the government response, encouraging further

government action, or presenting the public's perspective on program

implementation. These sorts of pio-government relations can still be

documented at all levels of government.

Particularly at higher levels of government, pio's commonly find

themselves pitted against representatives of private corporations. This

follows from the fact that the pollution that pio's try to decrease is

generally the result of corporate activity (though the government's acts

of pollution are not exempt from pio attention), and consequently the new

programs to encourage environmentally sound practices generally call for

modifications in private sector activity. Thus, adversarial encounters

with private corporations are "business as usual" in the environmental

movement.

Environmental decisions are made by a jurisdiction's elected officials

and paid staff. In general, elected officials set policies and establish

citizen committees and programs, while staff interprets policy, guides

committees, and implements programs. The diversity and often the complexity

of issues confronting elected officials dictate that they rely heavily on

staff expertise.

Thus, the environmental decision process is largely a matter of

formalizing a public participation process, implementing this process

(accepting input from private interest and public interest representatives),

and making decisions.

In Corvallis, OR, citizens concerned about one subset of environ-

mentally unsound practices, excessive solid waste, set a goal of increasing

opportunities for the community to reduce its waste. The concerned citizens,
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operating through a pio, sought local government assistance in the pursuit

of this goal. In Oregon, unlike most states, garbage collection service

is primarily supplied by private firms. Owing to this historic role of

the private sector in solid waste management, the government could not

respond by directly providing waste reduction opportunities. Thus, the

City's response to public concern was limited to modifications in its

service contract ( "franchise ") with the private disposal company. And

since the franchise was contained within an ordinance, the effort to

increase waste reduction opportunities in Corvallis became integrally tied

to an ordinance amendment process.

In general, moreover, pio involvement in a recycling issue differs

from pio involvement in most other environmental issues in one important

fashion. With recycling, pio's generally operate a business and develop

an economic interest in addition to their public interest. This addition

of an economic interest allows for questioning of the generally undisputed

public interest motivation of a pio. With other environmental issues

(wilderness, clean air, etc.), pio's generally avoid or do not consider

business involvement.

The existence of such business ties in the Corvallis case means that

conclusions drawn from the study might be limited in their applicability to

other recycling--related issues rather than to environmental issues

generally.



Involved Parties

1. Eco Alliance (pio)

Originally an Oregon State University student organization, Eco

Alliance (EA) expanded into a community--based operation in 1976. In

1970, EA established Corvallis's first multi--material recycling drop--off

center and operated a varying number of mobile and stationary centers

(up to 13 different locations in 1977) prior to the study period. EA also

established a city--wide, multi--material commercial collection program

and implemented various educational and research projects.

2. Corvallis Disposal Company

Corvallis Disposal Company (CDC) is owned by a holding company, Waste

Control Systems, Inc. (WCSI), one of the most prominent firms in the Oregon

solid waste industry because of its ownership of several solid-waste-related firms.

Valley Landfills, one WCSI subsidiary, owns and operates Corvallis's only

landfill. CDC has been the primary waste hauler in Corvallis for over

twenty years and has held the only waste collection franchise ever issued

by the City of Corvallis. CDC operated a limited cardboard recycling

business during the early 70's. In 1976, they began to handle other

recyclable materials, until most of those new responsibilities were

transferred in February 1977 to Source Recycling Co., another subsidiary

of WCSI. CDC has returned to an active role in Corvallis recycling

collection since the passage of amendments to the 1978 solid waste ordinance.



3. Source Recycling Co.

Source Recycling Co. (SRC) was originally incorporated to deal with

WCSI's recycling collection and marketing. A recent reorganization within

WCSI has left SRC primarily operating as a broker for recyclables, with

collection being performed by CDC.

4. Waste Transformation, Inc. pio)

Waste Transormation (WTI) was incorporated in August 1978, by a group

of people previously involved with Eco Alliance. Since that time WTI

has provided limited recycling services, primarily outside the City limits.

5. Dave Butler

Dave Butler began collecting cardboard for recycling in 1972, while

still in high school. Although limited in his activities as a result

of the 1978 ordinance, he has continued to operate a small private

cardboard business.

6. League of Women Voters (pio)

The League of Women Voters (LWV) Corvallis chapter is tied to both

a state and national organization. Local activities and actions are

guided for the most part by policies from higher organizational levels.

The local LWV was involved to a varying degree prior to and during the

study period. League members played a vital role in shaping EA's original

approach to bringing the solid waste issue before the City Council. Solid

waste, however, is only a minor aspect of League programs.
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7. Other Non--Profit Groups

The most prominent newspaper recyclers in the City have always been

scout and church groups. The largest of these is Boy Scout Troop 3, which

has set up small wooden boxes throughout the City. Citizens may drop

newspapers into the boxes at any time. The scouts did not, however,

actively participate in the ordinance amendment process.

Local Background on Source Separation Issues

Prior to the study period, the only effort to stimulate government

involvement in the source separation issue was conducted by EA. Their

first formal action to involve the City of Corvallis was early in 1975,

when they asked to be included in an HUD "Community Development Grant"

being prepared by the Planning Department. On 5/14/75, EA submitted a

proposal to the City for permission to begin a more aggressive recycling

program, including collection (see Appendix 1: Resource Recovery Project

Proposal). Soon after this, EA was invited to attend a meeting of the

Finance, Law and Order (FLO) committee, a 3--person subcommittee of the

Corvallis City Council. This meeting marked the first contact between

EA and Bob Bunn, owner of CDC. A point emphasized by EA, even at this

early date, was that any EA pilot project would hopefully lead to involvement

by CDC and the City. Six months later, after an unsuccessful attempt by

EA to establish a consolidated recycling center (drop off, processing, and

storage of materials at one location) on the OSU campus, EA approached

CDC for assistance. CDC responded by offering a part of their office and

truck facility (2555 NE Hwy. 99W, Corvallis) to serve as EA's drop off

center and storage facility. On February 23, 1976, EA's inefficient
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two--site operation became past history, and a significantly improved

method of operation was initiated. Instead of using 55 gallon metal drums

to collect and store materials, glass and cans were now handled in small,

metal dump bins. The bins were used by the general public and EA's

collection crews, and, when full, a forklift dumped them into larger,

30 to 50 cubic yard "drop boxes", such as those commonly used to haul

bulk volumes of garbage. Trucks that otherwise hauled drop boxes of

garbage to the landfill would then haul the drop boxes of recyclables to

market. This was very sophisticated equipment for a recycling operation

when compared to the more generally used flatbed with 55 gallon drums.

The new location, about 3 miles from campus, created a situation

where EA's primarily student staff had little contact with the recycling

center. CDC staff kept an eye on the center, dumped the collection bins,

and hauled the larger containers to market. Most revenues continued

going to EA.

In October, 1976, the author, who had been working part time for

EA since 1974, was hired as the "Director of Recycling" for CDC. With

new support from CDC, EA attempted to implement their "aggressive collection

program" in October, 1976, by offering to pick up all recyclables from

businesses throughout the City (e.g., paper from offices, glass and cans

from restaurants, cardboard from most businesses). EA found no competition

in this endeavor, except with cardboard, which was already being handled

to some extend by Dave Butler. Disagreements over territory led to various

confrontations and EA's second formal proposal to the City in February, 1977

(see Appendix 2). Broadly interpreted, this proposal was a request for

regulation of the recycling business so as to maximize volumes recycled

and collection efficiency. In a more narrow sense, it was an effort to
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terminate the dispute. The City attorney responded to this latter aspect of

the proposal and contacted these disputed accounts to determine the preferred

collector.

Two other relevant events occurred in early 1977. First, EA obtained

support for the first time through the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA). This led to a) an expansion of the commercial collection

program; b) the implementation of the first major effort to provide

increased convenience for residential recyclers: the recyclemobile

program; c) an active education program; and d) a waste composition

study. Secondly, in February, 1977, Bob Bunn decided to set up a firm,

separate from CDC, to deal with recycling. The firm was named Source

Recycling Co. (SRC), and the author was hired to be its manager.

By late 1977, the territorial dispute with Butler had subsided but

not disappeared. Because of CETA cutbacks, EA turned about 20% of its

cardboard accounts over to SRC. The next round of CETA funding came in

March 1978, coinciding with two other significant events: a) a goals

statement, authored by the EA manager and some members of the LWV solid

waste committee, was issued by EA (see Appendix 3), and b) the City's

FLO committee prepared to begin negotiations for a renewal of the solid

waste franchise, as defined and outlined in the City's solid waste

ordinance (Ord. 73-73)1 The City's involvement in the cardboard collec-

tion issue apparently acted as a signal that discussion about the franchise

negotiations might require time for public participation. Thus, the

franchise issue first appeared on the FLO agenda in March, 1978, a full

9months prior to the expiration of Ord. 73-73.

In April, 1978, a split within EA made that organization's involvement

in the solid waste discussions rather awkward. The central issue of the

internal debate was whether to submit the recently drafted goals statement
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(appendix 3) to the City, or to follow a majority of the newly--hired

CETA--funded staff and oppose the concept of integrating recycling into

the franchise. The CETA--funded staff's majority position was that a

garbage company should not be involved in recycling and that EA should

sever all ties with CDC and operate the collection system independently.

The EA Board of Directors offered both factions an opportunity to debate

the issue and submit proposals regarding EA's direction and how to partici-

pate in the franchise development process. By August, the Board had

reviewed the proposals, and, citing the lack of feasibility in the

CETA--funded staff's idea of independent operation, decided to maintain

the relationship with CDC and to resume participating in the decision

process by submitting a formal proposal to the City (see Appendix 4:

Eco Alliance and Recycling). This proposal was basically intended to

assure the continuation of existing recycling services and provide for

program growth.

The philosophical differences that surfaced within EA were not

unique to Corvallis. The primary rationale for opposing garbage industry

involvement in recycling has been that a garbage company depends on the

continued and growing generation of waste for its existence and growth.

Recycling, on the other hand, is a technique for reducing waste and is

supposed to change consumer waste--generating habits. Thus, concern about

a garbage company's involvement in recycling is understandable where such

enterprises establish recycling programs. While many garbage companies

have demonstrated the ability to divert materials from their garbage

collection system to their recycling collection system, no examples exist
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of a garbage company seriously encouraging the actual reduction of total

waste generation, i.e., they support recycling only if they can continue

to profit from handling the material.

FLO and the rest of the City Council were jarred into dealing with

the ordinance in early October, 1978, when EA's internal split led to

the appearance of a new non--profit organization called Waste Transfor-.

mation, Inc. (WTI). WTI immediately began to participate as a pio in the

solid waste discussions by vocally opposing the then--current draft of

the proposed solid waste ordinance. Their first political act was to

widely circulate a position statement, entitled The Exclusive Franchise:

A Criticism (see Appendix 5).

At the same time (Oct. 1978), the author quit his position with SRC

to become EA's manager. For several days, front page stories about the

"recycling controversy" made the solid waste issue a priority item for

the outgoing Council. But, in spite of their best efforts, the ordinance

that the Council was able to pass in December, 1978, was only an interim

solution to the recycling situation. This ordinance, Ord. 78-1022,

extended the solid waste franchise with CDC for ten years, but it also

allowed for all clauses relating to recycling to be changed:

after receiving public input, within the first year of the
franchise the City may reopen negotiations on those sections
of the franchise relating to resource recovery, recycling
education, the establishment of performance standards for
resource recovery activities, and the existence and authority
of a Resource Recycling Advisory Task Force. (Sec. 6.2.a).

The issues raised by the "participating public" prior to the study period

had three significant impacts: 1) the establishment of an advisory

committee (Resource Recovery Advisory Task Force) with representation

from EA, LWV, WTI, and CDC, creating a new forum for advising the Council
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on the recycling issue; 2) the issuance of CDC's first public commitment

to assume responsibilities in the field of recycling (see Appendix 6:

CDC Letter of Intent); and 3) Council approval for the concept of

integrating recycling and rate base subsidy for recycling into the solid

waste ordinance (see Ord. 78-102).

The Central Question

The study period for this paper begins in December, 1978, with the

establishment of the Resource Recovery Advisory Task Force (RRATF), which

was referenced in Ord. 78-102 and created through Ord. 78-1073. RRATF was

established "to advise and recommend to the City Council concerning all

matters relating to recycling, resource recovery, source separation,

and other such matters, both within and without the City of Corvallis".

(Ord. 78-107, sec. 3). It was the first official forum through which pio

representatives could participate in the decision process. The central

question of this study is "how do local pio's participate in environmental

decisionmaking"? The first phase of the study centers around RRATF

discussions, that committee's Final Report of 10/9/794, and the City

Council's action on the report. The second phase includes the establish-

ment of the permanent Source Separation Board (SSB) through Ord. 80-105,

SSB activity, and the 12/15/80 passage of Ord. 80-98 (see Appendix 7),

which amends Ord. 78-102.

In what follows I will describe the specific elements of the franchising

issue and the general decision areas to which these elements relate. I

will conclude my treatment of the case study by describing the methods

used by the pio's to affect those decision areas. In the third section,

I will discuss some hypotheses I have generated about issues considered
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in the study, and in the final section I will discuss some of the

general implications of the study.

THE CASE STUDY

Specific Topics of the Corvallis Franchising Issue

The purpose of this section is to introduce several of the specific

topics that were discussed in the process of reaching closure in the major

decision areas being focused upon in this study. My approach of presenting

the specific elements before addressing the general or broader issues

corresponds to the manner in which the actual process occurred. Some of

the topics were discussed at length, some at more than one phase of the

decision process, and others only briefly. A variety of other, sometimes

related topics were raised before and during the study period; the following

list is therefore incomplete and is intended primarily to assist the reader

during the balance of this paper.

1. Exclusivity

This term is used to describe the degree of control granted to the

franchise holder, or franchisee. In Oregon, the term "exclusive" is

attached to the description of a franchise if no other franchises can be

awarded. "Non--exclusive" means that other franchises or contracts can be

awarded, but other features of the non--exclusive franchise (franchises are

generally written as ordinances) need to be reviewed before the degree of

exclusivity (or non--exclusivity) can be assessed. Examples of these

other features include the first option clause, the purchase exemption,

and other exemptions and prohibitions. A non--exclusive franchise might
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be said to create fewer obstacles for private entrepreneurs, while an

exclusive franchise creates more restrictive conditions.

Exclusivity was a serious enough matter that the City staff issued a

memo on 8/22/79 (see Appendix 8) regarding the topic.

Although the issue of exclusivity appears to relate to the ordinance

development process rather than to a rate increase review, City staff chose

to deal with the issue while responding to the franchisee's July, 1979,

request for increased disposal rates. City staff's 8/22/79 memo to the

Council (see Appendix 8) recommended that the City protect itself from

being sued by businesses that are adversely affected by the exclusiveness

of the ordinance. The method used by the City to obtain such protection

was to hold a public hearing on the issue and to develop Findings of Fact

to support the degree of exclusivity that existed in the franchise.

According to the minutes of that hearing, the topics for consideration

included "the exclusivity of the franchise", referring to Ord. 78-102. This

provided a forum for CDC to present lengthy oral and written justification

for the use of an exclusive franchise. Following the public hearing, the

Council voted unanimously "to adopt the Findings of Fact6 as provided

by Corvallis Disposal Company relating to solid waste disposal" (from

Corvallis City Council Minutes, 11 /1/79, which are included in the Findings

of Fact).

Ord. 80-98, the amendments to Ord. 78-102, maintained the exclusive

format, despite the fact that exclusivity had been addressed only in

relation to solid waste and not in relation to source separation. Since

source separated materials are defined as solid waste, City staff apparently

felt that the Findings of Fact document was sufficient protection for

any challenge.



2. Extent of Government Regulatory Role

Prior

manager to
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to the study period, the City had no staff other than the City

deal with solid waste issues. The old solid waste ordinance,

Ord. 73-73, had no permit or reporting requirements, nor a penalties

section (analagous to sec. 19 of Ord. 78-102); hence, there was no way to

violate the old ordinance. Apparently, when that ordinance was written,

the idea of competition for waste was not considered. The weakness of

Ord. 73-73 is exemplified in a letter written to Dave Butler in 1977 by

the City manager (see Appendix 9). Although Butler was admittedly collecting

material defined as solid waste (old cardboard boxes), the lack of

regulations created a situation where the entire Council rather than staff

had to deal with his alleged violation of the solid waste ordinance, which

assigned solid waste collection rights to CDC.

One vital task before the Council in 1978 was to determine how broadly

to define the term "waste" in the new ordinance; this decision would

in turn determine how many businesses were handling waste and therefore

were subject to any new regulations. Ord. 78-102 included specific

prohibitions (sec. 5) and deemed violation of the prohibitions a misdemeanor

(sec. 19). The regulatorY clauses of Ord. 78-102 may be summarized as

follows: any person (person defined as "any individual, partnership,

association, corporation, trust, firm,..") wishing to collect solid waste

(defined to include those materials commonly referred to as "recyclables )

was required to obtain a permit and to pay the generator of the waste "fair

market value" (i.e., required to purchase the material).

Another form of regulation introduced into Ord. 78-102 (Sec.5.1.b)

was the classification of non--profit organizations "organized for any solid
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waste management purposes" as a form of organization distinct from all

other non--profit groups. Although this classification was questioned

for its discriminatory nature, no organization actually restricted their

activity as a result of the rule (i.e., the regulation did not have a

significant impact during the study period).

The government's regulatory role,as established in Ord. 78-102, was

extended through Ord. 80-98. Under the latter ordinance: 1) Purchase

permits are still required, with increased staffing to deal with businesses

that do not approach the City to comply with the regulations; 2) Exempted,

charitable organizations are now required to "make periodic reports in

a form as the City manager may reasonably require" (Sec. 5); 3) Collection

centers are now included in the regulations: for exempted organizations,

report forms are required; for non--profit organizations outside of the

exempted groups and organized before 11/10/80, a permit is required, and

operation must be continuous or the exemption is lost; further, this implies

that a new non--exempted organization could not establish a collection

center.

In summary, all businesses involved in solid waste recycling, except

those related to the Oregon Bottle Bill, are now regulated in the City

of Corvallis. Relative to Other Oregon cities, Corvallis has established

a high level of regulatory authority for solid waste collection, amidst

claims that these regulations will create excessive obstacles to the

continued growth of waste reduction programs. Since the law (Ord. 80-98)

is now in effect and generally supported, a challenge to the regulations

will most likely occur in the courts rather than through legislative or

administrative action.
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3. The Purchase Exemption

The purchase exemption was included in the ordinance to allow the

continuation of businesses that buy and sell material defined as waste.

Under this clause, businesses exempted from the operating restrictions of

the ordinance include those handling such items as old appliances, meat

scraps, compost, and scrap metal, as well as those materials more directly

considered in this study. The key to the use of this exemption is

the requirement that the price paid be the "fair market value" of the

material.

During the study period, the concept of the purchase exemption was

not challenged. The non--franchised businesses involved in the decision

process would not challenge the idea since it was their means of continued

operation, and the franchisee supported it because it was consistent with

their stated support for the right of a business to buy and sell materials.

One aspect of this exemption questioned by EA was the vagueness of the

term "fair market value". EA suggested that a specific minimum fair

market value could be established to clarify the term. Under EA's

suggestion, only material worth more than the established minimum could

be handled by non--franchised operators. The general response to this

idea was that such an action would limit the ability of a private business

to negotiate for waste materials and that such limitations on the private

sector should not be made. Although EA was satisfied with the committee's

opinion and agreed to drop the "minimum value" idea, RRATF never took

the discussion a step further by dealing with the administrative problem

of determining fair market value. Is fair market value simply that which

is agreeable to both the collector and the generator, or can the Public
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Works Director reject the results of such an agreement? Near the end of

the study period (October 1980) these neglected questions arose when EA

responded to a request to provide collection service to 18 Oregon State

University group living units. Public Works Director Mike Randolph

responded to EA's first collection activity since the transition of the

City--wide system to SRC (January, 1979) by declaring that EA was required

to obtain a purchase permit and demonstrate the payment of fair market

value for the collected materials. With this directive, Randolph's

position on two other topics was revealed for the first time. First, EA

was no longer protected under CDC's Letter of Intent (see Appendix 6),

since they had already chosen to discontinue collection service (January,

1979), and the Letter of Intent did not address a situation where EA

chose to resume collection service. Second, EA was not an exempt

non--prOfit organization. In lieu of these two positions,_ Randolph

indicated that he would allow EA to operate only if they met all the

requirements to obtain a purchase permit, including payment of fair market

value to the generators, and paying the $50 permit fee to the City. EA

negotiated a fair market value of "zero" with a representative of the

living groups that had asked for service and supported the legitimacy

of this value by pointing to the fact that SRC offered the same service

without paying for the materials, and, further, that the materials had

such a low value that payment was inappropriate. When Randolph refused

to accept the zero market value, EA offered to provide educational

programs as in-kind payment for the materials. With this offer, Randolph

issued the permit. This series of events indicates that the purchase

exemption provides an additional form of discretionary authority for City
staff as well as protection for non-franchised wasterelated business ventures.
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Most RRATF discussion of the purchase exemption dealt with the permit

fee, which is paid to the City by the permit holder prior to operating

under the exemption. The fee could be significant, in which case it could

be used to subsidize aspects of the program that do not support themselves.

Or, it could be nominal, simply assuring that the City had a record of all

operators without discouraging the growth of non--franchised services.

Since Ord. 78-102 did not spell out the permit regulation process, Mike

Randolph made recommendations on the subject through a memo to FLO. This

5/24/79 transmittal suggested that the fee be kept low, in order to not

discourage recycling, while allowing the City to recover at least a

portion of administrative costs (see Appendix 10). According to the

memo his position was "based upon (a) discussion with RRATF", which had

taken place informally after a regular RRATF meeting. The relatively

low fee level set by Randolph was $50 per year, and it was accepted by the

Council. However, after more formal discussion of the topic, RRATF

developed a recommendation that conflicted with Randolph's administrative

decision. According to their Final Report, RRATF recommended "since

activities under this program (i.e., permit program for private sector

purchase/resale of recyclable materials) are in part responsible for the

low return from the (City's) recycling program ( the effect of "creaming"),

we suggest that the Source Separation Board raise (underlining added) these

fees to a level more comparable with profit levels which would be both

fair and appropriate". This clause indicates that RRATF had decided it

would be better to discourage the purchasing of materials, despite the

fact that such discouragement could be construed as "discouraging

recycling", rather than forego the potentially significant source of revenue

that could be derived from higher permit fees.
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In November, 1980, when the Council finally acted upon the RRATF

recommendations, time constraints apparently prevented discussion of

permit fee levels, and no action was taken to alter the $50 fee level.

probable cause for staff not raising this issue was that acceptance of

RRATF's recommendation on this matter would have increased the administrative

burden, in that data on "profit levels" for permit holders would have been

required, and this data would have required analysis.

4. The First Option Clause

The first option clause (Ord. 78-102, Sec. 6.8) states that any operator

wishing to initiate a new waste--related service (outside the purchase

permit program) must first state the interest as a proposal to the City.

After reviewing the operator's proposal for such matters as feasibility,

compatibility with other services, etc., the Public Works Department

would determine if the proposed service was necessary. If determined to be

necessary, the City would offer the franchisee a "first option" for

providing the service. If the franchisee accepts this offer, they would

be obligated to implement the proposed service. If the franchisee

does not wish to provide the service, the original proposer would be

allowed to do so, without a purchase permit. This clause can be considered

a measure of exclusivity, for it acts as a disincentive for non--franchised

operators to invest in new or experimental systems while providing a

strong element of security for the franchisee. Both EA and WTI pointed

to these potential problems with the first option on several occasions.

Based on the City's one experience during the study period in

attempting to actually use the first option clause in dealing with a

service proposal, RRATF recommended (Final Report, p. 14) elimination of
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the clause. CDC was able to prevent this action, which would have posed

a threat to their control of waste materials, by obtaining the Public

Works Dii.ector's support for including it in all ordinance drafts.

Randolph's support for CDC's preference on this issue is consistent with

his position in favor of most other CDC interests. When the issue came

before FLO in November, 1980, the first option clause received no attention

and remained a part of the final draft and Ord. 80-98.

5. Definitions

The definitions section of the ordinance received considerable attention

prior to the study period and a few times during the study period. The

definition of waste is particularly critical to a solid waste ordinance:

The more items included under the definition, the more items that become

regulated by the City and/or controlled by the franchisee. A related

issue here is the ownership of waste: At what point does the material

transfer ownership from the generator to the collector, and at what point

can the City appropriately begin to regulate the material? The definition

of "resource recovery" also received much attention: Should the term,

which implies recovery from accumlated wastes, be used to include source

separated materials, which are intentionally separated from waste and

never enter the flow of waste materials? RRATF (Final Report, p. 13-14)

suggested changing the Ord. 78-102 definition of resource recovery to

exclude source separated material. RRATF also recommended the adoption

of seven new terms (recyclable material, source separation material,

source separation, solid waste stream, recycling, reuse, and source

separation center), with most members contending that clear definitions

would facilitate future discussions. Additionally, the definitions were
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included because no one expressed any reason why there shouldn't be

greater clarity. As with,severalother issues, however, the Council did

not have time to discuss definitions in November, 1980. They apparently did

not feel it was important enough to question City staff's decision to

accept only one new definition ( "source separation") from the seven

recommended by RRATF. The lack of detail in this section appears to

stem from City staff's preference to deal with only one franchisee for

all solid waste services. Clearly defining the non--disposal terminology

(recycling, reuse, etc.) could lead to specialized rules for non--disposal

activities, which, in turn, could simplify the issuance of multiple

franchises.

6. Financing (subsidy)

One of the more critical decisions affecting the type of services

to become available was financing, which has two aspects. The first

aspect is the level of financing, for which the required decision is

whether or not an upper limit on a subsidy should be imposed. The second

aspect is the method of financing, or the "financing mechanism", which

is the process through which the subsidy for recycling is obtained by

the service provider. The options here include garbage rates, and the

rate structure itself; a franchise fee (a percentage of the franchisee's

gross receipts paid to the City and historically placed into the City's

general fund); a distinct "disposal" tax or surcharge; tapping into the

general tax base; or none at all.

While RRATF was discussing the financing mechanism for services to

be provided through the proposed Source Separation Ordinance, CDC's rate

increase request of July, 1979, led to an administrative decision to
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support the use of the garbage rates as the financing mechanism for current

and recently past recycling services. Under this type of financing

mechanism, any expenditure that is considered a legitimate cost in the

performance of the franchised solid waste services is said to be "charged

to the rate base". Whenever revenues begin to consistently fall 'short of

the expenditures that have been charged to the rate base, the franchisee

requests that the Council accept their cost and revenue data and allow

the company to increase rates for garbage service. It is not uncommon

for private regulated firms to prefer that details of their financial

records not be subject to public scrutiny, and to be successful in this

endeavor. Decisions regarding recordkeeping requirements and the confiden

tiality of such records are generally made by the regulatory agency, which,

in this case, was the Public Works Department. When new rates are

proposed, they are supposed to allow the company to recover their past

losses, generate a "reasonable rate of return" for the same period as

the past losses, and to operate at the same reasonable rate of return

during their current fiscal period. As more costs are charged to the rate

base, total revenue is allowed to rise through the rates.

When CDC submitted their 1979 rate increase request, designed to

recover $150,000 in losses, they had, for the first time, charged recycling

costs to the rate base. Due to the lack of detail in the publicly

accessible portions of CDC's financial information7 the exact amount of

these charged recycling costs was not available, even though Randolph

himself, in his 8/22/79 memo to FLO (see Appendix 8) stated that "the

loss of $30,000--$36,000 annually (for recycling) undoubtedly has some

impact on the company's request for rate increase". When asked about the

subsidy level in an interview with EA staff, Randolph would not reveal
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any further detail than already made public. Regardless of the exact

figure, the Council's acceptance of the 1979 rate increase, in accord

with Randolph's recommendation, was also an acceptance of the concept of

rate base subsidy for recycling, and an acceptance of CDC's format of

providing limited financial information.

One of EA's specified reasons for their interest in additional

cost data was that the franchisee's labor and equipment were used to handle

recycled material generated outside of the franchised area. The costs

associated with these non--Corvallis activities are not supposed to be

charged to the Corvallis rate base. EA maintained that without accurate

internal accounting procedures CDC could be including excessive costs in

the rate base. If this were the case, CDC would be receiving a subsidy

for non--franchised services. EA also expressed concern about the extent

of CDC's use of the rate base to finance such items as research and

development of mixed waste processing systems that would not be limited

in their use to wastes generated within the franchised service area.

The problem of obtaining sufficient data to document the appropriateness

of franchisee costs calls attention to a significant drawback in the

franchising of solid waste as compared to municipal operation of similar

services. In the latter case, all cost data would be public, and there

would be no advantage to inaccurately reflecting such information.

Despite the Council's response to CDC's rate request, RRATF included

only general comments about financing in the Final Report (p. 10). The

committee left the final choice of the new ordinance's financing

mechanism completely to the Council's discretion. Consistent with their

just--noted (8/79 rate increase review) administrative decision the
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Council, through Ord. 80-98, formally accepted the rate base subsidy

(Sec. 11), by allowing "promotion of and providing source separation

services" as acceptable costs in the determination of rates.

The matter of financing level was also resolved in Ord. 80-98, Sec. 11:

The annual net loss for providing source separation activities

described in Section 10 of Ordinance 78-102 as amended shall be
considered in rate determinations during the first two years
of providing such service only in an amount which is equal to
or less than the annual net loss for providing source separation
activities from July 1, 1979, to June 30, 1980. This loss may be
calculated as an average figure for the two year period.

As noted in public meetings, the annual loss figure was set at $36,000,

which means that the maximum allowable loss for recycling services during

1981 and 1982 will be $72,000. The rational for allowing a two--year

averaging was that start--up costs the first year were expected to be

higher than normal costs, and the two--year average would be a more

accurate representation of the program's actual cost.

7. Method of Providing for Service: The Franchise Agreement

As a means of providing for solid waste services, the franchise

contract is not the only option available to local government.

The more common option is direct provision of services

by government, although not in Oregon. Still another option is leaving

collection to the free enterprise system and dealing primarily with the

regulation and/or operation of landfills (e.g., Portland and Eugene).

If the idea of franchising is accepted, two distinct approaches are

available., The common of the two is to have the franchise agreement

contained within a solid waste ordinance. Such was the case with Corvallis's

Ord. 73-73. The other approach, which received brief consideration by
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RRATF, was used by Monmouth and Independence (OR) in 1979. Their solid

waste ordinances were revised, such that they did not contain a franchise

agreement; rather, they merely authorized the Cities to enter into one

or more service contracts, separate from the ordinance.

Two other decisions that follow the decision to franchise are the

determination of how many franchises should be let and, in the case of

multiple franchises, the scope of each one. By early summer, 1979, RRATF

had decided to break from the common single--ordinance format and recommend

the creation of a second ordinance dealing strictly with source separated

materials. Page 12 of RRATF's Final Report includes the committee's

position on this topic. Essentially, RRATF felt that the field of

recycling was changing too rapidly to be adequately addressed through a

single solid waste ordinance. In addition to allowing this needed

flexibility without impacting traditional garbage service, the

two--ordinance format appears to offer a stronger expression of concern

for recycling rather than maintenance of recycling's image as a

sub--element in a garbage collection program.

A central question during RRATF discussion of this issue was: If

a separate franchise for recycling is to be developed, who would provide

the services? On this matter, three basic options exist: 1) municipal

operation; 2) letting out for a competitive bid; or 3) negotiating with

the solid waste franchisee. Throughout most of the study period, it

appeared that a two--ordinance format would be used. During the RRATF

discussions, consensus leaned toward having this "Source Separation

Franchise" be let out for a competitive bid (see Appendix 11: Excerpt

from draft of RRATF Final Report). A last minute suggestion from City

staff, however, eliminated the use of the word "bid" from RRATF's
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Final Report, replacing it with the word "contract". Public Works

Director Randolph justified his suggestion by stating that "contract"

was a more flexible term.

In January, 1980, when FLO first discussed implementation of the

RRATF report, they followed the Public Works Director's suggestion that

a source separation contract be negotiated privately with CDC. FLO

justified this directive by citing Ord. 78-102, Sec. 6.2.a., which allowed

the City to "reopen negotiations" with the franchisee (CDC). Since the

final wording of the RRATF report did not include the idea of bidding, or

any other specific directive beyond simply to "reopen negotiations", FLO

felt that the City had no choice but to ("at least for the present")

disregard the bidding option and privately renegotiate the recycling

clauses of Ord. 78-102 with CDC. EA, indicating their displeasure with

the idea of "handing the recycling program to CDC", offered an alternative

procedure for following the mandate of Sec. 6.2.a.. Specifically, EA

suggested that City staff use the reopened negotiation process as a

means of following RRATF's recommendation (Final Report, p. 15) to

"proceed immediately to modify the present solid waste franchise ordinance

so as to separate and preserve the sections concerned with garbage

(mixed solid waste) collection and disposal and to establish a separate

source separation ordinance". Once the garbage related clauses were

negotiated out of Ord. 78-102; 1) the negotiations could be closed;

2) the results of the negotiations could be formalized by the passage

of an amending ordinance to Ord. 78-102; and 3) City staff could assist

the SSB in drafting a Source Separation Ordinance, to be issued through

a competitive bidding process. Such a bidding process, EA contended,
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would be the easiest way to establish performance standards and to obtain

the best program for the City.

In one of his earliest expressions of support for CDC's interests,

Randolph completely rejected EA's suggestion, indicating that he interpreted

Sec. 6-2.a. of Ord. 78-102 as a mandate to negotiate with CDC, despite

any comments in the RRATF report; this mandate prevented any other action,

including those suggested by EA.

The idea of competitive bidding received no further serious consideration

during the study period, and, for reasons specified later, the

two--ordinance format was eliminated in November, 1980.

8. Performance Standards

The idea of establishing performance standards was discussed prior

to the study period and included in Sec. 6.2 of Ord. 78-102 as an area

in need of attention. Performance standards are established in other

areas of environmental control as a means of quantifying compliance with

a law. With air and water emissions, pollutant concentrations can be

measured and compared with set standards. With source separation services,

however, deciding what to measure, how to measure it, and how to evaluate

data are all perplexing problems and point to several questions, including:

How does one relate data indicating "tons recycled" to program success

without knowing the total amount of garbage? How does one define a

program participant: If someone recycles one item one time, are they

a participant? How can the regulatory agency independently collect

data to compare with the contractor's data? (And perhaps most difficult

to address) How does one measure progress toward the priority goal of
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"waste reduction", since this goal implies an absence of measurable

material? Consideration of these important questions is beyond the scope

of this study.

Ord. 80-98 (Sec. 12) requires the franchisee to continue supplying

the four basic types of source separation data: Volume, revenue,

participation, and cost (see RRATF Final Report for examples of CDC's

early form of record--keeping). No method of measuring the franchisee's

performance, outside of those methods dependent on the franchisee's own

data, was ever recommended. The ordinance merely states: "the frequency

of record--keeping, the degree of detail, records disposition, and the

additional cost thereof shall be reviewed by the City manager and the

Franchisee" (Ord. 80-98, Sec. 12). It can be concluded that, rather than

following Ord. 78-102'S mandate to establish performance standards,

Ord. 80-98 has made only slight modifications of the franchisee's previous

record--keeping requirement.

9. Service Level

This issue was tied to discussion of program goals, public demand,

program financing, technological innovations, and other related topics.

Should education or promotion be included as franchised services? What

types of service will effectively reduce waste? Should these be

mandated or simply encouraged?

Ord. 78-102 did not mandate recycling services, although the attachment

to the ordinance (see Appendix 6: CDC's Letter of Intent) committed the

existing solid waste franchisee to continue current services if EA decided

to terminate the provision of those services. Sec. 11 of Ord. 80-98,
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on the other hand, clearly mandated a wide variety of source separation

services, creating one of the more dramatic changes to occur at the end

of the study period. The services mandated through Ord. 80-98 (see

Appendix 7) are: 1) on--route residential recycling service; 2) commerical

recycling service; 3) campus recycling service; 4) research and development;

5) education; and 6) other recycling services, as determined by the

Council or the franchisee.

Ord. 80-98 mandates the highest level of franchised recycling services

of any Oregon franchise known to the author. The benefits of these

mandated services must be weighed against the potential drawbacks

resulting from increased regulations (see p. 15) and the concentration

of control in the hands of one firm.

10. Level of Planning and Research

This issue included such questions as 1) should a comprehensive plan

be developed; 2) if so, should it be a City/County plan; 3) how should

services be provided during plan development; 4) who should be responsible

for research into new markets and technologies; and 5) how should planning

and research be financed? RRATF (Final Report, p. 12) states "there is

little doubt that the ideal franchise ordinance would be one that

delineated a comprehensive, long--range plan for solid waste management".

EA, in their comments regarding the 7/7/80 draft SS ordinance (see Appendix

12) pointed to the omission of a formal planning process as another

disparity between the draft and the RRAFT report and recommended the

inclusion of such a planning process into the draft.
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Despite this apparent need for plan development, the Council found no

time to consider the issue during the hurried decisions of November, 1980.

Without a plan or planning process, and without performance standards,

the franchisee's activities will be difficult to challenge.

Research continues to be encouraged and is listed in Sec. 12.8.b. of

Ord. 80-98 as a "resource recovery service" to be provided by the

franchisee. As an element of the services section, research can be charged

to the rate base. Since no bounds have been placed on franchisee research

activities, Sec. 12.8.b. could have a significant affect on garbage rates,

as well as the types of new services offered by the franchisee.

11. Non--profit Exemption

The unamended Ord. 78-102 included exemptions for charitable organi-

zations involved in fundraising, "includin'g but not limited to scouts and

churches". But, as pointed out earlier (see page 14 : "Extent of govern-

ment regulatory role"), this "non--profit exemption" (Ord. 78-102, Sec.

5.1.b) included a significant restriction: Non--profit groups "organized

for any solid waste management purpose" were barred from the benefits

of this exemption. It would appear that any non--profit group that is

engaged in a recycling activity could be considered (at least in part)

to be "organized for a solid waste purpose" and therefore, at the

discretion of the Public Works Director, be barred from protection under

the non--profit exemption. For instance, if the Co-op Market (a

non--profit corporation) decided to assume responsibility for EA's

co-op recycling station, the clause could be used by the City to prevent

the co-op from implementing their decision.
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As the two non--profit groups most likely to engage in activities

that would affect CDC, EA and WTI were the apparent targets of this

restrictive clause, and, as indicated on p.17 ("purchase exemption"),

EA did eventually (Oct. , 1980) receive Mike Randolph's designation as

a solid--waste--management--type of non--profit group. Both EA and WTI

pointed to the potentially discriminatory nature of the clause, and in

Nov., 1980 strongly urged FLO to modify this aspect of Ord. 78-102. As

with many other issues, however, FLO did not respond to this request,

and thus, Ord. 80-98 did not amend the restrictive aspects of the

non profit exemption. As of the date this thesis was written (May, 1980)

no challenge to this ruling has been made.

General Decision Areas

The case study was primarily concerned with pio activity during the

process to revise Ord. 78-102. This process included three general areas

in which decisions were to be made: 1) the solid waste ordinance (78-102)

itself; 2) the administrative structure, including citizens, City staff,

and elected officials; and 3) the recycling program itself, including the

service level and service providers.

1. The Solid Waste Ordinance (78-102)

Ord. 78-102 contained several clauses relating to recycling. All of

these were subject to discussion and change during the study period.

- Sec. 5 contained the previously mentioned "exemptions and

prohibitions", including the non--profit exemption (discussed

previously, page 30) and the purchase exemption (discussed

previously, page 17);
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- Sec. 6 entitled "exclusive franchise granted", had four very

important clauses:

- Sec. 6.1 recognized CDC's Letter of Intent (see Appendix 6) as

a formal attachment to the ordinance;

- Sec. 6.2 established the rules under which the City could make

changes in recycling--related clauses of the ordinance:

After receiving public input, within the first year of the
franchise, the City may reopen negotiation on those sections
of the franchise relating to resource recovery, recycling
education, the establishment of performance standards for
resource recovery activities, and the existence and authority
of a Resource Recycling Task Force;

It addressed the possibility that agreement regarding ordinance revisions

could not be reached (i.e., a sunset provision):

Should the parties fail to reach agreement on the revisions
(regarding recycling), then the resource recovery clauses shall
be stricken from the franchise and replaced by their predecessor
from Ordinance 73-73.

The sunset provision meant that recycling commitments gained at the onset

of the study period could be lost if the decision process broke down.

-6.7 assigned ownership of solid waste to the franchisee "when

placed out for collection"

-6.8 described the first option process (page 19)

The balance of Ord. 78-102 dealt primarily with non--recycling matters.

Although not really a legal document, CDC's Letter of Intent (see

Appendix 6), through its reference in Sec. 6.1, was generally considered

a binding document. This letter, dated 11116/78, outlines "the current

agreement reached with the City Council on our (CDC) Resource

Recovery--Recycling--Reuse Program. While not a part of the proposed

Solid Waste Ordinance, this is our (CDC) commitment to continuing and

implementing all forms of resource recovery". The letter assured the
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continued existence of EA's main center at CDC's truck facility (2555

NE Hwy. 99W); assured EA of receiving fair prices for their materials;

and obligated CDC to continue "those recycling services at existing

levels, with the exception of recycle--mobiles" that Eco Alliance chose

to discontinue (this reference to services included those for offices,

restaurants, high density living units, and commercial cardboard

accounts throughout the City).

At the end of the study period, Ord. 78-102 was amended by Ord. 80-98,

an 8--page document that integrates recycling into the existing solid

waste ordinance.

Sec. 5 amends section 5 of Ord. 78-102 to requite exempted

charitable organizations to "make periodic reports in a form as

the City Manager may reasonably require".

Sec. 6 amends Section 5 of Ord. 78-102 to allow for "a City

approved, contracted or mandated promotion, advertising, or

education program" and also to allow for the continuation of

"a collection center for totally source separated materials

by a non-profit organization which was organized in Corvallis

on or before November 10, 1980...". This last clause was

essentially a "grandfather" clause for the existing Eco

Alliance Recyclemobiles.

- Sec. 7 repeals CDC's Letter of Intent as an attachment to

the ordinance, making CDC's entire recycling commitment

limited to the ordinance itself.

- Sec. 11 amends Section 8.6 of Ord. 78-102 to formally
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allow the rate base subsidy (previously discussed, (p. 22) and

to revise the record keeping requirements.

- Sec. 12 amends Section 10 of Ord. 78-102 to outline the

franchisee's increased service responsibilities, including home

collection, commercial pickup, and education. The educational

responsibilities include: 1) informational services (phone,

printed material); 2) "contact" with Oregon Industrial Waste

Exchange; and 3) media promotion.

2. Administrative Structure and Responsibilities

At the Council level, solid waste ordinance issues were handled first

by the Finance, Law, and Order Committee (FLO), a three member subcommittee

of the Council. All recommendations from FLO were forwarded to the whole

Council for approval. In all instances noted by the author, the Council

agreed with the majority decision of FLO. No change in Council--level

responsibilities occurred during the study period.

At the staff level, responsibilities for solid waste management were

transferred down from the City manager to the public works director just

prior to the study period. By the end of the study period, the public

works department had gained an administrative assistant and a secretary,

who, along with the public works director, had responsibilities in

solid waste management. Both the City attorney and his deputy also

participated in the administration of the solid waste ordinance and

will continue to be available for consultation.
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Along with this increase in staff involvement came increased regulations.

When the study period began only a few businesses were affected; when the

study ended, none of the several dozen businesses and organizations

handling waste material were exempt from the Public Works Department's

authority.

At the citizen's level, solid waste responsibilities at the onset

of the study period were delegated to the Resource Recovery Advisory

Task Force (RRATF). This was accomplished through Ord. 78-1073. This

ordinance mandated that representatives of CDC and the City Council be

included on the Task Force. Although appointed as individuals rather

than specifically as delegates for their organizations, representatives

from the three pio's were selected for RRATF.

RRATF had the "power and the duty to advise and recommend to the City

Council concerning all matters relating to recycling, resource recovery,

source separation, and other such matters both within and without the

City of Corvallis" Ord. 78-107, (Sec. 3).

By the end of the study, the temporary (one year) RRATF was replaced

by a permanent citizen's committee, called the Source Separation Board

(SSB). The SSB was created through Ord. 80-105. The SSB has broader

authority than RRATF had, including the mandate "to monitor and evaluate

source separation and educational programs in the City", and to "encourage

citizen participation in source separation programs and planning by

providing public information and an educational program, and by providing

citizens ready access to the board, including the opportunity to present

ideas, suggestions, and complaints". Additionally, each year the SSB is

responsible for producing the only formal written report on the status
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of Corvallis source separation programs. The transition from RRATF to

the SSB also removed from committee roles those having a "vested interest

in a solid waste handling system" (Ord. 80-10, Sec. 1). At the present

time, representatives from EA, CDC, and WTI have been barred from

membership on the committee because they are classified as having such

vested interests.

3. Services Provided and Service Providers

Prior to the study period, EA had established a City--wide,

multi--material collection service. Because of the previously noted

(Page 8) internal problems (Summer, 1978), EA was unable to continue

providing these services. in accordance with their Letter of Intent

(see Appendix 6), CDC "assumed responsibility for EA program at existing

levels" in January, 1979. This business transition was negotiated

between EA and CDC in November, 1978, and was somewhat formalized through

a Letter of Intent dated 12/6/78 from EA to CDC (see Appendix 13).

EA's collection service included: 1) daily cardboard collection

from all participating businesses; 2) multi--material collection from

participating restaurants; 3) high grade paper from participating offices;

4) multi--material collection from participating high density living units

(a major portion of this service, consisting of Oregon State University

living groups, had been turned over to SRC in 1977); and recyclemobiles

(mobile centers that operated only a few hours per week according to the

1979 schedule listed in Appendix 14). Under the 12/6/78 agreement, SRC

was responsible for setting up empty barrels at the designated

recyclemobile locations and for collecting the full barrels when the
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station was closed. EA provided an attendant and assured quality control.

The Co-op Market recyclemobile continued to be serviced and attended

directly by EA. EA's main (stationary) center, located at CDC's truck

facility, continued to operate with EA staffing six days per week.

Under Ord. 78-102, non--franchised operators were required to have a

sub--contract with CDC or a purchase permit. By the end of the study

period, the only sub--contract was between CDC and SRC, while five purchase

permits had been issued. These permits primarily served to bring

limited, previously existing services in line with Ord. 78-102 rather

than providing sanction for new or expanding services.

Other services were being provided by the boy scouts, church groups,

schools, and community groups through their collection and marketing of

newspaper. Under Sec. 5.1 of Ord. 78-102, these groups were exempt from

any kind of regulation.

Still other services offered throughout the study period included

scrap metal dealers, appliance repair services, second hand stores,

waste fat collection from grocery stores, and the activities of a variety

of other waste--related businesses. The permit requirement was never

enforced for these operations.

Pio Participation in the Decision Process: Methods

1. Eco Alliance (EA)

EA employed a variety of techniques to gain acceptance of their

proposal (see Appendix 4) for a comprehensive waste reduction program.

During the study period, EA primarily utilized their role on RRATF to

move toward this goal but simultaneously operated in other forums. I

list below some of the major techniques employed in these various

forums, with a description of how each was used.
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a. Input to RRATF. At various points in the RRATF discussions,

individuals were assigned to do the committee "homework' and compile

researched reports. At other junctures, all committee members were

offered the opportunity to provide the rest of the committee with their

views on a specific issue.

As part of the initial organization of RRATF (2/79), EA was asked to

develop an historical packet for the committee. The packet (Historical

Overview8), produced by an OSU political science intern working for EA,

stressed the importance of the EA proposal (Appendix 4) as a tool to

focus the activities of RRATF. The packet was followed by a Status

Report (see Appendix 15), intended to bring all committee members up to

date with day--to--day local recycling activities. In May, 1979, EA

submitted volume projections and recycling market information. In July,

EA and all other committee members were asked to individually address

the issues of "one or two ordinances" and "exclusivity", EA submitted

Proposal Update, which addressed these two issues and a couple others,

and also acted as a reminder of the City's incomplete response to EA's

original proposal from the previous summer (see Appendix 4: 8/23/78

Proposal).

During August and September of 1979, RRATF worked to produce a final

report and recommendations to the City Council. EA supplied a list of

definitions and some detailed economic projections, both of which were

incorporated into the RRATF Final Report (p. 13-14, and p. 26-27,

respectively). Numerous suggestions for specific wording changes in the

later drafts of the Final Report were submitted to the committee, most

of which had some bearing on the final product.
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b. Input to Budget Processes. From EA's perspective, the study

period began with only a partial acceptance of their proposal; for example,

financing for an education program, a major aspect of the proposal, had

not been addressed in Ord. 78-102. Despite RRATF's specific charge to

deal with education (Ord. 78-102: Sec. 6.2.a), EA chose to accelerate

discussion on this topic through another forum: The budget process.

It should be noted that allocations from the budget process are derived

from the tax base. EA's clearly stated preference for a funding source

was from the garbage rate base. They maintained that such a "rate base

subsidy" was equitable in that the amount contributed to the subsidy

by each person or family would be directly related to the amount of

material they were depositing in the landfill. Since no one is required to

generate garbage or pay garbage fees, such a subsidy is not a tax.

Budget allocations, on the other hand, are from a tax which is based on

property values rather than anything relating to waste generation.

Despite this philosophical preference for rate base funding, economic

realities facing the organization demanded immediate action. The budget

process held promise of a faster response to EA financial needs than the

RRATF discussions and, if successful, would set an important precedent

for educational services. EA's first budget proposal was initially

submitted to staff, who chose, however, not to include it in the budget

document they submitted to the budget committee. Public Works Director

Randolph indicated that he did not support "the City getting into the

education business". EA then sought support for their financing appeal

from RRATF, FLO, and directly from the budget committee. After this

lengthy process, $12,000 was approved for EA to contractually provide
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educational services for the 1979 fiscal year. City staff followed

the Council's directive to fund EA and proceeded immediately with the

administrative aspects of the fiscal decision (contract, reporting system,

oversight, etc.).

Early in 1980, City staff allowed EA and WTI to submit budget requests

to the City manager as part of the internal process conducted by staff

prior to submission of the final budget document to the budget committee.

As in the previous year, staff did not include recycling education as

part of their budget document, citing the priority status of other programs

and the need to keep costs down. It appeared that, even after a year of

involvement with this type of contract service, City staff was still

not supportive of recycling education.

EA responded to City staff's rejection with a letter campaign, a

memo to the budget committee (see Appendix 17), EA staff presentations

at budget committee meetings, and personal testimony to the budget

committee by concerned members and affiliates. The budget committee

responded by allocating another $12,000 for recycling education but

directed that the recipient of the funding be determined through a

bidding process. After the Public Works Director developed the bid

specifications, proposals were submitted by EA, SRC, and WTI. Public

Works Department staff then established a point system to score the

proposals and gave the best score and the contract to WTI. This scoring

system, a reflection of City staff's criteria for a good education program,

did not appear to give EA much credit for their years of collection and

educational experience; this points to the impact that criteria selection

can have in bidding situations.
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In December, 1980, the City manager began the staff's internal process

to set fiscal priorities and develop the budget document for the 1981

fiscal year. Historically, this process began in February for the fiscal

year beginning July 1. Public Works Department staff informed EA and

WTI that they could once again submit budget proposals. EA was the only

respondent (see Appendix 18). Their short proposal was initially reviewed

by the SSB. Citing CDC's recently established rate--base--funded

educational responsibilities under Sec. 12 of Ord. 80-98 (see Appendix 7),

the SSB recommended against including EA's proposal in the tax--supported

budget. With this action, the idea of educational services being provided

by an organization other than the franchisee was essentially rejected

by the SSB. While the opportunity still exists for non--franchised

groups to make further proposals to the Council or the budget committee,

the lack of support from the Citizens' Advisory Committee (SSB) makes it

unlikely that an aggressive educational outreach program, such as the one

proposed by EA, will ever be funded. SSB's position on this matter

appears once again to be a direct reflection of the Public Works Director,

though it could change if the franchisee's educational program does not

meet the committee's expectations.

c. Input to Rate Increases Review Process. As indicated earlier

(page 22) , CDC requested a rate increase for garbage service in July,

1979. At the rate review meetings conducted by FLO, EA had an opportunity

to focus the committee's attention on some rate--related issues, such as

types of data to be supplied by the franchisee and the system for reporting

their data (see Appendix 19: 8/16/79 Letter to City). EA leaders felt
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they could best state their position on these topics during an actual

rate increase review process rather than attempting to do so during

the RRATF discussions, which were required to address a wide variety of

topics.

The public hearing on the proposed rate increase did not take place

until October 1, 1979 (this hearing was discussed on Page 13 in connection

with the issue of exclusivity, which was also on the hearing agenda). EA

was represented at the hearing by a board member who briefly discussed

possible modifications of the overall rate structure without addressing

the rate levels. Prior to the hearing, EA leaders had decided to take

a "don't rock the boat" approach, in view of the impending Council review

of the RRATF report; thus, no effort was made to demand Council consider-

ation of other more complex rate issues, or to discourage Council

approval of the request. EA's decision to limit their participation in

the hearing appears to have been practical, but may be viewed also as an

opportunity lost until the next rate increase review process.

d. Support Letters. EA's general approach to the use of this

influencing technique was that it should only be used when the issue

at hand was fairly simple. Due to the complexity of most issues and

situations, EA only sought written support on two occasions during the

study period. In March, 1979, they obtained an endorsement from the

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (see Appendix 20). The

letter, which supported EA's use of drop--off centers and aggressive

educational outreach, was distributed to all involved parties, in hopes

of gaining support for the continuation of this type of program as

opposed to one with less emphasis on direct education.
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In May, 1980, a second letter campaign was aimed at demonstrating

member support for EA's budget request to the budget committee. As

noted previously, (on page 40), EA's effort convinced the budget committee

to allocate educational funds, although they were not recipients of the

funds after a bidding process.

e. Public Hearing Testimony. The first of the two public hearings

during the study period (10/1/79) dealt with exclusivity (previously

discussed, page13) and a proposed rate increase (previously discussed,

page 42). As noted previously, EA was only a casual participant at this

hearing.

The second public hearing took place on 12/10/79 for the purpose of

receiving comments on the RRATF Final Report. Testimony from EA

representatives supported the report's recommendations but also pointed

toward the need for performance standards. Performance deficiencies

by the then--current program operator (SRC) were described, and EA's

record of phone call complaints from commercial participants was

submitted as evidence. EA leaders felt that this "phone call summary"

was a unique piece of information with a direct bearing on the Council's

important response to the RRATF report, and that, at the risk of further

impairing relations with the disposal company, they.had a responsibility

to present the information. To gain further support for the Final Report,

EA requested a representative from the Association of Oregon Recyclers

(a statewide organization representing many recycling interests) to

provide additional testimony. Lee Barrett, manager of Portland Recycling

Team, responded to the request (see newspaper account of hearing,

Appendix 21). Since Council decisions regarding public hearing agenda

items are generally made right after the hearing, a reasonable proposition
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is that most individual Council members will have already made their

decisions and they will listen primarily to testimony that supports

these decisions. The Council's response to testimony at the

above--mentioned hearings appears to substantiate this proposition, in

that non--supportive comments generated absolutely no reaction.

f. Pre--draft Negotiations (private). In February, 1980, EA was

invited to meet privately with CDC and Public Works staff to discuss

the soon--to--be--released first public draft of the proposed Source

Separation Ordinance.

Discussion topics at these three pre--draft meetings included the

scope of the proposed program and how the services would be provided,

as outlined in a CDC proposal endorsed by City staff (see Appendix 22).

This proposal called for CDC to receive a two year "Source Separation

Franchise" under which: 1) SRC would take over the operation of EA's

main center and recyclemobiles; 2) commercial and high density unit

recycling services would be "continued and expanded"; and 3) an advertising

program would be implemented. EA did not support CDC's proposed takeover

of the EA Main Center or the absence of funding for an aggressive education

program. Soon after the just--noted CDC proposal was discussed, a

revised CDC proposal, including a program to purchase material from the

public (a "buy back" program), was considered. EA responded to this

idea on March 12 with a paper entitled Buy Back Program Analysis (see

Appendix 23). In this analysis EA pointed to more than ten specific

drawbacks to including buy back as a program element of the proposed

Source Separation Ordinance. No specific consensus on these major

issues was reached prior to City staff's issuance of the first public
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draft Source Separation Ordinance, which primarily reflected CDC's first

pre--draft proposal and did not include the buy--back concept.

g. Input to the Source Separation Ordinance Development Process.

In April, 1980, City staff issued drafts for two new ordinances: One

was a new "Source Separation Ordinance", and the other was an amending

ordinance to Ord. 78-102. For the next six months, most public discussion

focused on the draft Source Separation (SS) ordinance.

EA's first input into the SS ordinance review process was a memo

(4/19/80) to the City manager (see Appendix 24). Rather than deal with

the concerns raised in this memo, City staff passed the matter to FLO,

which then passed it to the SSB. The first public comment on the draft

SS ordinance was allowed in May, 1980. EA's comments (see Appendix 25,

dated 5122/80) addressed the 5/14/80 draft.

It should be noted that throughout the SS ordinance development

process private negotiations were continuing between the Public Works

Department and CDC. This format of proceeding with a private decision

process concurrently with a public review and decision process was chosen

by City staff. Their rationale was that Ord. 78-102 called for a

"renegotiation" of the contract. Despite the superceding mandates of

RRATF and the implication that a citizen's advisory committee (the SSB)

should be developing an ordinance based on the RRATF recommendations,

City staff continued to revise the draft ordinance on the basis of the

private negotiation process. These revised drafts of the ordinance were

then presented to the SSB and made available to the public. The dates of

these public drafts were 4/15, 5/14, 7/7, 8/21, 8/27, 9/3, 11/1 and 11110.

The last three drafts were released after the public review process had

moved from the SSB to FLO. By consistently gaining SSB approval for all
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of the privately negotiated terms, the Public Works Department was able

to avoid a serious discussion of the disparity between such negotiated

terms and the RRATF recommendations. SSB apparently felt that, if the

Public Works Director was not concerned about the disparites, they need

not be concerned.

EA's second opportunity to provide input to the SS Ordinance review

process came in July, 1980. At that time, EA again submitted comments

to the SSB (see Appendix 12), addressing the 7/7/80 ordinance draft.

On 8/27/80 the SSB discussed the draft SS Ordinance and the draft

Solid Waste amending ordinance (no public comments regarding the solid

waste amendments had been received). EA representatives were given an

opportunity to discuss their previously submitted comments. On each

point, the SSB conceded to the judgment of the Public Works Director,

who, as the official author of the draft under discussion, was essentially

satisfied with the document as presented to SSB. On several occasions,

the Public Works Director justified various features of the staff--proposed

draft by stating that they were "in the best interests of the City".

The 8/27 meeting was concluded after both ordinance drafts were passed

to FLO with a recommendation for approval.

On 9/11/80, EA issued a memo to FLO (see Appendix 26), noting the

manner in which their comments to the SSB had been rejected. To this

memo, EA attached copies of their previously submitted comments (see

Appendices 12 and 25). After a lull in the process owing to elections,

FLO received a completely new proposal from CDC on 11/10/80 (see Appendix

27). The proposal, which included multi--material curbside pickup

of recyclables on a monthly basis, was a surprise to all participants
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in the decision process and provided a rationale for City staff to accept

CDC's long--standing preference for a single ordinance. Staff quickly

drafted an ordinance that included both garbage and recycling and urged

the SSB and FLO to eliminate the entire concept of a distinct source

separation ordinance by accepting this new draft. EA expressed concern

about staff's quick acceptance of the home collection concept and the

single--ordinance format, claiming that no justification existed for

either change.

The primary basis for EA's claim regarding the single ordinance can

be found on page 15 of the RRATF Final Report: "RRATF...recommends...

the City Council proceed immediately to modify the present solid waste

franchise ordinance so as to separate and preserve the sections concerned

with garbage (mixed solid waste) collection and disposal and to establish

a separate source separation ordinance". This recommendation had been

accepted by the City Council on December, 1979, and was, therefore,

City policy. An example of City staff's justification for supporting

a single ordinance can be found in their special memo to FLO, dated

12/1/80 (see Appendix 28), which states:

It (RRATF) had envisioned that, some time in the future, these
(the two ordinances) could be combined into one ordinance dealing
with a comprehensive solid waste plan...the Source Separation
Board and City staff feel that initiation of the proposed
home-collection system completes the range of source separation
activities which can practically be governed by City ordinance

i.e., they felt that the obstacles to a single ordinance format, as

noted by RRATF, were eliminated by the home collection proposal. The

clause in RRATF's Final Report, to which the above memo apparently

refers, can be found on page 12, though its meaning appears quite

different from that alleged by City staff:
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There is little doubt that the ideal franchise ordinance would
be one that delineated a comprehensive, long-range plan for solid
waste management: one that not only encompassed the entire solid
waste stream but that was an integral part of a joint City-County
comprehensive plan for solid waste management...Systems and
equipment all over the country are continually being developed
and refined; markets and opportunities for recycling are continually
being developed and refined. If Corvallis were to adopt a rigid,
detailed source separation formula now, in a short time the City
might find that it had locked itself into an obsolete, inefficient
system...Taking these factors into consideration, RRATF recommends
an interim -- or transition -- ordinance arrangement to manage
the types of service, and the quality of service, in an orderly
way. In this interim period, garbage collection and source
separation programs would be governed by two separate ordinances.
At some future point, a single ordinance covering both might
(underlining added) be desirable; at present it seems impractical.

In the context of RRATF's complete statement about a single ordinance,

it does not appear, as City staff indicated, that the simple addition of

one program element (monthly home collection) was sufficient cause for

ignoring all of RRATF's stated obstacles to a transition away from two

ordinances.

In addition to their concern about the single ordinance format,

EA also questioned City staff's acceptance of the home collection concept.

A good example of City staff's position on home collection can be found

on page 2 of the 11/18/80 SSB mintues (see Appendix 29):

Rick Barnett (representing EA) indicated he saw a problem with
integrating the two ordinances into one single exclusive franchise.
Staff responded that the ultimate goal established by the RRATF
Report and passed on to the Source Separation Board had been
the development of a home collection system.

City staff further justified their position in their 12/1/80 memo to FLO

(see Appendix 28), in which they state that the "RRATF had been convinced

that home collection was the ideal way to maximize participation in

recycling programs".

Neither RRATF meeting minutes nor their Final Report substantiate

City staff's statements regarding RRATF support for home collection or
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the designation of such a system as "ultimate" (see Appendix 29: 11/18

SSB minutes). During the RRATF discussions, CDC and EA representatives

had clearly voiced their concerns about a premature move into home

collection, and no votes of any kind were made on the topic. In RRATF's

Final Report the goals statement (p. ii. - iii.) does not mention home

collection. In the introduction (p. 1) the report states that:

the implementation, or mechanics, of expanding source separation
in Corvallis is not so easily agreed upon....We suggest that
the City consider the next few years of City source separation
programs as a transitional period during which the community
moves into a new attitude toward solid waste and develops new
plans and programs.

In the section of the Final Report entitled "Source Separation Program

Elements" (precursor to the "services" section of the ordinance), the

report states:

since Corvallis has had no experience in household collection of
separated materials, careful planning and preparation are necessary
to ensure a successful program. RRATF recommends that the SSB
begin immediately to consider the feasibility of, and draw up
specifications for, a home collection program (p. 4).

This subsection goes on to specify a slow move into home collection,

including the suggestion for the SSB to "consider instituting the

program on a limited basis (e.g., for a limited geographical area, or for

limited-materials)".

FLO's response to EA's comments (regarding the draft ordinance's

disparity with RRATF and the apparent weakness of City staff's position

on critical issues) was that time did not allow them to take issue with

the specifics of the staff--supported draft solid waste ordinance amendments.

They concluded their discussion of the draft with a few minor changes

and recommended that the Council approve the document and grant CDC an

exclusive franchise covering garbage and recyclables. At their
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next--to--the--last meeting, the 1978-9 Council accepted FLO's recommend,

ation, in the form of Ord. 80-98 (Appendix 7).

This description of EA's input to the Source Separation Ordinance

development process lends considerable support to the contention that paid

staff dominate the power structure of local government. The elected

officials in this case were volunteers, which seems to make this dominance

even stronger. In a matter of two weeks, City staff was able to gain

support for a proposal that significantly conflicted with a City policy

statement (the RRATF Final Report) that had taken nine months to produce

and had been produced by a widely representative citizen's committee.

City staff's actions, therefore, imply noticeable disregard for the

public participation process.

h. Other Methods of Participation. Another method employed by EA

was to conduct surveys. One was conducted through personal interviews at

local businesses in an effort to determine attitudes about CDC's service.

This survey indicated indifference regarding the service. Another survey

was conducted at the Waremart recyclemobile in June, 1980. In this survey,

EA attempted to establish a profile of existing recyclers and their

feelings about the convenience of the drop--off system. The results of

this survey were published in the July, 1980, issue of the Eco Alliance

Newsletter (see Appendix 30) and distributed to the City staff, the City

Council, and the SSB. As, a note relating to the previously discussed

City decision to provide home collection, 169 out of 173 respondents to the

question about convenience were satisfied with the existing drop--off

type of recycling system (i.e., no apparent demand for home collection

existed).
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EA's monthly newsletter provided another form of participation. An

average of 1000 issues were distributed monthly, with copies sent to

decision makers, recyclers, and the media. This publication included

a variety of articles on recycling events and issues.

2. Waste Transformation, Inc. (WTI)

Although recognized by City officials within weeks of their formation,

WTI participated in the decision process-only to a limited extent. Their

most noticeable involvement came just prior to the study period and was

probably responsible for their being given representation on RRATF. The

technique employed was the printing and wide distribution of a two--page

leaflet entitled The Exclusive Franchise: a Criticism (see Appendix 5).

In addition to a position statement, the leaflet was also a notice about

the 10/16/78 public hearing regarding Ord. 78-102.

The only other major action by WTI, in terms of affecting the RRATF

decision process, was to submit a proposal9 to the City on 3/2/79. The

proposal, submitted in an apparent effort to comply with the new first

option requirement (Ord. 78-102, Sec. 6.8), dealt with a home collection

program utilizing bicycles with trailers as the collection vehicle for

a portion of the City and was dependent upon the receipt of at least one

major grant. The proposal led to discussions about the restrictive nature

of the ordinance, the first option process, the merits and feasibility

of home collection, and various related topics. After consideration by

RRATF and FLO, RRATF decided to suspend any further discussion unless the

funding became available. This series of events directly led to a

statement in the RRATF report (p. 14) recommending against the inclusion

of the first option clause in the impending Source Separation Ordinance.

Another method utilized by WTI was the publishing of a periodic

newspaper. The first issue was in April, 1979, and about a dozen issues
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were produced during the two--year study period. The newsletter relied

heavily on graphics and dealt with a wide variety of topics, including

indications of what WTI was planning to do. Very little reporting on

actual recycling activities can be found in the publication, which was

distributed to City officials and RRATF members.

The only other significant example of WTI's written contributions to

the decision process was in May, 1980, when they submitted some comments

(see Appendix 31) regarding the 5/14/80 draft of the Source Separation

ordinance. In these comments, WTI indicated that they were still

opposed to the exclusive nature of the draft ordinance, especially the first

option clause. WTI's position was that anyone desiring to provide a

recycling service should be allowed to do so and that an "exemptions"

clause was unnecessary (i.e., everyone should be exempted from restrictions

Further, the comments did not support the use of a permit system for the

City to keep track of service providers.

From the perspective of pio involvement in the decision process,

WTI's limited direct participation is noteworthy. The WTI "representative"

on RRATF, David Adler, made it clear at the second RRATF meeting (3/1/79)

that he was serving on the committee as an individual rather than as a

representative of WTI. His comment was made while explaining a document

(in response to the same solicitation that led to EA's previously noted

Status Report, Appendix 15) entitled The First Two Months (see Appendix

32). According to the minutes from RRATF's 3/1/79 meeting, The First Two

Months was submitted as "a personal statement" rather than an organizational

statement. Adler's concern about the issue of representation surfaced

again at the 3/29/79 RRATF meeting, at which he stated that he felt RRATF

should have a policy regarding conflict of interest, since three of the
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seven voting members had direct involvement in the recycling business.

At the next meeting, Adler was assigned the task of drafting a "conflict of

interest" policy statement for the following meeting. His deadline was

extended to the 4/12 meeting, at which time, rather than submitting any

written comments, he provided verbal comments. According to the minutes

from the 4/12 meeting, Adler again emphasized that his statements during

RRATF meetings were personal views and not an official position of WTI

and that he would attempt to view his role as a task force member rather

than as a member of WTI, i.e., to avoid a conflict of interest. The subject

was concluded with brief verbal statements of affiliation from other RRATF

members.

Rather than active participation by WTI as a public interest organization,

the author observed limited participation by the organization and,

separately, somewhat greater participation by one of the organization's

central members (Adler). In addition to submitting The First Two Months,

Adler's formal contributions to the RRATF discussions occurred: 1) on

7/9/79, in response to the general solicitation for opinions on the topic

of "one ordinance or two", when his one--page submission reiterated WTI's

position regarding the use of an expanded permit system for recycling

rather than a franchise (see Appendix 33); 2) in August, 1979, when he

provided the committee with some very general information about "cost

catagories" in recycling; and 3) on 9/17/79, as the committee was nearing

the completion of its report, when he submitted a one--page argument

for the initiation of a municipally operated recycling program (see

Appendix 34). At the 12/1/79 public hearing about the RRATF report, Adler

(as an individual) again suggested that the City scrap the concept of

franchised recycling and move to a municipally operated program.
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Throughout 1980, Adler attended many SSB meetings, providing

occasional personal comments. His only written input to the decision

process came on 9/17/80, after discussion had moved to FLO. In these com-

ments he recommended two specific changes in the then--current draft of

the SS ordinance (see Appendix 35).

WTI participated' as an organization in the fiscal 1980 budget process

to the extent of submitting a budget proposal for inclusion in the City

Manager's budget document. As in the case of EA, the proposal was rejected

by City staff. After EA convinced the budget committee to set aside

$12,000 for recycling education, however, WTI submitted the successful bid

for receiving the allocation (see page 40).

3. League of Women Voters (LWV)

The League played a limited role in terms of time but a rather

significant role in terms of guiding the process and the decisions. At

the 10/16/78 public hearing, just prior to the study period, a League

representative, Nancy Schary, supported the proposed "interim" form of

Ord. 78-102 and emphasized the importance of a planning process and a

review process (see Appendix 36: hearing minutes). The following month

(November, 1978) the League sponsored a presentation to City officials,-in

which two well--known Oregon recyclers (Jerry Powell and Bill Bree)

provided background information regarding the proposed form of Ord. 78-102.

The League's representative on RRATF, Grace Phinney, had extensive

background in solid waste issues, locally and beyond, and had been the

head of the local League's environmental quality committee. Additionally,

she had recently served on the State of Oregon Environmental Quality

Commission. In addition to regular participation in RRATF discussions,
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Phinney authored the first draft of the entire RRATF Final Report.

Although some modifications were made, the final draft of the report bears

a noticeable resemblance to Phinney's first draft. At the 12/1/79 public

hearing about the RRATF report, the League supported the Council's

acceptance of the RRATF report. In February, 1980, League member Nancy

Schary was selected for a position on the SSB and was then chosen by this

committee to be its chair. As with the rest of the SSB, Schary supported

the results of City staff's 1980 negotiations with CDC regarding the SS

Ordinance.

In November, 1980, the League held another "information unit" on

Solid Waste, just days after CDC submitted their home collection proposal.

Representatives from CDC, the City, LWV, EA, and WTI gave short presentations

and responded to questions from the audience, which was primarily comprised

of League members. A few League members attended some of the final solid

waste discussions conducted by FLO, but, despite some noticeable discrep-

ancies between the newly proposed single ordinance and the League supported

RRATF report, they provided no further input to the decision process.

4. Joint Pio Action

In September, 1980, EA and WTI representatives met and decided that

some indication of unified concern about the recycling issue would be

useful. David Adler was selected to draft a petition asking the City

to conduct a public hearing (see Appendix 37). EA solicited additional

support for the petition forom Dave Butler, who was still operating a

private business, and also from LWV. Butler consented to signing

the petition, but the League declined, indicating that they supported the

idea and might pursue the topic if the City did not comply with the
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initial petition, but they preferred not to get involved. The City never

responded to the petition, and no further action on the issue was pursued.

Although City officials never indicated the reason for ignoring the request,

the shortage of time unquestionably influenced their actions.

HYPOTHESES GENERATED

The events observed during this study have provided considerable

information about pio activities and effectiveness, solid waste ordinances

and the garbage industry, and the political decision process at the local

level. Contrasting with the breadth of information gained are the numerous

questions that remain to be answered. One of the more compelling questions

is: Why were EA's opinions consistently rejected by City decision makers

during 1979-80, after the City had solicited EA's opinions in 1977-78 and

thoroughly protected EA's interests in November, 1978, with the acquisition

of CDC's Letter of Intent (see Appendix 6).

I contend that the contrast between decision--maker responsiveness to

EA during 1977-78 as opposed to 1979-80 is primarily explained by the

transition of control over the City--wide recyclingcollection system from

EA to CDC (1/1/79). Further, it appears that in most recycling program

decision processes, the control of the flow of recyclables, regardless

of the tenor of public input, will be a, if not the, major factor affecting

a group's ability to influence the decision process.

Control of the major recycling collection system in Corvallis, OR, has

been held by two firms, EA and CDC. Both firms participated in the recycling

program decision process and employed political influencing techniques

to gain decision--maker support for their interests. EA developed the

collection system for recyclables in 1977 and controlled the flow of
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materials until 1/1/79. On that date, CDC, through its affiliate firm

SRC, gained control of the system, and, therefore, control of the materials.

To support my contention regarding the power of flow control, I will

describe the responsiveness of decision makers to EA and CDC influencing

efforts. I will use the level of decision--maker responsiveness as the

measure of influence and show how changes in this level correlate

directly with changes in the control of the City--wide collection system

over a period of four years.

As noted in the background section (p. 6), EA's first notice to the

City about their interest to collect recyclables was in 1975 (see Appendix

1: first proposal to the City). The City's basic response to EA's inter-

est was, if it's OK with CDC, it's OK with us. Following this response,

with considerable assistance from CDC, EA initiated their City--wide,

multi--material, commercial pickup service in October, 1976. A few months

later, they added a City--wide residential recycling project, with 12

mobile centers ("recyclemobiles") in addition to their stationary main

center (see Appendix 38: 1977 Recyclemobile Schedule).

Ea's second proposal to the City (see Appendix 2: 2/17/77 proposal)

was submitted just as their control of the City--wide system was being

established. The City's response to this proposal for expanded regulations

in the area of solid waste was very supportive. Their staff and the

Council approved a recycling policy that was clearly favorable to EA (see

Appendix 9). Since the existing regulations were contained in the solid

waste ordinance (Ord. 73-731), and that ordinance didn't expire until

12/31/78, the City was unable to directly deal with EA's longer term

interest in ordinance modification until early 1978. During this waiting

period, EA's collection program grew, generating up to $1700 per month

in revenue and receiving continued approval from CDC.
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When the ordinance modification discussions began in early 1978, EA

submitted a goal statement (see Appendix 3) for consideration by FLO.

Shortly thereafter, FLO invited EA to resubmit these goals in the form of

a proposal. EA complied by submitting a short proposal to the City on

June 20, 1978 (see Appendix 39). This proposal simply asked that, in

the course of the ordinance modifications, EA's options to educate and

collect be "preserved". When asked to expand on the proposal, EA debated

the matter internally for two months, and then produced a lengthier

document that strongly resembled their April (1978) goals statement (see

Appendix 3). This August 1978 proposal (see Appendix 4) remained as EA's

major position statement regarding the community recycling program through-

out the study period. FLO welcomed this document, which played a major

role in their decisions.

It is also significant to note that, in addition to the City's

responsiveness to EA's concerns, CDC also reacted positively through most

of 1978. On May 24, 1978, CDC owner Bob Bunn and his attorney met with

members of LA's Board of Directors to seek their approval of the 5/11/78

draft solid waste ordinance. At this meeting, CDC offered to protect

EA's complete business interest through a subcontract, if EA would support

their exclusive franchise (EA's minutes from this meeting and a draft of

the subcontract offer are included as Appendix 40). According to the

minutes from this meeting, "Bunn told us (EA) he doesn't foresee his

company in the residential recycling business for almost ten years from

now because of the economics of such operations". The subcontract offer

would have allowed EA to provide all of their existing collection and

education programs and to freely pursue research and development. The

subcontract would have been a critical document, since the proposed
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franchise would essentially assign all recycling responsibilities to CDC

and require other firms to operate under a purchase permit from the City,

or a subcontract with CDC. EA's previously noted (p. 9) internal problems,

however, prevented the board from accepting this early subcontract offer.

While the City was responding positively to EA's concerns throughout

1978, CDC found a somewhat colder response. The disposal company was

making little progress in their pursuit of an exclusive franchise for

recycling and garbage. In earlier years, prior to EA's entry into recycling

collection, CDC had essentially controlled the flow of most waste materials,

and had encountered hardly any resistance from the City on solid waste

issues. In 1978, however, after having their attorney submit a draft

ordinance (5J11/78)11 to supercede Ord. 73-73, CDC did not receive the

anticipated quick approval. They submitted a second draft ordinance on

5/31/78, with the expectation that the draft would become effective by

7/1/78. Unfortunately for CDC, this was not the case. In fact, their

proposed solid waste ordinance hardly gained FLO's attention. Consequently,

CDC tried to stimulate interest for the 5/31 draft by submitting an

eleven--page support document to the City Council on June 19, 197810.

CDC continued to receive no response, while the City considered a separate

proposal (see Appendix 41) from D & B Recycling (a new firm, including

Dave Butler as a partner and offering a direct alternative to all of CDC's

proposed solid waste services), as well as EA's August, 1978 proposal

(see Appendix 4). EA's proposal differed from the D E B proposal, in,

that it only dealt with recycling services. FLO finally began to consider

CDC's proposal and move toward closure of the issue at the end of October

1978. By that time, EA had submitted a detailed version of their August,

1978, proposal (see Appendix 42), D & B Recycling had withdrawn their
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proposal, and, on 10/16, a public hearing on the CDC proposal had been

held (see Appendix 36: public hearing minutes).

EA representatives attended all public meetings throughout this

period, providing verbal and written comments in support of their

proposal (see Appendix 43: 10/27/80 memo to FLO). By the middle of

November, the outgoing Council had settled upon a compromise that

1) protected EA's interests; 2) gave some consideration to CDC's role

in recycling; and 3) probably most important from the City's perspective,

assured the continuation of garbage collection service. This was

accomplished through two sections in the final ordinance draft: Sec. 6.1.,

which formally attached CDC's Letter of Intent (see Appendix 6) to the

ordinance as "exhibit A", and Sec. 6.2.a., which noted the establishment

of a citizen's advisory committee and established the Council's right to

"renegotiate" all sections relating to recycling.

The Letter of Intent, as an attachment to Ord. 78-102, was a vital

document in regard to the operation of the City--wide recycling system.

Section 3.a. of the Letter states: "if Eco Alliance wants to discontinue

services provided, as of October 25, 1978, we will assume responsibility

for continuing those recycling services at existing levels... ". This

clause meant that, as of November, 1978 the decision of who controlled

the collection system remained with EA, without the existence of a

subcontract or purchase permit. In this sense, the City had complied with

EA's request to have their economic interests preserved. At the same

time, EA was assured that if they Chose to discontinue operating the

system, the system would continue to operate through the franchisee.

This can be viewed as a very positive response from the City. It was

not optimum, since EA's other major interest, that of funding for a
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recycling education program, had not found immediate acceptance; however,

a forum for pursuing this educational interest had been created through

RRATF, and Sec. 6.2.a. of Ord. 78-102 specifically called attention to

the need for RRATF's consideration of recycling education.

When the solid waste issue came before the full Council in November,

1978, EA representatives supported the compromise form of Ord. 78-102

(with the attached Letter of Intent). The Council's 11/30/78 passage

of Ord. 78-102 can, therefore, again be viewed as a positive response to

EA's interests.

From CDC's perspective, the 1978 solid waste discussions had not

been very fruitful. Ord. 78-102 was not the comprehensive package of

rights they had been seeking. The last minute concessions apparently

demanded by FLO in Sec. 6.1 and Sec. 6.2.a. (Ord. 78-102) placed CDC's

level of control over recyclables in serious question.

Unfortunately for the non--profit EA, they were unable to take

advantage of gains made during the 1978 discussions. The loss of CETA

staffing in October, 1978, had made the continued operation of the

City--wide system very difficult. As a result, EA leaders decided to

negotiate an operational agreement with CDC, feeling that such an action

would be most consistent with their stated position of having guaranteed

recycling services (see Appendix 42), and also provide City leaders with

an opportunity to evaluate CDC's direct performance in the field of

recycling collection. Their first attempted subcontract (see Appendix

44: 11/28/78), which would have left them with a small portion of the

City--wide collection system, was rejected by CDC owner Bob Bunn, who

indicated that he now wanted to control the entire system. EA's second

subcontract proposal (see Appendix 45: 12/1/78) would have turned the
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entire system over to SRC and included hiring EA for one month to train

SRC drivers and management. This, too, was rejected because of the

"hiring" stipulation. CDC's unwillingness to make any concessions

in return for full control of the collection system was apparently a

result of their feeling that, given EA's operational problems, no concessions

would be necessary. In light of CDC's responses, EA gave up the idea

of a subcontract and issued a Letter of Intent (see Appendix 13), which

was verbally accepted by CDC. By 1/1/79 the transfer of collection

responsibilities from EA to CDC was complete. Thus, EA was left to

pursue their goals strictly in the political arena, while CDC had

enhanced their economic position by gaining control of the recycling

system and the flow of materials.

It is important to note that Ord. 78-102 (including the clauses in

CDC's Letter of Intent which protected EA's interests) was passed after

the October, 1978, emergence of WTI. As described above, EA had retained

a strong political position in late 1978 despite WTI. Thus, although

WTI invariably affected City decisions, they did not cause the City to

reduce its responsiveness to EA interests while that organization con-

trolled the recycling system.

The purpose of the preceding description of City decision--makers'

responsiveness to EA and CDC has been to show that, prior to the

transition of collection responsibilties from EA to CDC, the City was

very responsive to EA's interests and relatively less responsive to CDC's

interests. I would now like to show how the City's responsiveness to

EA's and CDC's influencing efforts changed significantly after the

1/1/79 transition of collection responsibilities from the former

organization to the latter.
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Few solid waste decisions were made in early 1979, since such

decisions had to follow action by RRATF. Thus, responsiveness to EA and

CDC was not measurable during that period, which can be viewed as a

research phase of the process. Nonetheless, both organizations used

the RRATF discussions to reiterate their interests. For EA, this can be

seen in their July, 1979, input to RRATF entitled Proposal Update (see

Appendix 16), in which their interest in having two ordinances (instead

of just one) was presented as the only major change from their

still--unanswered August, 1978, proposal (see Appendix 4). For CDC,

this can be seen in their July, 1979, input to RRATF entitled Exclusive

or Non-Exclusive (see Appendix 46), in which they indicated their

continued preference for a single, exclusive franchise, and for keeping

educational responsibilities out of the franchise.

The process entered a new phase when City staff opened negotiations

with the franchisee in February, 1980, and held several private

negotiating sessions prior to the public issuance of a draft SS ordinance.

As discussed previously, page 44), EA was invited to attend three of

these sessions. In early March, CDC submitted a proposal (see Appendix

22), which quickly found staff approval. The proposal called for home

collection only after study by the Source Separation Board, continued

franchisee operation of the City--wide collection program and recycle-

mobiles, no educational responsibilities, and the transfer of control at

EA's main center to CDC. EA strongly objected to the last two provisions.

Almost immediately, CDC changed their proposal, and sought to establish

the main center as a "buy back" center. Again, they found staff support.

New EA objections, which were specified in Buy Back Program Analysis

(see Appendix 23), were ignored. This began the pattern of EA being
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rejected by City decision--makers. By early April, CDC's interests had

changed again, as indicated in the first public draft Source Separation

Ordinance dated 4/15/80
12

. The only guaranteed service in this document

was daily collection of cardboard: There was no mention of the other

elements in the existing program. After a few minor changes (none relating

to the services section), a 5/14/80 draft was released by staff and opened

for comment by the SSB. EA's one--page comment to the SSB (see Appendix

25) was an outline, pointing to the differences between the draft

ordinance and the RRATF Final Report. As described earlier (page 45),

all revised ordinance drafts were the result of private negotiations

between CDC and the City Public Works Department: They represent the

terms that were acceptable to both parties, as of the draft's issuance

date.

By the 7/7/80 draft of the SS ordinance, several changes had been

made, including additions to the services section. EA submitted rather

specific comments (see Appendix 12), many of which called for changing

terms negotiated by City staff. The SSB rejected everyone, indicating

an inability to take issue with City staff. At their 8/29/80 meeting,

the SSB recommended to FLO the acceptance of the 8/27 draft SS ordinance

and the short amending ordinance to Ord. 78-102.

From September through November (1980) FLO's response to EA comments

was essentially the same as that of the SSB. Although the shortage of

time was also a factor, the lack of incentive to question City staff's

judgement appeared to be the major reason for rejecting EA comments.

When CDC submitted their surprise offer to provide home collection

service (see Appendix 27), City staff vigorously promoted its acceptance
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to FLO (November, 1980). With time for discussion gone, FLO quickly

adjusted to the significant changes associated with CDC's most recent

proposal and approved a final draft for a single, solid waste ordinance.

The details of this ordinance (80-98) have been discussed previously

(page 28 and page 34).

This summary of the 1979-80 interactions among City decision--makers,

EA and CDC indicates a significant decline in EA's ability to influence

decisions and a significant improvement in CDC's.

EA's political decline occurred at a time when they held the educa-

tional contract, which had led to a resurgence of their operational

strength. Their staff at that time included 8 CETA--funded employees and

3 non--CETA--funded employees. The volume of their input to the decision

process (details. provided, page 38-50) facilitated by their operational

strength, clearly enhanced EA's image as a responsible actor. In fact,

volunteerism within the organization allowed EA to maintain a responsible

political image even during later periods of fewer paid staff. Nonetheless,

City staff, the SSB, and FLO consistently rejected EA's input after early

1979, regardless of the specific influencing techniques employed. At the

same time, the same decision -- makers seemed willing to accept any proposal

from CDC, the operator of the City--wide collection system.

This account of the solid waste decision process is offered in support

of the contention that, compared to influencing techniques employed in

the political arena, control of the community's major recycling collection

system is the decisive factor in a recycling organization's impact on a

recycling program decision process.

At the onset of the case study, I had a specific interest in generating

hypotheses about the relative effectiveness of various political influencing
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techniques. The description of such influencing methods (previously

discussed,P.38-5) and the above hypothesis lead me to modify this interest,

because it appears that, when a recycling collection system is already

established, most of these techniques will tend to be ineffective for

non--operators of that system. EA's success at using political techniques

to elicit desirable responses from City decision--makers occurred primarily

before that group gave up control of the recycling collection system.

After that point, their input was met with nearly complete rejection.

Some of the post--transition rejection could be attributable to such

factors as the unreasonableness of a particular demand, personality con-

flicts, an inability to consider EA interests without appearing unfair

to WTI, or the apparent preference of City staff to deal with the more

sizable and influential CDC. But the fact remains that none of these

other facts appeared to decrease decision--maker responsiveness prior to

the business transition; and, if they did affect responsiveness after

the transition, it occurred in the context of EA's lack of system control

and the consequent lack of negotiating strength.

One additional hypothesis follows from the above discussion of pio

influence: From the pio's perspective, internal fractionalization is

one the greatest impediments to influencing the decision process. As

was just indicated, EA's failure to maintain control of the collection

system resulted in a significant decline of their political influence.

The system essentially provided EA with considerable negotiating leverage.

The loss of the system was directly caused by the loss of CETA funds. The

loss of CETA funds was, in turn, a direct result of the internal fraction-

alization. Briefly, after EA's CETA staff failed in their effort to have

EA oppose CDC's franchise proposal (see page 8), some members of that
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staff set up their own non--profit corporation, named Waste Transformation,

Inc. (WTI). WTI filed their articles of incorporation on August 23, 1978,

without the knowledge of EA Board members. Two of the three initial WTI

Board members were still employed by EA on that date and remained so

for about one more month. During that month, as part of their EA job

responsibilities, these two individuals were supposed to have submitted

applications to CETA for the renewal of several existing positions,

including those involved in the operation of the City--wide collection

system. No applications were ever turned in for EA, however, and, on

10/1/78, EA's CETA--funded staff was reduced from nine positions to one.

After attempting to operate the collection system with this reduced

staff, EA was faced with a choice of reducing or eliminating the system or

negotiating a transition of control to CDC. As described earlier in

this section, EA chose the latter.

EA's loss of the collection system and their consequently decreased

ability to influence the decision process are therefore directly attri-

butable to the internal fractionalization that occurred. It appears that

the people who decided to form WTI and to emasculate EA did not understand

the importance of maintaining control of the collection system, at least

until the decision process was concluded. By separating from EA as a

means of pursuing their opposition to CDC's involvement in recycling,

they essentially elevated the disposal company's role in the recycling

program, which, in turn, seems to have given CDC the ability to obtain

the comprehensive exclusive franchise (Ord. 80-98) they were seeking.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study has been to investigate pio participation

in a solid waste decision--making process. This investigation has

increased my understanding about pio's, public participation and the

public decision process, and varied aspects of solid waste management.

Public interest organizations, particularly at the local level,

generally rely to a considerable extent on the participation and leader-

ship of just a few members. Because of these limited human resources

(especially when compared to those of profit--oriented corporations),

pio's need to be very careful when deciding how and when to call upon

their members. One key to optimizing the effectiveness of limited

resources is to have a full understanding of the decision process and

to utilize resources primarily at junctures where the greatest benefits

can be derived. An example of problems stemming from the failure to

fully understand the decision process can be seen in EA's misinterpretation

of Ord. 78-102, Sec. 6.2.a., which became law in December, 1978. EA

leaders had generally felt that all recycling clauses in Ord. 78-102 were

subject to changes which would be based on policies generated through

the RRATF discussions and recommendations. Further, they felt that

RRATF--based policies would supercede mandates contained in Ord. 78-102.

It was not until just prior to the issuance of RRATF's Final Report

that EA began to look closely at Ord. 78-102, which was written before

the idea of two franchises had been conceived. In an effort to determine

how the process for modifying the ordinance (as described in Sec. 6.2.a.)

would be interpreted, in light of the more recent idea of having two

ordinances, EA wrote a letter to the City attorney (see Appendix 47).
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In this letter dated 10/2/79, EA asked several questions about how the

decision process would be affected after the RRATF recommendations became

City policy. Through the City attorney's response (see Appendix 48)

EA learned that RRATF's failure to change the decision process by specifying

alternatives to Sec. 6.2.1. meant that the decision process was going

to be dominated by private negotiations with the franchisee. Had EA

understood that 6.2.a. would lead to limits on public access to the

decision process, some of the time that was devoted to less critical

aspects of the RRATF discussions could have been devoted to modifying

that more critical clause in Ord. 78-102.

Another key to optimizing the effectiveness of limited staff is

to understand the perspectives and responsibilities of individual

decision -- makers and the interrelationships between different

decision--makers. The marked degree to which elected officials tend to

rely on paid staff is important information to integrate into a pio

strategy.

Given the power of the economic consideration in the political arena

(at least to the extent argued in the hypothesis section of this paper),

pio's should consider direct involvement in a business that relates

to the decision process or obtain the support of such a business. For

solid waste matters, the political arena appears to be little more than

an official forum to legitimize decisions that are primarily made privately.

Pio's are more likely to be successful during a public participation

process if they can privately establish a strong base of economic support

and thereby a strong negotiating position. It is important to remember

that the public participation process is designed only to assure access

to decision makers, not to guarantee that their decisions will be
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influenced. This case study clearly demonstrates that unpaid, elected

decisionmakers do not neccesarily feel an obligation to accept public

opinion or to be influenced by documented facts, at least when paid and

supposedly expert City staff advise them differently.

Finally, in regard to public participation and the political decision

process, I am skeptical of any formula for success in the political arena

ever being developed. An organization can follow the political suggestions

to be found within this paper or the suggestions of those more familiar

with influencing techniques and still achieve nothing. Or an organization

can disregard all of these suggestions and be completely successful. I

do feel that this study, and similar investigations dealing with the

political process, can provide useful indicators of how to function in

the political arena; but it is doubtful that any certain formula for

success in the infinitely complex political world will be found.

In regard to solid waste management, my conclusions must be viewed

as applicable primarily where private firms operate waste collection

systems. When this situation exists, as it does throughout Oregon, one

can expect the bulk of a private hauler's behavior to be based on that

industry's priority values of maintaining control of the flow of materials,

and, like any private firm, making a profit. The garbage industry

generally views a customer as a continuous source of waste and therefore

as a continuous source of revenue. In some areas, customers are sold

from one hauler to another with the price based on the anticipated

revenue from the customer. In the Eugene, OR, area, for instance,

customers have been sold for a value representing two years worth of

continuous service, or just over $100. The concept built into the

blackp
Text Box
p.71 missing from original.  Author unavailable to supply.
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A related reason for the garbage industry's attitude about recycling

is that recycling projects are generally initiated for the purpose of

reducing waste (this issue was previously mentioned on p. 2). A fact

generally believed by recyclers to be true (but requiring further research

to substantiate) is that involvement in recycling leads to a reduction of

waste. This is sometimes referred to as the "source reduction phenomenon".

For example, one who recycles tin cans and glass is more likely to avoid

excessive packaging, thereby reducing their volume of waste material by

an amount greater than the volume of just the tin cans and glass. Thus, if

a recycling project is successful, the total volume of materials available

for handling by the hauler (either as garbage or source separated material)

may be reduced. This potential negative impact on their business has

invariably and understandably contributed to garbage hauler attitudes

about recycling.

Still another aspect of the garbage industry's position on recycling

is that once a business or commercial establishment begins to source

separate, the probability increases that the firm will either "source

reduce" or decide to process and market their own material, to the

exclusion of the garbage hauler. One of the best examples of this

latter situation can be seen within the Oregon grocery industry. During

the late 1970's most of this industry changed from paying garbage haulers

to remove their used corrugated boxes to baling the boxes themselves

and selling the material to recycling brokers. The existence of good

markets for cardboard facilitated this transition of the grocery industry's

waste patterns. A hauler 's commercial customers are often viewed as not

only a continuous source of waste materials but a continuous source of

uniformly composed waste, generated with regularity as defined by the

type of business. This is in contrast to the irregular, heterogenous

nature of residential waste. If a commercial customer, such as a grocery
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store, discovers a way to turn their waste into a resource, to the extent

of no longer requireing the hauler's service, the hauler loses a lucrative

piece of business. This possibility adds to the garbage industry's

reluctance to encourage recycling.

One implication of the above description of modifying waste patterns

is that control of the flow ultimately lies with the waste generator

as opposed to either the government or the waste hauler. Even the most

exclusive franchise (at least to date) cannot prevent waste generators

from handling their own waste. A further implication is that serious

risks are involved in any private or public efforts to plan

community--wide recycling or resource recovery systems, since the design

of the system requires an estimate of the volume, and the economics of

the system requires that the estimated volume be permanently available.

Since generators retain the option of removing their waste from such a

system, even a conservative estimate of the minimum permanent flow

could be inaccurate.

The risk of designing a high volume mixed waste system in Corvallis

is particularly great because one firm (Evans Products) generates almost

half of the community's waste. If Evans develops their own process for

reducing or eliminating their waste, the mixed waste system could be

incapable of operating, technologically or economically.

The role of overcoming these situations which tend to hold back

the development of recycling must be played by the "recycling movement".

As indicated in this study, however, the recycling movement is not a

homogenous group. One noteworthy source of internal conflict stems

from the fact that many recyclers follow the contended pitfall of the
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garbage industry and become vested interests in the continued generation

of waste, as opposed to strong advocates of waste reduction. This follows

from the fact that, particularly with home collection, a recycling program

operator requires a certain volume of recyclable "waste" to break even.

Any action that leads to a reduction in the generation of recyclables

is a potential threat to that operator. Therefore such an operator is

dependent on the flow of materials in precisely the same way as is a

garbage hauler. A readily available example of recyclers actually

opposing a measure to reduce waste can be seen in the 1979 Washington

State bottle bill initiative. Many individual recycling firms as well

as the statewide recycling association were actively opposed to this

bottle bill, a proven technique to reduce waste. The reason: Recyclers

had developed businesses around the purchase of used beer and soft

drink containers, and, even though the bottle bill would have unquestionably

increased the number of beverage containers diverted from landfills, the

existing recyclers stood to have their share of the flow eliminated.

The Washington State Recycling Association had become a vested interest

in the continued production of throwaway containers. This is a noticeable

contrast to other recyclers (some in the State of Washington) who are

primarily concerned with the reduction of waste. This lack of consensus

amongst recyclers in regard to the best way to solve the "waste problem"

adds yet another difficulty for public decision--makers to overcome

in dealing with solid waste issues.

In conclusion, one of the greatest barriers to the public sector's

attempt to decrease the economic and social costs of solid waste appears

to be the variety of private interests that profit from the continued
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generation of ever--mounting volumes of waste. This case study has

investigated the barriers at the local level, focusing on the interests

of those businesses that depend on waste generation for their survival.

Unfortunately, the barriers were even more pervasive than was directly

observable in this case study, since manufacturers of products that add

a disproportionate volume to the waste stream (e.g., packaging,

"disposable" products, etc.), or industries that supply raw materials

to the above manufacturers (e.g., aluminum dealers that supply aluminum

can manufacturers) represent further potential opposition to waste reduction

measures. The reason is simply that they are in the business of

creating waste. Hopefully, this detailed description of solid waste

issues in one local context can assist future efforts to overcome the

barriers to a practical and conserving materials policy.
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ECO-ALLIANCE RECYCLING MEMORIAL UNION
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

A MEMBER OF OREGON RECYCLERS

RESOURCE RECOVERY PROJECT

CORvALLIS, OREGON 97331
(503) 754-2101

May 14, 1975

The following proposal is demanded by the inability of the existing ordinances
to regulate existing materials collection practices. The proposal is written on
behalf of Eco-Alliance, Inc., but any action taken on this proposal should recognize
the existence of other, less comprehensive efforts to recover resources.

The basic premise to be made is that those engaged in the collection of recover-
able resources doe not necessarily deal with the collection of solid waste. There
is a need to define the terms "recoverable resource" and "solid waste." The distinc-
tion between the two can be made in terms of the potential value of the material, the
intention of the consumer, the method of collection and the cost of collection. An
individual that separates material in the home never considers the material as waste.
A rather clear distinction is called for.

PROPOSED ECO-ALLIANCE ACTIVITIES

Eco-Alliance is going to attempt to develop an efficient system for collecting
recoverable resources. This model operation has the goal of determining which re-
sources are. feasible to collect, as well as the most efficient method of collection.

Eco-Alliance has existed as a comprehensive recycling effort since 1971. (See
Aopendixl). This type of collection experiment would be very demanding if the only
income available was from the sale of the materials. Other support has been sought
from diverse sources. At this time the only guaranteed increase in corporate resources
is in the form of 96 man/hours/week through CETA I for the Summer of 1975, beginning
June 16. Indications exist that this CETA I funding will continue through the next
academic year, and that CETA VI funds will be available in July.

The educationa and promotion that is necessary for the success of this program
will be carried out through the university. In addition, educational funds are being
sought through HEW. Promotional funds may be available through the city's appli-
cation to HUD for Community Project and Development Act funding.

Administrative assistance will be obtained through the university and ASOSU.

Transportation assistance has been and may continue to be provided by Benton
County.

Oregon MB 3184 calls for a policy statement regarding source separation and the
appropriation of $100,000 for source separation operations. (See Appendix II). Thus
the likelihood of tremendous resources to carry this program until it can carry itself
is very high.

A proposal will soon be made to the Chemeketa Board of Directors to utilize the
research efforts at OSU to determine the resource recovery systems for the region.
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The intent of Eco-Alliance is education rather than profit. It is very likely
that an economically and environmentally

sound system of materials handling willbe produced. This system would naturally be utilized by private profit corpora-tions.

The likely results of this project will be reduced costs to consumers andincreased opportunities for employment.

IMPLEMENTATION

The materials to be collected will be glass, tin cans and newspaper. Theoffer of this free service will be made through the media. Any individual orcompany in the city will be eligible.
The material picked up will have receivedspecial handling, so as to distinguish it from solid waste. Quality requirementswill be clearly specified. The materials that are put out for collection, but

do not meet the standards of
"recoverable resources" will be rejected by thecollector, with a very clear explanation of the problem made to the consumer.

Any profits accruing from the sale of material will be used to increasethe promotional program, and to expand the collection service. Other materials,such as plastic, waste oil and rubber tires will be considered for their col-lection feasibility.

It is important to note, that neither
the inability of consumers to meet

quality demands nor the inability
of Eco-Alliance's offer to be maintained asexpected will cause any undo burden to the city. Materials accumulating fromeither of those possibilities

can easily be put back into the regular solidwaste stream. Any resources recovered should be viewed as a positive effort
and action leading to such recovery should be encouraged.
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ECO-ALLIANCE RECYCLING
MEMBER OF OREGON RECYCLERS

Pc, t

CORvuLLtS, DREGS% $7ZSO
(503) 753, -2g0i

2-27-77

RC3 UL4TION OF RECYCLING IIr CORVALLIS: A PROPOSAL

The purpose of this proposal is to entourage integrity and efficiency in .-

the collection of recyclable material in the city bf Corvallis.

About a year and a half ago, too Alliance submitted a proposal (appendix 1)-

to collect recyclable material within the city lirits. The city's response to

the proposal (June 1975) was that such a collection would be permissible only

if approved by the franchised waste collector, Corvallis Disposal Company. In

October, 1976, with the apnrovai and assistance of Corvallis Disposal, we began

offering a free collection service, predominantly in business areas. After the

collection began, Boo Alliance personnel began talking with business people

about recycling, and the variousways to get involved. The goal of this outreach

was not only to promote recycling at work, but also at home. Vie found that certain

stores were already giving come of their recyclables to Dove Butler, who operates

without an agreement with Corvallis Disposal: In all cases, the material already

being collected wo cardboard, and we set a nolicy of not collecting, this material

from his accounts.

The response to our collection offer has been tremendous. To date, about

103 stores have indie.r,ted their desire to recycle through toe Alliance. As

cardboard was the only material for which there was another collection offered,

we obtained n card(annendix 2) from those stores desiring cardboard collection

by Eco Alliance.

e soon found that Dave Butler anri Bnrry Ames, one of Butler's employees,

were collectinz cardboard, usually without the knowledze of the store owner,

from many of our new collection ponts. Butler clearly 1:-'1.catiat to us that
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we were imnosing on his self-proclaimed "territory". \e, on the other hand, felt

that we were comrlyin with the city's operating renuirements, and that the store

owners should be able to determine the recipient of the waste materials, without

directly supervising the collection. In an effort to nrevent a problem, we gave

Butler a list of the store cr.rners who had signed our card, indicatina their

preferred collector. Althourh he did not produce a similar list, we offered to

stay any from stores that preferred his service, and , to date, have implemented

this collection policy. Unfortunately, Butler and Ames have not complied with

this arranaement. They still nick up any cardboard they see, without any respect

for our agreement with the store owner.

It is important to understand that his service is completely different than

ours, in that he ignores the less profitable aspects of recycling. Our service

includes a recyclinr denot, plus the collection of high grade paper, cardboard,

and, in some cases, bottles, cans, newspaper and aluminum. Also, over 1/2 of our

oersonnel cost is for public relations and education.

ire have found it necessary to keep a record of his failure to comply with

our business contracts (appendix 3). In addition to his business activates,

Butler has directly harassed Eat) Alliance personnel and our operations. Also,

he has misled community members about our activities and his relationship

to these activities. Details are Provides in appendix 1. To further

illustrate his impact on local recyclers, we have obtained several statements.

These 2-7 included in appendix 5.

Dave 'au;.leror a.:71.11ingnass to accept and honor the cardboard accounts tkat

we have established has created three 'undesirable results:

1) Excessive amounts of energy resources are beina consumed in the collection

of cardboard. This is illustrated by the fact that two parties are collecting
on the same streets and alleys, and, in most cases, these streets and alleys
are traveled several times each day.
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2) Our truck and driver's time are almost comrletely expended in collecting
our cardboard, rather than being able to pick up greater quantities of
other Materials.

3) Confusion has developed regarding recycling services in Corvallis.

Instead of making money on caraboard to subsidize our education efforts, We

are losing money, and nutting a damper on our entire program. By operating

an energy- inefficient system, we are nullifying the major reason for recycling,

stiecifically, resource conservation.

To remedy this situation, we propose that the city consider needs

in this area, and adopt one of the following ideas, or some combination of then:

1) that the city establish a system of documenting which collector has been
chosen by generatores of recyclable wastes. This system might include a card,
similar to the one currently used by Leo Alliance, which could be filed in a
city "claims" office. A necessary complement to such a system would be
surveillance of alleys and other Pickup areas by the police', to prevent
scavenging.

'2) that the city extend its decision of June, 1975, and delegate the
responsibility of monitoring the collection of recyclables tc the franchised
garbage collector.

3) thr.t the city issue a recycling franchise or license to any operator that
Can guarantee to rrovide desired services at a high level of energy efficiency.
A major resort for franchising soli,: waste collection is energy efficiency,
and the same rationale could be applied to recycling collection.

Vie realize that government regulation in the field of recycling is not common

at the local level, but, recyCling has become a significant arr.ect of life in

Corvallis and, therefore, we hope that you will give this proposal its due

consideration.
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GOALS FOR EFFICIENT SUCCESSFUL FULL-LINE RECYCLING

FOR THE CORVALLIS COMMUNITY
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Any goal statement for recycling service should first address

the benefits of participation in recycling to the citizen con-

sumer. When people learn how and why to recycle, their awareness

of the relationship between recycling and the conservation of

energy and resources stimulates an awareness of each citizen's

vital role in the protection of our environmental quality.

Recycling becomes a basic element of a person's lifestyle and

stewardship. That is why recycling is an educational experience

which should be encouraged by rovernment and facillitated by

private industry for the general good of the public.

Recycling education is necessary to increase and maintain

participation in the recycling program and to encourage excellent

quality of the prepared recyclable materials. Nationwide, case after

case has demonstrated that without education, chances of success

for any recycling program are slim at best.

Recycling education for the Corvallis communtiy is provided

by Eco-Alliance (local, provate na-i- profit recycling corporation),

funded by sale of recyclable materials received at the recycling

center or collected from businesses and agencies by Eco-Alliance.

CETA funding provides additional educational personnel for the
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regular Eco-Alliance staff. However, this funding runs out

Sept. 30 and CETA is only a tentative source. Thecollection

program is educational in nature, as it provides much-needed

exposure to the concept of recycling and the convenience to

encourage participation.

The community recycling program also provides outlet for

other community groups' input. Volunteers have gained experience

in their chosen fields of public relations, environmental education,

planning, graphic arts, construction, multi-media program develop-

ment and more. Community groups participate by visiting the

center for tours, or by inviting Eco-Alliance to perform puppet

shows, slide -tape and other presentations on recycling as a part

of their scheduled activities.

Recycling saves resources, creates jobs, extends lifetime

of landfills, and involves the public in a variety of constructive

ways,

These goals for recycling in Corvallis reflect these benefits

for the community and are intended for use by City leaders and

private haulers as guidelines to compare with any proposed action

that would influence the City's approach to recycling.
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GOALS FOR COLLECTION

FULL-LINE collection service should be available for any

Corvallis business or agnecy on a regular basis. Containers

should be provided for their use when necessary. In addition,

promotion should be provided to keep quality and interest at

acceptable levels.

The equivalent of home collection should be offered to

Corvallis multi-unit housing complexes who wish to actively

cooperate...this means supplying them with bins to receive

clean materials, regular servicing of the bins and promotion to

encourage the maximum of citizen participation in the process.

The attended Recyclmobile collection system should continue

to be offered and promoted as the best available method of

providing convenient collection service to communities and

neighborhoods that cannot be served by unattended recycling

stations. As the feasibility of other collection systems or

types of materials increases, such changes should be tested for

their applicability to Corvallis recycling.

The research and development of more energy-efficient

recycling systems should continue, toward the goal of highest

citizen participation, highest quality of recyclables, and lowest

energy expenditure during the collection process. This may

involve a lower profit margin in the short run, but will certainly

provide the most benefit to the most people in the long run.

The full-line recycling center should continue to operate

at least six days per week 9 til 4:30, with a responsible, trained

attendant on duty, and called the Eco-Alliance Recycling Center.
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Re-use programs should be encouraged, as many seperated

recyclable items are marketable without re-processing and the

demand is growing.

Incentives to reduce waste should be encouraged, as much

as possible through the franchise and through other channels

available to the local government. Govt. offices should use recycled

bond.

COALS FOR OITIZEN PARTICIPATION EDUCATION

A recycling education program should continue offering and

rerfcrming presentations on:waste reduction, re-use,. and

recycling tc all schools, community groups, fraternal organizations,

businesses and agencies within reach of a Corvallis -based organi-

zation. This program should be capable of increasing and satis-

fying the demand for said education.

Development of educational presentations, slide-tape shows,

puppet shows and other tools should continue and these educational

materials should be made available for use by other recycling

education organizations anywhere,

...CITIZEN'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE

A Citizen's Advisory Committee on solid waste and resource

recovery should be formed to protect these goals, providing a

vehicle for direct citizen participation in solid waste and

resource recovery decisions.
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Co.

Iliance
INC.

2555 1415 Hwy 99W
P.O. sex 101
Conn 144, OFt 973X
Phone: (503) 753-2101

-23 -723

ECO-ALLIANCE AND RECYCLING

It has been well established that recycling saves resources,

creates jobs, extends the lifetime of landfills, and involves

the public in a variety of ways. EcoAlliance would like to

present to the City of Corvallis a proposal outlining the

direction we feel recycling in Corvallis should take. Tncluded

in the paper are three areas:

1. General goals for a recycling program in Corvallis.

2. EcoAlliance's role in the community recycling
program.

3. Funding for the recycling program.

GENERAL GOALS FOR A RECYCLING PROGRAM IN CORVALLIS

Full-line collection service should be available for any

Corvallis business or agency on a regular basis. Containers

should be provided for their use when necessary. In addition,

promotion should be provided to maintain a high level of

participation.

The equivalent of home collection of recyciables should

be offereo to Corvallis multi-unit housing complexes who wish

to actively cooperate...this
means supplying them with bins

to receive clean materials, regular servicing of the bins and

promotion to encourage the maximum of citizen participation

in the process.
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The attvodod iOCyiMi 2. colletion sytt!m -4nould ,ontinue

to be offered And promoted As a method o: providing convenient

collection :4ervice to communities and neiohnorhoods that

cannot be served ny unattended recycting stations. As the

rea,ibitity of otir :ystems or typos of materials

increases, such changes should be tested tor tnetr applicability

to Corvallis recycling.

The research and development o more energy-efficient

recycling systems should .oninue toward the goal of highest

citizen participation, hiohest quality of recyclables, and

lowest energy expenditure daring the collection process.

This may involve a lower profit margin in the sho: t run, but

will certainly provide the most benefit to the most people in

the on run.

Th,s full-line rocy'..lind .,onter shoulo continue to operate

1 least six dtys poi 9:00--4:J0, with it J.esponilble,

trained attendant on duty.

Eco-,Alltance considers reuse as a nigher priority than

recycling. Therefore, re-use programs should be encouraged,

as many separated recy,-.1able items are m :trketable without re-

processing and the demand for them is growing.

Incentives to reduce waste should he encouraged as much

as possible through the fran:hise and through other channels

available to the local government.

The use of products containing recycled materials is

essential to the success of recyclino. Government offices

ro.w:lod wh,,noor
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and performing presentations on waste reduction, re-use, and

recycling to all schools, community groups, fraternal organizations,

businesses and aoencies within reach of a Corvallis-based

oroanization. This program, wnich includes educational pres.

ehtations, slide-tape shows, and puppet shows, should be capable

of increasing and satisfying the demand or said education.

As a further step, individuals and groUps should be encouraged

to directly participate in the opeXation of the program.

A citizen's. Advisory committee un solid waste management

oo formd 1. pv"t*ct prfwi,hti,;

for direct citizen participation in comprehensiv0 solid waste

plannino.

These goals for recycling in Corvallis are intended for

use by City leaders and private haulers as guidelines to compare,

with any proposed action that would influence the City's

approach to recycling.

--3--
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-ECO-ALLIANCE'S ROLE TN THE COnOUNITY RaCYCLING PROGRAM

Eco-Alliance feels that it can oust serve the community

as an educational organization, oursuing the general goals

for the community recycling program. Wnen people learn how

and why to recycle, thetr awareness of the relationship

between recyt7lihj ;Ind the conserv:Itilm ni eher9Y :And rest,urces

,t im11., I es .w 4.11 11..,. ,I 0.1( '11 "011 I t.;1 I It In I.

protection of our environmental quality. ReCyCling becumz!s

a basic element o: a persOn's lifestyle and stewardship.

Recycling is an oducational experience which should be en-

couraged and facilitated by oovernment,,private industry, and

coma pity oroantzations for the general good of the public.

Recycling education is necessary to increase and maintain .

participation in the recycling program and to encourage excellent

quality of the prepared recyclable materials. Nationwide,

case after case has demonstrated that withbut education,

chances of success for any recycling pogram are slim at best.

Recycling e:lt1:-ation for the Corvallis community has been pro

vided by lico-Alliance for the last eight years. This experience

in the field of recycling education leads us to believe that

we are the appropriate agency to condact the community education

portion of the recycling program.

-4-
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MINDING FOR THE RECYCLING PROGRAM

If the community ts to ro:'.eive an adequate educational

portion of tly.t recycling program, stable funding is a necessity.

Funding for the educational programs is currently provided by

CETA grants and revenue's from materials collected. GETA is

an unknown factor at present since Congress has not approved

future funding. As ScuAlliance feels recycled materials collec-

tion can ultimately be more efficiently handled by the franchisee,

in time the revenues presently derived from materials collected

would be in the hands of the franchisee. While Other grants

are potentially available, none can be assured to maintain

a basic program. The City of Corvallis has the opportunity tu

resolve this feedin0 Aoiitionyy as a part of the solid waste

There are several possible methods of funding:

1. General 1u-ids frost city and county budgets

2. Franchise fees

3. A portion of landfill or collection fees

4, A portion of sale receipts of marketed recyclables

We feel that the most appropriate funding mechanism would be

one that is tied to the amount of total recycled materials,

This would serve as an incentive for a successful educational

program,

Eco-AAllance recommend; that a Minimum recycling education

program consist of no less than twu FTL emuluvees, one to
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serve as a cniof administrator,
91-ants provrammer, and book-

keeper, and a second to be a coordinator of educational programs

and volunteer efforts. An appropriate minimal budget, including _

personnel and materials, would be around $3000 per month.

This would be about ac per person per month in the city.

Eco- Ailiancv feels that it is the only local body appro-

priate to receive major funding for the educational portion
of the recycling program. Sco-Alliance's educational efforts

0( tilt, last oi.lht voays havo
it4Nclin.1 in

Corvallis. Community support has been demonstrated with grant

approvals and requests fur input in community policy decisions

on general solid waste management. Funding provisions within

the new franchise can resolve the lack of stable funding

which has limited the recycling program in the past, and yet

not financially burden the local government. -we hope that the City

will continue its support, both financially and in principle.

-0-
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co.

Iliance
INC.

MONTHLY COSTS

2555 NE hhey 99W
P.O. Box 101
Caveihe, OR 97330
Phone: (503)753.2101

Full-time Manager
$1,200.00Staff (2-3 part-time employees) $1,200.00Printing
$ 150.00Phone
$ 30.00Office Rental
$ 200.00Mileage
$ 150,00Storage Locker
$ 10.00Miscellaneous Office Supplies (staples,

letterhead, tape, postage, etc.) $ 50.00

$2,990.00

YEARLY COSTS

Educational Expenses (film, mailers,
recording tapes, etc.)

$ 150.00Conference expenses
$ 150.00Visual Aids
$ 150.00P.O. Box Rental
$ 14.00

Per year--$ 464.00

Approx. Per Month--$ 40.00

TOTAL MONTHLY COSTS
$3,030.00
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A CRITICISM



About Waste Transformation:
Waste Transformation, Inc. is a newly formed non-profit educational

organization dedicated to improving the quality of life for members of
both rural and urban communities through resource and energy conser-
vation and the protection of our environment. Our general approach to
these goals is to develop and promote public participatory and publicly
controlled solid waste management programs.

0

For more information contact:
Waste Transformation

P.O. Box 1236
Corvallis, OR 97330

754-7796
Of

752-1865
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INTRODUCTION
We, the Corvallis community, are presently faced with major

decisions concerning the future of our solid waste management program.
In recent years waste reduction and reuse and recycling projects have
begun to address the problems associated with waste, and have gener-
ated a variety of alternatives to the traditional landfill approach. The
research and development of these alternatives is still in its infancy. At
the present time it is essential for communities and their governments to
promote innovation and diversity so that systems may be developed
which improve the quality of life in the community and are consistent
with the basic concepts of:

community control and self-reliance
resource and energy conservation
priority to waste reduction programs
appropriate technology

Presently the Corvallis Finance, Law and Order Committee has
recommended to the City Council that they negotiate an exclusive
franchise with Corvallis Disposal Company. The exclusive franchise
draft, as submitted to the City by Corvallis Disposal, awards sole rights
of collecting and hauling garbage and recyclable materials to Corvallis
Disposal. Waste Transformation firmly opposes the granting of this
franchise. The proposal clearly neglects addressing any of the above cited
criteria; indeed it could effectively block the community from developing
such a program. In addition to the exclusive nature of the franchise Waste
Transformation has focused on other questions relative to specific items
within the proposal. This pamphlet discusses these issues, makes sug-
gestions for alternatives, and proposes the development of a comprehen-
sive solid waste plan. We encourage discussion of the issues and urge all
citizens to inform themselves and participate in the development of a plan
for our City.



CORVALLIS DISPOSAL
Corvallis Disposal Company is just one part of a large holding com-

pany called Waste Control Systems, Inc. (WCSI) which controls over
a dozen garbage companies and all the local landfill facilities (through
Valley Landfill). II also owns Source Recycling (primarily an interstate
broker of bulk recyclable materials), De Wald Northwest (manufacturer
of containers for the solid waste industry), and Pacific Energy Recovery
Corporation. WCSI is in the process of sewing up the region's solid waste
stream by selling the concept of exclusive franchisingin conjunction with
automatic "rolling" renewal.

SPECIFICS OF THE FRANCHISE

Exclusive franchise granted:
CD: This franchise grants the exclusive right and privilege to CD to col-

lect, gather and haul over the City streets, alleys and public ways, all
solid waste (including, by their definition, all reusable and recyclable
materials).

WT: Although the franchise provides for specific garbage disposal
services, there is no requirement to provide recycling or reuse
services or programs.

CD: "Unless exempted under Section 4A of this ordinance, solid waste
including, without limitation, source separated solid wastes, placed
out for collection by another person is the property of the franchisee."

WI: A good source separation program demands that the gener-
ator take on the responsibility for separating the useful mater-
ials from the garbage. WT feels that this responsibility must be
tied to the right and privilege of the generator to participate in
determining where these materials go and how they are to be
used. This clause of the franchise precludes this right and
privilege.

CD: Only civic, benevolent or charitable organizations may be allowed
to offer recycling services (limited to drop off depots). Such organiza-
tions can only advertise or solicit drop off services to members of that
organization and not to the general public. Exemptions to this clause
may be granted by the City only with the approval of CD. Any unique
or innovative service must first be offered to CD to provide.

Wt: These clauses delegate to CD the right to determine and
decide on all services relating to source separated materials. In
addition the "first option"clause tends to discourage investment
in research and development of innovative approaches in that
any resulting ideas will automatically be provided to CD, and
they can choose whether they want to carry them out or not.

CD: "Unless the Council takes action prior to June 30 of any year after
the effeCtive date of this ordinance to terminate further renewals of
this franchise, the franchise shall be automatically renewed for a period
of five years from the immediately following July 1.

WI: This clause, in effect, grants a franchise in perpetuity.

Definition of solid waste:
CD: The fact that the source, generator or producer of materials has

separated or segregated such materials from other waste does not
remove them from the solid waste definition. The fact that materials,
which would otherwise come within the definition of waste, may have
value does not remove the materials from this definition.

WT: The separation or segregation of materials from mixed solid
waste should constitute their separation from the definition
as solid waste, as indeed these materials are resourcesnot
garbage. CD's definition of solid waste is analogous to the
traditional trash can. WT recognizes the need for regulations
pertaining to the collection and transporting of source sepa-
rated materials; however, such regulatory mechanisms should
be distinct from those applied to garbage services. (The City
should adopt a plan which will establish criteria and goals that
represent the public interest to evaluate proposed and ongoing
programs).

Definition of solid waste management:

WT: CD calls this proposal a solid waste management ordinance;
however, it is in fact dealing with garbage services and does not
address the newly emerging broad picture of solid waste man-
agement which focuses on waste reduction and diversion of
resources from the waste stream. WT believes that this docu-
ment is more aptly described by the title: the garbage franchise.



Rate Structure:
WT: Within the rate structure CD requests that costs of research

and development of new services be included in rate determina-
tions by the City. WT feels that users of the present services
should not be required to pay for research and development
by a private corporation in that we are already paying for R&D
programs funded with our tax dollars (for example numerous
governmental agencies fund solid waste programs with tax
moniesFederal and State Departments of Energy, National
Science Foundation, local Council of Governments using
federal revenue sharing, Departments of Environmental Qual-
ity, Environmental Protection Agency, etc.). Here again CD is
requesting the right to charge us for their R&D program but no
specific program for our participation in directing such a pro-
gram.

Services to be Rendered:
WI: Although the franchise provides for specific waste disposal

services, there are no assured reuse or recyling services. The
franchise thus grants exclusive rights to all solid waste and
reusable and recyclable materials but not complete responsi-
bility. CD has the perogative to pick up lucrative recyling pro-
grams 0.e., skimming) as opposed to a full line program.

Public Responsibilities:
CD: "No person shalt, unless permitted by the franchisee, install or use

any container of one yard or greater capacity for pick up by franchisee
other than those supplied by the franchisee."

WT: Containers should meet safety requirements and be com-
patible with collection equipment; however, development of
new collection concepts and containers should not be discour-
aged by limiting it to the franchisee.

CD: "No person shall place material in or remove material from a solid
waste collection container without permission from the owner of the
confiner. For the purposes of this section, the franchisee is the 'owner'
of containers supplied by franchisee."

WY: This clause may discourage cooperative use of dumpsters
which is a practical element of a waste reduction program.

WT believes that innovative approaches to solid waste management
can generate new, meaningfull jobs for people in our community. We
question CD's commitment to resuse and recycling efforts in that at the
present time employees of Source Recycling (CD's sister company) re-
ceive substantially lower wages and no benefits as compared to the
employees of CD involved in disposal services. Wage and benefit parity
is essential for attracting people to these new fields. In addition WT would
encourage the City to require the filing and implementation of a plan for
affirmative action within any organization to which they grant a franchise.

4

SUMMARY
The proposed franchise, if adopted, will unquestionably have a

major impact on determining what types of services will or will not be
offered to our community for many years to come. Unfortunately the
document does not define the impact in any specific form. Instead we are
asked to first sign away our community resources and then, at a later
date, see what CD does and does not offer.

Corvallis Disposal is in a very unique position relative to other gar-
bage companies; they have a landfill (Coffin Butte) which has a dumping
capacity beyond the year 2000. At this time, recycling and reuse pro-
grams are very marginal enterprises when compared to hauling and
dumping garbage. What does CD have to gain, in the short run, by
reducing waste and diverting materials from the local landfill, besides
reduced profits? Clearly, however, it is advantageous for CD to gain
control of these materials now, as in the more distant future, reuse and
recycling programs promise to become a very lucrative activity.

Waste Transformation contends that any effective solid waste man-
agement program must integrate and nurture public participation as the
foundation. It Is the public's attitudes towards waste and consumption
which are the basis for our present problems; and the changing of these
attitudes is essential for beginning to solve the problems. Source sepa-
ration concepts educate by doing--in the process of cleaning and sorting
materials we learn about our consumption habits. The further extension
of this concept to public control and responsibility for determining where
and how materials are reused and recycled increases the education and
broadens its perspectives tremendously. Waste Transformation feels
that community control of programs is the most effective and efficient
means of meeting our goals of resource and energy conservation.
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WASTE TRANSFORMATION'S PROPOSAL
Waste Transformation believes that the next year is a crucial one

for the future of solid waste management in our community. We feel that
the City is not, at this time, prepared for making long range decisions
concerning reuse and recyling services. The next year can be a time for
education, research, investigation and development. Waste Transfor-
mation proposes the following four point plan to facilitate and govern the
activities over this next year:

(1) Remove source separated materials from the realm of the garbage
franchise-encourage innovation and diversity which are essential
for evolving towards approaches and systems which improve the
quality of life of our community.

(2) Establish a Citizens' Advisory Committee to research and develop
a Comprehensive Solid Waste Management Plan.
- The Committee should be prepared to report towards the end
of 1979. This report should include a specific draft for the Plan.
-The Plan, when adopted, can be used to determine the regulatory
mechanisms and evaluation criteria to be applied to all proposed
reuse and recycling programs.

(3) Adopt a temporary permit system to regulate organizations wishing
to perform services relating to source separated materials during
this transitional period
-Permits should be issued by the City with the advice of the CAC.
-The CAC should closely monitor all services provided under per-
mits and may request periodic progress reports on these services.

(4) if any monies from the franchise fee are allocated this year to solid
waste management, a portion should be earmarked for the develop-
ment of this Comprehensive Plan.

WHATEVER YOUR VIEWS, WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO SPEAK OUT AT THE PUBLIC HEAR-
ING ON THE SOLID WASTE FRANCHISE.

8:00 P.M.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1978

CORVALLIS CITY HALL
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CORVALLIS DISPOSAL CO.
1.47.2021

CORVALLIS. OREGON 97320

503.,52-34ela

November 1, 1978

RESOURCE RECOVERY - RECYCLING - REUSE PROGRAM

. Service! to be provided by Corvallis Disposal Company as Franchisee and by
Source Recycling, Pacific Energy Recovery Corporation, and Eco-Alliance
through sub-contract:

1. Continue to aggressively seek and develop markets for recyclable,
reuseable, and recovered materials and to purchase such materials
from others. By providing this service over a large area, we can
combine volumes both to make markets, to get a better price, and to
keep our markets.

2. Continue to provide space and equipment at no charge to Eco-Alliance
for recycling at our truck facility and to give Eco-Alliance fair
market value less transportation for collected materials.

3. Assume responsibility for recycling services:

a. If Eco-Alliance wants to discontinue services provided, as of
October 25, 1978 we will assume responsibility for continuing
those recycling services at existing levels, with the exception
of recycle-mobiles.

b. We will continue to provide daily collection of commercial quan-
tities of cardboard from the business and industrial districts
with the exception of Sundays and holidays. As in the past many
years, this service will be provided without charge. The only
requirement is that the source keep the cardboard separated from
other wastes. We will continue to work out special arrangements
for those who have an occasional large volume of cardboard.

c. If there is any profit from these services, at the discretion
of the City Council, the profits will be used to pay for addi-
tional recycling services, or to keep consumer costs down, or both.

4. Continue research and development on improved systems both through our
own specialist and through other sources.

5. Continue and expand the tires-to-fuel system. We just took delivery
of a second machine which is portable.

6. Continue testing and, if technologically and economically feasible,
implement the shredding of wood and other materials for the waste-
to-fuel system for existing boilers.

7. Continue review of major high-volume plants, and implement when
Council and Franchisee agree on the technological and economic
feasibility.

- Continued -
"Serving tree, 400 squa,e wiles in the heart 01 the Wii !emetic Valley with dependable and reastenable asnilary service."
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RESOURCE RECOVERY - RECYCLING - REUSE PROGRAM
November 1, 1978
Page 2

E. Continue to work with Eco-Alliance and other community groups on
development and innovation in resource recovery-recycling-reuse systems.

9. Within limits of our capability, time, and expertise, continue to
co-operate in education and promotion of resource recovery-recycling-
reuse.

10. Continue working with and marketing for exempt groups such as the
scouts who are doing recycling-reuse for fund raising.

B. The City would have to provide Corvallis Disposal Company with an enforced
and exclusive franchise includine_sollection. recnny,, recovery-recycling-
reuse and disposal. As proposed in the draft ordinance, basic exemptions
wouid be ,stained for such groups as Goodwill, Boy Scouts, and brokers who
buy totally source-separated materials for fair market value. Commercial
recvclers would not be exempt. Franchisee wouid nave first option for new
or added resource recovery-recyclingreuse projects and services.

C. The City will have a basic policy decision on education and promotion.
This, at local level, can be done uy tco-Alliance or, as suggested by the
Goals Committee, O.S.D. or the School District.

D. If the Council finds that a r.ommi.t.t.ep i..a.akded. we pledge our participa-
tion and co-operation. 4Qe believe that resource ,ecvvery-recycling-reuse,
ano disposal prtgramb and facilities must be approached on an area-wide
and regional basis. We find recycling, reuse, and resource recovery going
on both in the city and in the county. Our current disposal sites are
outside the city in two separate counties. We share a problem with the
recvclers, citizens, City and others on whom the committee must rely for
study and expertise -- that of limited time. To avoid creation of another
committee added to those we already have, and to use the regional approach,
we suggest the expansion of the 144,nton County Recycling Committee to
include more input from the City and people here, and continued work of the
Benton County Solid Waste Committee, and co-ordination through the
Chemeketa five-county region.



ORDINANCE 80- 98

AN ORDINANCE amending Ordinance 78-102 as amended, regulating
solid waste management, providing standards, and stating an
effective date.

THE CITY OF CORVALLIS ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Subsection 3, Section 2 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(3) Research, develop, and promote technologically and
economically feasible resource recovery including, without
limitation, source separation, recycling and reuse, source
separation by and through the franchise collector.

Section 2. Section 2 of Ordinance 78-102 is hereby amended
by adding the following subsection:

8. Reduce the quantity of waste produced.

Section 3. Subsection 7, Section 3 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(7) "Service" means the collection, transportation, or
disposal of or resource recovery from solid waste by a person
including, but not limited to, collection of source separated
materials.

Section 4. Subsection 10, Section 3 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(10) "Source separation" means the separation of waste
materials by the generator in preparation for recovery by
recycling or reuse.,

Section 5. Subsection 1(b), Section 5 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(1)(b). The collection, transportation, and reuse or
recycling of totally source-separated materials or operation
of a collection center for totally source-separated materials
by a religious, charitable, benevolent or fraternal organiza-
tion, which organization was not organized for any solid
waste management purpose and which organization is using the
activity for fund raising, including, without limitation,
scouts and churches. Organizations engaged in these activ-
ities shall make periodic reports in a form as the City
Manager may reasonably require.

Section 6. Subsection 2, Section 5 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

-1- Ordinance
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(2) The following limited exemptions are regulated asfollows:
-e

(a) A City approved, contracted, or mandated pro-
motion, advertising, or education program for source
separation, recycling, or reuse shall be exempt from the
requirements of this ordinance.

(b) Nothing in this ordinance requires a franchise
for the purchase of totally source-separated solid waste
for fair market value; provided, however, that the per-
son engaging in this practice or business shall obtain a
permit from the City Manager for this service prior to
commencing business in the City.

(c) Nothing in this ordinance requires a franchise
for the operation of a collection center for totally
source separated materials by a nonprofit organization
which was organized in Corvallis on or before
November 10, 1980, or operated for one or more solid
waste management purposes in addition to other purposes
of the organization; provided, that the operation be
continuous from the effective date of this ordinance,
and that upon termination of the collection center
operations after the effective date, this exemption
terminates. The nonprofit corporate operator of such
existing collection center or centers shall obtain a
permit from the City Manager within 30 days after the
effective date of this ordinance.

(d) Applications for permits shall be on forms
supplied by the City Manager, who shall require infor-
mation sufficient to determine qualification under this
exemption. The application shall be accompanied by a
permit fee established by the Council. The Council may
impose conditions on such permits to carry out the pur-
poses of this ordinance stated in Section 2 including,
without limitation, qualifications, duration, operating
conditions, and other limitations.

Section 7. The letter of intent from Franchisee dated
November 16, 1978 as amended and marked as Exhibit A to Ordinance
78-102 is hereby repealed.

Section 8. Subsection 1, Section 6 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(1) For and in consideration of the terms, covenants,
and agreements contained herein on the part of the Franchisee
to be made, kept, and performed, and the full and faithful
performance by the Franchisee of said terms, covenants, and
conditions, the City hereby grants unto the Franchisee the
exclusive right, privilege, and franchise for a period of
time to and including December 31, 1988 of:

-2- Ordinance
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(a) Collecting, gathering, and hauling over the
City streets, alleys, and public ways of solid wastes;

(b) Disposal or resource recovery of collected
solid wastes; and

(c) Right to contract with other persons within
the City for such service and to collect from said per-
sons, pursuant to such franchise, sums of money herein
specified.

Section 9. Subsection 2, Section 6 of Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(2) Franchise term shall be 10 years from January 1,
1979 through December 31, 1988. Either the City or the
Franchisee may otherwise reopen the franchise and request a
change in provisions of an additional term. Changes in term
or provisions shall be made only by mutual agreement and
shall be adopted by ordinance amendment.

Section 10. Section / of Ordinance 78-102 is hereby amended
to read as follows:

Section 7. Fees. The Franchisee, Franchisee's suc-
cessor and assign7TE consideration of the rights and
privileges herein granted, agree and promise to pay to the
City of Corvallis a sum of money equal to five percent of
said Franchisee's gross receipts from franchised service
rendered inside the City, except that no fee shall be paid on
the receipts from the sale of source- separated material so
long as the source - separation program is a subsidized pro-
gram. The franchise percentage shall be applied to source-
separated material sales receipts after Council determines
that such program is supported entirely by sale receipts.
Franchise fee shall be payable as follows:

(1) Said payments shall be made quarterly on
January 10, April 10, July 10, and October 10, for the
preceding three calendar months; the first payment shall
be made on April 10, 1979, for the period of time from
January 1, 1979, to March 31, 1979; and the last payment
shall be made or. January 10, 1989, for the period of
time to and including December 31, 1988.

(2) The compensation required to be paid to the
City hereunder shall be credited against any license,
occupation, business, or excise taxes which the City may
now or hereafter impose upon the Franchisee for the same
period of time. However, nothing contained in this
Franchise shall give the Franchisee any credit against
any utility tax or ad valorem property tax now or here-
after levied against real or personal property within
the City, or against any local improvement assessment,
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or reimbursement or indemnity paid to the City, or
against any tax other than a license, occupation,
business, or excise tax.

Section 11. Subsection 6, Section 8 pf Ordinance 78-102 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(6) In determining rates, the Council shall make a
finding that the rates comply with Section 2. The Council
may consider rates charged by other persons performing the
same or similar service in the same or similar areas.
Council shall give due consideration to current and projected
revenue and expense; actual and overhead expense; the cost of
acquiring and replacement of equipment; services of manage-
ment; the costs of providing for future added or different
service; reasonable return to Franchisee for doing business;
promotion of and providing source separation services;
research and development; and such other factors as the
Council deems relevant.

The annual net loss for providing source separation
activities described in Section 10 of Ordinance 78-102 as
amended shall be considered in rate determinations during the
first two years of providing such service only in an amount
which is equal to or less than the annual net loss for pro-
viding source separation activities from July 1, 1979 to June
30, 1980. This loss may be calculated as an average figure
for the two year period. Upon completion of the two year
review outlined in Section 10.6(a) and subsequent modifica-
tions all costs of providing source separation activities may
be considered for rate review purposes.

Section 12. Section 10 of Ordinance 78-102 is hereby amended
by adding the following subsections:

(6) The Franchisee will provide the following source
separation services. For the purposes of this subsection,
"recycling" includes but is not limited to "reuse:"

(a) On-Route Residential Recycling Service.

1. For customers in single family dwellings,
newspapers will be picked up at the customers can
on collection day each week. Newspapers, glass,
tin, aluminum, cardboard, and waste oil will be
picked up on the curb once a month on a designated
collection day.

2. For noncustomers, the same materials will
be picked up if placed on the curb on the regular
monthly recycling collection date for that
location.
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3. Apartments and other multi-family
dwelling units will be serviced in cooperation with
the owner or manager.

4. The Franchisee shall endeavor to expand
the types of recyclable materials that will be
collected on route.

(b) Commercial Recycling Service.

1. Commercial quantities of cardboard,
glass, tin, aluminum, newspapers, high grade paper,
and waste oil will be picked up at least weekly.
For large quantities of cardboard, the frequency of
pickup service will be determined by agreement
between the generator and the Franchisee.

2. For smaller quantities of glass, tin,
cardboard, aluminum, newspapers, high grade paper,
and waste oil, frequency of collection will be
determined by agreement between the generator and
the Franchisee.

3. Agreements will give due consideration to
the volume of the material, storage capacity of
generator, and generator's location.

(c) Campus Recycling Service. Oregon State
University, student housing, and student living groups
will receive multi-material collection at a minimum of
once per week during the school year and as required
during the rest of the year.

(d) Research and Development. The Franchisee will
continue research and development on improved recycling
and reuse systems through Franchisee's specialist or
other sources.

(e) Education. Franchisee agrees to provide the
following public education and promotion activities for
recycling, reuse, and source separation and to cooperate
with other persons providing similar services:

1. Provide a recycling information center
with telephone lines and information concerning
collection schedules, recycling locations, re-
cyclable material preparation and conservation
measures.

2. Provide contact with Oregon Industrial
Waste Exchange.

3. Provide informational/promotional fliers
to residences and businesses in Corvallis.
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4. Provide media promotion such as radio
spots and newspaper displays.

(f) Other Recycling Services. Franchisee agrees
to perform such other services as may be determined by
the Council, or otherwise by ordinance. Franchisee may
provide other source separation services.

(g) Records. In addition to other record keeping
requiremertiFEEhis ordinance, Franchisee shall main-
tain such records, documents, and other evidence which
sufficiently and properly substantiates quantities and
indirect costs of recycling. The frequency of record-
keeping, the degree of detail, records disposition, and
the additional cost thereof shall be reviewed by the
City Manager and the Franchisee. City Manager shall
determine the nature and extent of recordkeeping by the
Franchisee. Such records shall include, without
limitation:

1. Volumes of material collected in tons, by
types.

2. Number of customers and noncustomers
participating.

3. Volumes of material sold and price paid to
franchisee.

4. Cost of collection service.

Upon its own initiative, the Council may review
record-keeping requirements thus established and modify
them as reasonably required to assist in providing,
evaluating and costing source-separation services.

(7) The Franchisee agrees not to discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, sex, age, or national origin in the
enforcement and execution of this ordinance.

(8) The Franchisee will provide the following resource
recovery services, in addition to the source separation ser-
vices previously listed:

(a) Markets. Continue and aggressively seek
markets for recyclable and reusable and recovery
materials and to purchase such materials from others.

(b) Research and Development. Continue research
and development on improved systems through Franchisee's
specialist or other sources.

(c) Tires-to-Fuel. Continue to provide the tires-
to-fuel system.
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(d) Resource Recovery Plant or Plants. Continue
review of major high-volume resource recovery plants and
implement a local or regional program when the Council
and Franchisee mutually agree on the technological and
economic feasibility.

(e) Cooperative Marketing. Continue working with
and marketing for exempt groups such as the Scouts and
others who are doing recycling, reuse, or source separ-
ation services for fund raising.

(9) The Franchisee may impose reasonable requirements
on those participating in source separation programs to
ensure quality control necessary to assure successful pro-
cessing and marketing and in greatest practicable return on
sales of new material. Such requirements shall be approved
by the City Manager prior to implementation.

(10) Subsection 6(a), Section 10 of this ordinance shall
be reviewed and modified as follows:

(a) Council shall, at two years from the effective
date of this franchise, or at its discretion, review the
source separation service program and its results. The
purpose of the review shall be to determine the efficacy
of the program and whether or not it should remain as a
service of this franchise. In said review, Council
shall give due consideration to:

1. Number of customers and noncustomers
participating, including without limitation, solid
waste collection and disposal savings to customers.

2. Volume of materials collected.

3. Net cost or profit of source separation
service.

4. Level of promotion and public awareness.

5. Purposes stated in Section 2 of this
ordinance.

6. Comparable results from similar services
in other areas or different services.

7. Changes needed in materials collected,
service frequency, promotion, education, methods of
providing services and financing.

8. Other factors as deemed relevant by the
Council, including, without limitation, those
listed or cited by the Source Separation Board.
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(b) If, after such review, Council finds it neces-
sary to modify certain or all aspects of the source
separation program, Franchisee agrees to make specified
modifications within 90 days of date of notification.

Upon completion of specified modifications, after
the first Council review, the source separation program
shall be considered to be continuous as a service of
this franchise for the full franchise term.

c. If, after such review, the Council finds it
necessary to delete the source separation program, from
the services of this franchise, Franchisee agrees to
cease and desist from such operations and to provide
drop-off centers, where not already provided by another
agency, so that there are at least six drop-off centers
in the franchise area.

Section 13. The amendments to Ordinance 78-102 contained in
this ordinance shall be inoperative unless the Franchisee files
with the City a written acceptance within 10 days of the passage
of this ordinance. On the filing of such written acceptance and
not before, this franchise as amended and said written acceptance
shall constitute and be an irrevocable contract between the City
and the Franchisee, terminable only as provided herein.

Section 14. This ordinance shall not take effect until 60
days after its passage by the Council.

PASSED by the Council this 15th day of December , 1980.

APPROVED by the Mayor this 17th day of December , 1980.

Effective this 15th day of February , 1981.

ATTEST:

City Recorder

ACCEPTED BY FRANCHISEE:

/s/ Robert Bunn

Title:
Corvallis Disposal Company, Inc.

-8- and final Ordinance
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CORVALLIS CITY* HALL
601 S.W. MADISON AVENUE.

P.D. SOX SEIS2
CORVALLIS. OREGON 97330

City of CorvaLLis ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
CITY MANAGER 757-6901
MAYOR 751.69E31
PERSONNEL /67.6902
RIJSLIC WORKS 757..6902

MEMORANDUM
August 22, 1979

DIRECTOR

TO: Finance, Law and Order Committee

FROM: Public. Works Director/Finance Director

SUBJ: Corvallis Disposal Company Request For Rate Increase

On August 6, 1979 the City Council received a request for a rate in-
crease from Corvallis Disposal amounting to approximately 10% throughout the
various categories and classifications of customers and service. The request
addressed to the Council was directed to the Finance, Law and Order Committee
for review and analysis. At the regular meeting of the Finance, Law and Order
Committee, August 8, 1979, the staff was directed to tender an interim report
on the rate increase request for the next regular meeting of the Finance, Law
and Order Committee, August 22, 1979. The following constitutes not an interim
report, but a staff report on the proposal. The staff was also directed to
tender an analysis of the type of service which the Corvallis Disposal has been
providing in terms of citizen input and complaint. This is also provided.

In the staff review of the rate increase request, a number of questions
were raised. These questions were discussed at a meeting with representatives
of Corvallis Disposal on August 21, 1979. Representing the company were Robert E.
Bunn, President, Richard Eisenbrandt, Manager, and Duanne Sorenson, Controller.
Staff was represented by the signatories. The submitted financial summary
covers the fiscal years ending June 30, 1977, June 30, 1978, and a June 30,
1979 projected. The June 30, 1979 projected is based upon nine months' actual
experience and a three-month projection. Figures updated by the company utili-
zing a trial balance for their fiscal year ending June 30, 1979 reveals minor
differences between the nine-month actual and three-month projection and the
year-end trial balance. Also included is a projection for the present fiscal
year ending June 30, 1980.

The financial summary includes Corvallis (residential, commercial, and in-
dustrial), Benton and Western Linn County, and 50 to 60 customers in Southern
Polk County, and the communities of Philomath, Tangent, and Adair.

RATE INCREASE

In the analysis of the rate increase and in the discussion with the Corvallis
Disposal Company (CDC) representatives, the following facts and criteria evolved:

*CDC received its last rate increase effective January 1, 1978. At the time
of the rate increase, they expressed hope that the rates would remain un-
changed for a two-year period. If the rate increase request were approved,
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the earliest possible time of implementation would be October 1, 1979,
thus giving a life to the present rates of 21 months. That equates to

approximately 5.71% annual raise over the existing rate structure.

* On January 1, 1979 the City Council, by Ordinance 78-102, increased the
franchise fee from 3% to 5%. This additional 2% increase was assimilated
into the operating posture of the company until the present rate increase
request, and represents 2% of the rate increase request. In terms of the

remaining 8%, it is certainly within Consumer Price Index and Presidential
guidelines.

* On August 2, 1976 the City Council adopted the policy entitled: Rate

Increases or New Financial Proposals. This policy is included in the

Finance, Law, and Order section of the Policy Manual. In_altIsItingto
use this Policy Manual as a guide, we looked at comparable-type_bus.inesses
tET-tiri-Whif-Wbreing chiid_in7the:VI-Onity".- The table which CDC fur-
nished indicates we are at the low end. In the table of comparative
residential rates, Albany's rate was increased to $3.95 per month for the
one-can service, while that portion of Polk County collected by Corvallis
Disposal is 54.20 per month. Philomath has received the same rate increase
request as Corvallis; and Tangent, Benton County, and Western Linn County
have had a rate increase request from $3.90 per month to $4.30 per month
(for one-can, once-a-week service). A copy of the comparative residential
rates for County service is attached. It has been extracted from the
Rate Increase Request dated July 23, 1979 to the Benton County Board of
Commissioners. The staff believes that 'the test of comparability is met.

* In reviewing the rate increase in terms of._ a:reaonabl-e-fEt-e7677Filurn for

the investor the most common comparison or parallel is to view-the regu-

lated trucking industry which has the same proportion of labor..to equipment
costs, is somewhat less labor intensive than solid waste, and.requires the

same amount of investment in proportion to sales. Regulated trucking is

more energy intensive. In viewing what regulatuy_bodies_(Yarioms_state
agencies and the I.C.C.) comer a reasonable rate of return,,,,the percen-
tages from 7-10 after taxes are considered an acceptable rate of return.

The proposed rate increase falls within those limits.

* The net sales figure on their financial summary gave a projection of

$1,584,000 for the year ending June 30, 1979. The trial balance indicates

it to be $1,594,000. The 1980 projected sales are $1,763,000, or 10.6%

greater than the trial balance. Of that,4% is attributable to normal

growth, while 6.6',= is projected to be for the rate increase for the nine

months out of the current fiscal year.

* On August 20, 1979 Randy Fletc5er's letter representing Eco-Alliance's

concern about the rate increase was distributed to the City Council. A

reference was made to the profit from recycling. On Schedule 1, Schedule

of Expenses, "Three months and twelve months ending June 30, 1978 and

twelve months ending June 30, 1977," there appears an expense line under

the DIRECT OPERATING EXPENSES - COLLECTION for 'purchases for recycle."

A $740 debit is shown in 1977 and a $110 credit shown in 1978. The 1978

figure is a credit against the purchases which were made in 1977 and were
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presumablAreturnea or otherwise credited. The community, Council, CDC
and staff have a concern and commitment to recycling. It was postulated
that the more successful the recycling operation will become (Source Re-
cycling, a subsidiary of Waste Control Systems, the_halding company),
the greater the probability of reducing theTa-te structure to offset gains
from the recycling activities. Although this is technically possible, re-
cycling activities conducted by the CDC and the affiliated companies is
costing between $2,500 and $3,000 per month. Were it not for the more
successful recycling activities within the commercial and industrial
accounts, residential type recycling would cost $5,000 to $6,000 per
month. The loss of $30,000 - $36,000 annually undoubtedly has some
impact in the company's request for rate increase.

In summary, the staff has reviewed the rate increase and believes it to
be justified. It is therefore staff recommendation that the rate increase
be approved for implementation October 1, 1979.

EFFICACY OF SERVICE

In the charge to the staff from the Finance, Law and Order Committee, an
analysis was requested of the type of service which the community received.
Based upon the Public Works Director's Office serving as the focal point for
administration of the franchise since February 20, 1979, the following comments
are tendered.

I have received one complaint relative to residential service or the lack
thereoF from a former customer. It was her contention that the service was
not satisfactory and she wished it discontinued, but in so doing, a problem of
arrears arose. The Public Works Director acted as mediator between the former
customer and the company. It was resolved very quickly to the satisfaction of
the customer.

The vast majority of complaints of service which this office received in-
volved the commercial accounts, specifically in the downtown and relating
directly to the pickup of the cardboard. Cardboard collection comes under
Source Recycling and not Corvallis Disposal, although there is an organiza-
tional connection between the two. At the time that the complaints were re-
ceived (February through April), Source Recycling was in a state of flux.
There were equipment problems and supervision problems. A new manager was
hired, it stopped raining, and an arrangement was made between Source Recycling
and Corvallis Disposal for loaner vehicles in the event of breakdowns on
Source Recycling's fleet. I have received no complaints about the service in
the downtown since those three conditions changed.

In terms of the type of service that Corvallis residents are receiving
in comparison to residents in other communities or in unincorporated areas,
it is my perception that the service is customer oriented and effective. In

terms of further economies within the collection system that can be realized,
it is doubtful that substantial savings can be realized without significant
changes in the method of collection. Corvallis has a customer preference for
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"Backyard Service." Other systems are more economical, but have never been
popular in the Northwest. CDC indicates that their equipment and labor force
are geared to the backyard service and to change it would require substantial
reconfiguration of equipment and labor. CDC's business is made up of approxi-
mately 40% industrial accounts; 30% from commercial accounts, 7Z from multi-
family (four-plex and over) and apartments; and 23% from single-family resi-
dential (one through four-dwelling units). The area within the Corvallis cor-
porate limits constitutes 60% of the company's business with the remainder in
Benton County, and Western Linn County. Separate cost figures are not main-
tained for incorporated and unincorporated communities or areas of activities.

EXCLUSIVITY OF FRANCHISE

An issue not raised by the contractor, but of concern to the Deputy City
Attorney, deals with the City's vulnerability in granting an exclusive fran-
chise and exposing the City to anti-trust liability. Recently, the Supreme
Court held in City of LaFayette v. Louisiana Power and Light that immunity to
anti-trust liability exists for municipalities only if the state as sovereign
has expressed an intent to "displace competition with regulation or monopoly
public service." This standard would be met where there is "specific, detailed
legislative authorization or a finding from the statutes giving a municipality
authority to operate in a particular area that the legislature contemplated
the kind of action which is the subject of anti-trust action. The soecific
authorization for the City to carry out its solid waste responsibilities is
found in ORS 459.065 (1). That section finds that solid waste disposal is a
matter of state-wide concern and authorizes counties to carry out its responsi-
bilities by "entering into any agreement which the county, city, or metropoli-
tan service district determines is desirable for any period of time." Deputy
City Attorney Rodeman believes this is not the kind of specific, detailed
legislative authorization which would immunize the City of Corvallis from any
anti-trust suit. Because of the vagueness of the ORS, a positive action is
deemed to be appropriate.

Assuming the City still wishes to grant an exclusive franchise, the follow-
ing procedure could minimize our exposure. Oregon courts have relied heavily
upon findings of fact to help articulate the thinking process used by municipal
decision makers. Therefore, findings of fact could be generated to support
an exclusive franchise. A public hearing should be held, at which time there
should be a discussion of what the effects that the grant of an exclusive fran-
chise would have upon competition in general. One of the rules from the law
of private anti-trust actions is that the regulator must specifically consider
the anti-competitive effects of their action. Competition need not necessarily
prevail, but other regulatory benefits to granting an exclusive franchise should
be explicitly articulated and found to be controlling. In short, Council should
state why competition is not desirable in this particular situation. In the

event that the Council found that competition would be desirable, presumably
the franchise would change with the expiration of the current franchise, Decem-
ber 31, 1988, or a superceding ordinance would nullify the exclusive aspects of
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the present franchise agreement. Since the Council will undoubtedly want to
hold a public hearing on the rate increase, it might be appropriate and expedient
to include the discussion of exclusivity of franchise concurrently. If this
is recommended by the Finance, Law and Order Committee, staff would develop
appropriate statements for use at the hearing process.

Michael M. andolp
Public Works Director

Jerry A. Hortsch
Finance Director

MMR/JH:dk
Enc.

cc: City Manager
Deputy City Attorney
Mr. Robert E. Bunn, CDC
Mr. Randy Fletcher, Eco-Alliance
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CORVALLIS DISPOSAL COMPANY

COMPARATIVE RESIDENTIAL RATES

(Weekly)

Benton

1 Can 2 Cans 3 Cans

3.90 8.30

Benton (proposed) 4.30' 6.70 9.10

Clackamas 5.75/6.60 9.45/10.70 13.15/14.80

Douglas 4.00 6.50 9.00

Jackson 4.00 6.50 8.75

Josephine 4.00 .6.50 9.00

Josephine (proposed) 4.60 7.60 10.60

Lane * 4.25 6.20

Linn 3.90 6.10 8.30

Linn (proposed) 4.30 6.70 9.10

Marion 4.00/4.50 6.50/7.00 9.00/9.50

Marion (proposed) 4.25/4.75 6.90/7.40 9.55/10.05

Polk 4.20 6.30 8.40

Polk (proposed) 4.60 7.00 9.40

Washington 4.60 8.70

Yamhill (curb service only) 4.75 7.50 9.75

Deschutes (curb service) 4.10 6.50 8.90

* Totally tax-supported landfill - no disposal charge to hauler at County site.

No franchise fee in Lane County.
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City of Corvallis

NWON
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

Dave Butler
2312 N. W. Garfield Street
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Dear Mr. Butler:

cor:vb.uts CM' HILL
SDI S.W. MADIF:Diq AVENUE

POST OrrIcr RCM 10R:I
CORVALLIS, ORESfin: 777.s30

CITY MANAGER I57.69O1
MAYOR 1S7 -6SW
PERSONNEL 15749I42
PUDLIC WORKS 757GP63

DIRECTOR

June 22, 1977

This is written to inform you of the action taken by
the City Council at their regular meeting of June 20, 1977.
At that time, the Council acted to unanimously approve the
recommendation of the Finance, Law & Order Committee meeting
of May 18, 1977.

... that the Council go on record indicating
renewed support of the Corvallis Disposal
Company franchise, acknowledging that card-
board is defined in the franchise ordinance
as waste; and, therefore, only the franchise
holder (i.e. Corvallis Disposal Company and
its subsidiaries) can properly reclaim this
product. The Committee wishes to further
acknowledge that complete comprehensive
handling of all recyclable material is an
objective of the City; and therefore, no
person or persons have the right to select
cardboard or any other single recyclable
material at the detriment of the comprehensive
recycling plan.

It is the intent of the administration to fully enforce
their action. This in effect means that you can no longer
collect cardboard on the Corvallis streets and alleys as
you have been permitted to do in the past. If you have any
questions on this issue, please contact City Attorney Fewel
or myself.

Very truy yours,

C. Dean Smith
City Manager

cc: Attorney Heilig
City Attorney Fewel
Mr. Robert Bunn
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CORVALLIS CITY HALL
so, S.W. MADIEEN AVENUE

P.O. BOX 10E2
CORvALLIS. OREGON 97330

City of Corvallis ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
CO,' MANAGER 757-6901
MAYOR 757.4901
PERSONNEt. 757-6902

WORKS 7S7.69O3
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM
May 24, 1979

TO: Finance, Law and Order Committee

FROM: Public Works Director

SUBJ: Establishment of Permit Fee for Purchase of Mita-11y
Source Separated Solid Wastes

INTRODUCTION

On November 30, 1978, the City Council passed and approved
Ordinance No. 78-102 regulating solid waste management, granting
an exclusive solid waste franchise to Corvallis Disposal, estab-
lishing service standards and public responsibility, and repealing
Ordinance 73-73, the City's former solid waste management ordinance.
Section 5.2 of the new ordinance allows the purchase of totally
source separated solid waste for fair market value provided that the
purchaser obtains a permit from the City Manager prior to commence-
ment of the service. It further states that the application shall
be on forms provided by the City Manager, who shall require informa-
tion sufficient to determine qualification under this particular
exemption. The last sentence of the paragraph states: "The appli-
cation shall be accompanied by a permit fee established by the
City Council." A reprint of this section is attached.

BACKGROUND

Since the enactment of the ordinance, I have made an administrative
determination in one case that the purchaser of source separated
material did not require a permit nor was he responsible for payment
of a fee since the material generated was gathered outside the City
limits and transported into the City for processing. however, I
have recently received inquiries from two individuals who have
expressed interest in purchasing source separated materials within _

the City, specifically paper products, for which a permit would be
required. Since the City Council has not established a permit fee,
the purpose of this memo is to detail the background, alternatives,
and staff recommendation.

ALTERNATIVES

On,:-) alternative in establishinc the permit fee would be to set it
comparaP1:, tc) p7r7.7it. clbsigned not necessarily

to provide revenue but only to cover administrative costs. Examples
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of annual fees would be taxicab licenses at $50.00 for the first
cab, $40.00 for a second cab, $30.00 for a third cab, and $25.00
for each additional cab; taxicab stands at $50.00; first-class
auctions at $100.00; junk or scrap metal dealers at $20.00; music
machines at $25.00; skating rinks at $50.00; and daily fees of
$200.00 for circuses and $150.00 per day for carnivals.

The second alternative would be to establish a fee designed for
revenue-producing purposes. Examples of these would be the
existing franchises for such functions as solid waste, cable T.V.,
electrical distribution, natural gas, telephone service and tran-
sient room tax. In these examples the franchise fee not only
offsets the administrative costs and public costs (such as short-
ened life expectancy within public rights-of-way due to existence
of physical plant) but also provides a source of income for the
community.

Both approaches (merely covering administrative costs or as a
revenue-producing source) are viable. We must look at the
ramifications of each approach.

DISCUSSION

If we consider only the administrative cost of granting and
administering a permit for the purchase of totally source separated
solid waste at fair market value, it should be relatively inexpensive.
The actual cost of permit processing could be handled at an annual
fee of $50.00 per year. Because the City staff administers the
ordinance as it relates to the franchisee, we would assume the same
role relative to permittees under section 5.2. If there are a
variety of complaints lodged against a permittee, the administrative
costs would not be offset by a token $50.00 annual payment.

In viewing the permit fee as a source of revenue, there are several
considerations that need to be made. First, under the present
ordinance the franchisee pays the City 5% of the gross receipts
from the franchise service rendered inside the City. As a result,
if permits are issued for collection of source separated materials
and if the permittees are successful in reducing the amount of
items entering the waste stream, for which such items would normally
receive a charge for collection and disposal by the franchisee,
there would be a reduction in the revenues that would accrue to the
City under the franchise agreement. Thus, a permit fee based upon
volume would tend to offset lost revenues to the City, but not
necessarily to the franchisee if the franchisee also held such a
permit.

In the event that the franchisee also held a permit, revenues would
continue to accrue to him but would be lost to the City. At the
present time, the franchisee does not have a permit under section 5.2,
but has indicated if others apply and receive a permit, he would
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feel free to do the same. At the present time, the City receives
the 5% franchise fee on those items for which the franchisee is
paying fair market value, even though the franchisee belives it
is not required under the ordinance. Since all of Section 5
speaks to activities by others than the franchisee, it is my
position that Corvallis Disposal or its subsidiaries do not come
under the provisions of this section for relief from franchise fee.

If the City revenues generated by the franchise (estimated to be
$47,000 per year) are not as important to community needs as
reducing the volume of materials entering the waste stream, then
community needs would best be served by foregoing revenue and
encouraging recycling, reuse and recovery of source separated
materials.

I have discussed this item with several members of the Resource
Recovery Advisory Task Force on an informal basis immediately
after their regular meeting May 17, 1979. Although it was not
unanimous, the majority of the members with whom this was dis-
cussed felt that the community's best interests would be served
by reducing the amount of materials entering into the waste stream
and foregoing the revenues that could be offset by a volume-based
permit fee. It was their consensus that a permit fee should be
nominal in order to encourage increased activities along these

lines.

RECOMMENDATION

Based upon the discussion with Resource Recovery Advisory Task
Force members, it is the staff recommendation that the permit fee
be established at the lowest level possible to cover anticipated
administrative costs. The annual permit fee is recommended to be
$50.00 per year. If enacted at this or any other level, it is
staff's intent to review the permit fee after one year's experience
to ensure adequacy. In the event that an inordinate amount of time
is required in the supervision and oversight of permittees'
operations, a revision of this fee structure may be warranted.

ACTION REQUIRED

If the Finance, Law and Order Committee, and ultimately the City
Council,approves this approach, staff would develop an ordinance
for Council consideration and enactment. With two parties interested
in a permit, it is staff's recommendation that this be expedited in

order to prevent disaccommodation by any potential permittees.

Michael M. Randolph
Public Works Director

MMR:pc
Attachment

cc: City Manacer
City Actornoy
Finance Director

p.oesoorcc Recovery Advisory Task Force
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2.5' Seer-74 ?

Financial aspects of program elements. RRATF suggests that the following

is an example of a practical way of handling financial Arrangements, but

refrains from making it a recommendation in deference to the more informed

opinions of the City Council and City staff.

1. Garbage franchise,
continued such as at present.

Supported by: rates charged to users arm-rtuaalta

Cost to City: administrative/overhe

Revenue to Cityb franchise-fee, per cent of gross receipts from rates

recycling/educationel program,

by bid to private sector.

e o recyclab es, supplemented by portion of

garbage lux rates/permit fees, as needed.
It is

doubtful that income from sale of recyclables could

make the recycling program self supporting; inclusion

of the educational program
would make it clearly impossible.

Cost to City: administrative/overhead. In addition, the supplemental

support needed from rates and permit fees might be

handled through the City and therefore considered a

City cost.

Revenue to City: probably none (perhaps franchise fee?)

3. Permit program for private sector
purchase/resale of recyclable materials.

Supported by: sales of materials

Cost. to City: administrative/overhead

Revenue to City: permit fees

Since activities under this program are in part responsible for the

law return from the recycling program (the effect of "creaming"),

ve suggest that
raising these fees to a level more comparable with

profit levels maid be both fair and appropriate.

4. Exemptions to charitable/fraternal activities

Supported by: sales of materials

Cost to City: none?

Revenue to City: none

RRATF's recommendation
is that the combination

of franchise fees, per cent

of gross receipts, and permit fees be set at sueh levels as to substantially

cover program cost.
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Garbage (Mixed Waste) Collection and Disposal Ordinance. Garbage service

is well-defined and well-understood, and there seems to be general

satisfaction with the service that has been provided in the city .

We suggest, therefore, that sections of the present ordinance dealing

with garbage service can be used essentially unchanged.

Resource Recovery Ordinance. Below are listed the major features necessary

in a resource recovery ordianCe. References are given to sections of

this report in which these topics are discussed in detail, as well as

to pertinent sections of the present ordinance.

1. Franchise to run for no more than two years. After the program is

well established, a longer term franchise might be practical.

2. Establish a Resource Recovery Board (see Section IV Implementation,

Page ).

3. Provide for establishment of those resource recovery program
elements discussed in Section II Program Elements (page,....- y,___,__

Educational Program (page ), and for

the recycling/educational franchise (egui
-22 of the present ordinance).

4. Provide for charitable/freternal exemptions, essentially as in the

present ordinance (Section 5.1)

5. Provide for porches, permits (Section 5.2 of present ordinance)

for private firms. Raise permit fees to cover this activity"s

fair share of program costs (see Section IV Implementation, page

note to RRATF: Perhaps require a commitment to collect over a stated

period of time? Private operators tend to move in

and out of collection depending on the strength of
the market, thereby causing fluctuations in supply

for franchise operators is this a problem locally?

6. Delineate City practice and policy regarding financing of the

programs (see Section IV, Implementation, page ).

7. An anti-scavenging clause would be useful to prevent unauthorised
collection of materials set out by businesses or residences.

This should clarify ownership of materials placed for pickup,

bet should not prevent residents from seeing recyclables for
_charitable/fraternal groups .(modification of Section 6.7 of

present ordinance?)
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE NVVY 99v.
OFFICE: 311 SW 2(10

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALUS. ORE. 07330

(503) 753.2101

COMMENTS: 7/7/80 DRAFT, SOURCE SEPARATION BOARD

Despite several changes since the initial (5/14) draft of the ordinance,
the 7/7 draft still falls short of accurately reflecting the hesouree
Recovery Advisory Task Force (BRAT?) Report. Our comments point out
the disparities, and indicate some other issues for the Source Separ-
ation Board's consideration. Last December, the City Council unan-
amously accepted the BRAT? report "as embodying, in principle, the
goals and policies that the City wishes to follow in establishing a
solid waste management program". We hope that our comments help the
Source Separation Board to implement these city policies.

ORDINANCE INTBODUCTION.
The introduction to the draft ordinance, and again in Section E,
describes the ordinance as non-exclusive. This implies that other
franchises might be issued under the same ordinance. If such other
franchises are possible, section 3.3 should be changed to define
franchisee in a more general sense. Additionally, it seems inapp
ropriate for a non-exclusive ordinance to be privately negotiated
between the city and just one of the potential franchisees.

According to the existing solid waste ordinance (78-102),
"the city may reopen negotiations on those sections of the franchise
relating to resource recovery, recycling education , the establishment
of performance standards for resource recovery activities and the
existence and authority of a resource recycling advisory task force."

These clauses were put into 78-102 to allow the city complete
flexibility in regard to recycling. A Citizen's Task Force (BRAT?)
was established at the same time as 78-102, to allow for a thorough
discussion of the complex issues that had surfaced during the 1978
franchise negotiations. The city's commitment to the solid waste
franchisee (Corvallis Disposal Co.) did not go beyond traditional
solid waste servises. The city gave the franchisee an OPPORTUNITY
to establish (for the first time) a key role in the community's
recycling program, by attaching CDC's Letter of Intent to the ordinance.
Eco-Alliance voluntarily stepped back from the lead role in collection
activities, in an effort to facilitate both the city's and and the
franchisee's interests. There was no committment, by the city,
beyond acceptance of the letter of intent, in lieu of the impending
recommenditions from BRAT?. We do not feel that the city made a
committment for Corvallis Disposal Co. to automatically receive a
contract for recycling services. In fact, the general consensus
during task force meetings was that whatever contract resulted from
the BRAT? Report would go out for a competitive bid. (See
Attachments, Copies from draft.acRAATr

One of the most significant results of the BRAT? Report was the
recommendation to separate recycling out of 78-102. When this rec-
ommendation was accepted by the council, thereby becoming city policy,
it would seem that staff's next action would have been to "negotiate"
the recycling clauses out of 78-102. While such an amending ordi-
nance was being negotiated, have e follo7,:eithe clear guide-
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lines of the BRAT? report, and drafted a source separation ordinance.
By negotiating the terms of the new ordinance, rather than drafting
it independently, staff seems to have compromised on several aspects
of the task force report. If the draft source separation ordi-
nance"was an accurate reflection of MAT?, the basic issues before
the SSB would be limited to those issues that were intentionally
not decided by MAT? (page numbers refer to BBATF Beport):

1. G neral conditions for the recycling program: municipally
operated, open bid, or offered only to the -s4.161 Loms4e..
franchisee(page 12)
2. Duration of the Source Separation Franchise (page 12)
3. Financing mechanism: dedicated fund (as part of franchise
fee to the city), or directly from the rate base (in addition
to the franchise fee) (page 10)
4. Permit fee levels, for *purchase" permits, and details of
"non-purchase" permits.
Since no draft of the ordinance has dealt with all aspects of

BRAT?, the task before the SSB is more complex. The SSB was established
without representation from private vested interests, to assure that
the public interest was not compromised by inordinate vested interest
influence during the development and implementation of the program.
Our comments discuss all the areas that need modification, in order
to bring the drafe ordinance fully in line with .EAT?. We hope that
you will advise staff to integrate these comments into a new draft
ordinance, so that the SSB can address the four, above-mentioned
undecided issues (general conditions, duration, financing and permits)
before making recommendations to the council. The task force wanted
the SSB "to promote and coordinate the development of a source separat-
ation program consistent with city goals and policies". If the SSB
does not feel that some aspect of the BRAT? report (i.e. city policy)
should be implemented immediatly, a separate planning document could
indicate the rationale for the delay, and a timetable for implementation.
For example, if you concur with the draft ordinance, that the "church
program" should not be implemented now (it has been left out of the
services section), you could address that program in ktlanhirix
document. We feel that all aspects of the BRAT? report should be
discussed by the SSB.

The process to establish a source separation ordirande has been
in progress for 2* years. Although the involved parties are interested
in culminating the process, there is no reason to make decisions before
thorough discussion has occurred. Since all basic recycling services
are being performed right now, the SSB should feel comfortable in taking
whatever time is required to assure a satisfactory ordinance.

SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS
There was considerable discussion of definitions by BRAT ?, after
which it was agreed that the term "waste stream" was an important add-
ition to the definitions section. It is the only term that really
distinguishes between the material covered under the Source Separation
Ordinance and the Solid Waste ordinances source separated materials
are those intentionally kept out of the waste stream. If both are
simply lumped together as waste, confusion will invariably occur.The
garbage industry has long contended that recyclables need to be in-
cltded under the definition of waste. To call these materials "waste"
is somewhat paradoxical, since in no sense are they wasted: recycl-
ables are actually the opposite of waste. We consider the BRAT?
definitions (page 13) as acceptable for inclusion in the ordinance, but
offer the following amendments:

1. Recyclable materials any used material that has the potential
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of "waste ")
2. Source separation: separation of reusable recyclable material
from the mixed waste stream by the generator of the mat erial (in-
sert "material" instead of "waste")
To clarify the definition of waste, we suggest the following:

"waste is material that is no longer wanted by the generator. and not
source separated for recycling or reuse. The draft's definition of
waste indicates that anything is waste, if it is "no longer directly
usable by the source" (section 3.11). This makes it illegal for a
person to go pick up that old swingset that your kids have out grown:
to be _legal, you would have to deliver it Transactions resulting
from our "waste exchange" program, a signifigant waste reduction
effort, would also be illegal. Bur suggested definition avoids all
these problems. Even with the addition of Section 3.11.a. and 3.11.b.
of the draft (page 4), the paradox of an inappropriate definition is
not resolved. Both of these subsections would be eliminated if our
definition is accepted.

One item that was added to the 7/7 draft definitions was the term
"marketing° under service. If the "prohibition" section limits those
who can prtvide "service", the addition of this to the definition of
"services" appears to Conflict with the "purchase exemption", and the
ability of private operators to act as brokers.

Clear definitions in an ordinance facilitate enforcement issaes,
as well as discussion of the topic. Since your commites7as been established
for the purpose of discussing the topic, it follows that accuracy in the
definition section is important.

SECTION 5. EXEMPTIONS AND PROEIBITIOUS
Despite the BEAT? suggestion, and our comments from 5/22, section 5.1.b.
of the 7/7 draft still discriminates between various types of non-profit
organizations. Specifically, those organizations that use their revenues
to expand public services in the areas of recycling, reuse and waste
reduction are prohibited from their traditional activities, while organ-
izations that use their revenue to further the interests of the organiz-
ation or its membersAare.not limited at all.

REATF suggests that all non-profits be treated equally, in that
they all need to obtain a "non-purchase permit". The only additional
demand would be for SSB review of on-going programs. We support the
suggestions in the RBATF report.

SECTION 8. NON-EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE.
This section outlines the ?first option process" which was not recommen-
ded by k4ATF. We suggest that this section be modified to allow any
new ideas to be reviewed initially by the SSB, which could then recommend
to the council whether the proposed-new service is in the public interest,
economically and technically feasible, and whether it should be offered
to the franchisee as a "first option", put out for a bid, or offered to the
actual proposer. This prevents the franchisee from being forced to
provide a service that is proposed but impractical: it also means that the
SSB would review any proposed expansion of service by,the franchisee.
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SECTION 9.A. FRANCHISEE SERVICES s SERVICE ROUTES.
In subsection 2 (glass and tin), confusion could be avoided by remorinr
the words "and high density living areas", since that service is cover-
ed under subsection 3.

SECTION 9.B. FRANCHISEE SERVICES: DROP OFF CENTUS
Subsections 1 and 2 assign the responsibility to operate a drop off
system, with a central depot, and temporary "recyclemobiles ". At this
time, the main recycling center and the Co-op Market recyclemobile are
operated solely by Eco- Alliance. Since the Letter of Intent does not
refer to recyclemobiles, Corvallis Disposal's role (via Source Recycling)
in the recyclemobile system is through a private agreement with Roo-
Alliance. Their role is to set up the stations for the Thursday (Ep-
iscopal Church), Friday (Sunflower Bouse), and Saturday (Waremart)
recyclemobiles, while we continue to provide attendants to assist the
public and assure quality control.

Since we have operated, our drop off program for over ten years,
with hardly any support from the city, we do not consider it to be in
the public's interest to include clauses that simply give our program
away. Even it the franchisee chose new recyclemobile locations, thus
allowing us to maintain our existing mobile centers, Section 9.B.1.
explicitly takes away our main center. We have operated our main center
on Corvallis Disposal's property, with their permission, for over four
years. (Prior to that, the main center was at OSJ). we fail to see
the public benefits of this "taking", nor do we consider our main center
(or any other centers) "up for grabs". If staff's inclusion of this
'service" is in response to the franchisee's need for more revenue, we
suggest that the need be met from small increases in garbage rates.
The sale of recyclables from our main center has been the mainstay source
of revenue since Boo -Alliance was first organized. We hope that the
SSB will eliminate any clauses that disrupt this vital revenue base.
Subsections 3 and 4 are not services under the draft's definition of
service. The Sunday drop off program, as recommeded by BRAT?. has been
omitted.

SECTION 10. FUNDING
The last sentence in the introductory paragraph to this section states
that "the Council may fund all or a portion of service under this or
dinance by one or more of the following : ", and then lists financing
options. Given the list of financing options, that sentence might be
more accurate as "the Council may-direct that ' all or a portion of the
service may be funded by one or more of the followings".

We agree that some flexibility in funding should be maintained.
But, since the "financing mechanism" is one of the most important elements
of the ordinance, we feel that the topic should be covered with more
detail . The availkbility of subsidy to finance less profitable and
non-income-producing services is very important. If the non-exclusive
nature of this ordinance is mairitained,,service providers other than the
solid waste franchisee might require a part of the subsidy. Therefore
the process of drawing a subsidy from the solid waste franchisee should
be presented in a general sense, including such items as procedure for
billing the franchisee, receiving payment within a reasonable period
of time, and perhaps an upper limit for the billing, after which Source
Separation Board approval is required. As part of the financing mechanism,
some consideration of accounting would seem appropriate.
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With the right accounting procedures, the program operator could
provide the Board with cost information on the various service routes,
cardboard baling, equipment costs, etc. The same procedures could be
used to provide data that assures the Board that the costs for handlinr
material from outside the Corvallis city limits are separated from those
for franchised services. The figures submitted for BEAT? by Corvallis
Disposal do not indicate such a specific and important accounting system.

Two topics omitted from the 7/7 draft are the Source Separation Board,
and the Education Program. The first, SSB, seems like a subject that
belongs somewhere in a Source Separation Ordinance, since the SSB was set
up with administrative responsibilities for the services required under
the ordinance. The second, education, is clearly recommended by BRAT? as
an integral part of any recycling program. We feel that the current
practise of financing education through a process that does not include
the Source Separation Board is detrimental to the coordination of city
programs. We hope that modifications are made in the ordinance to bring
financing for education services into the same ordinance as financing
for collection services.

BAAT? goes into considerable depth about the education program.
We support any action by the SSB to implement an education program of the
nature suggested by AilATF.

Two other relevent topics are ordinance format and solid waste management
plan. Both Monmouth and Independence recently addressed recycling through
an "authorizing" ordinance, which sets up the ground rules, including
financing, for the awarding of specific franchises for specific solid
waste services. The option of writing our source separation ordinance
in an authorizing format is available to the board. This might be a
convenient way to avoid needing a third ordinance to deal with education,
or other potentially separable services.

Although no planning function is specifically recommended by BRATF,
it is clear that the SSB is supposed to play a lead role in shaping the
future of Corvallis recycling programs. If the new ordinance requires
a plan, program development would become structured, and probably be
enhanced. We support the initiation of a formal Solid Waste Manage-
ment Planning process for the pity of Corvallis.
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Garbage (Mixed Waste) Collection and Disposal Ordnance. Garbage service
is well-defined and well-understood, and there seems to be general
satisfaction with the service that has been provided in the city .
We suggest, therefore, that sections of the present ordinance dealing
with garbage service can be used essentially unchanged.

ATIlkomms-naT

Resource Recovery Ordinance. Below are listed the major features necessary
in a resource recovery ordLince. References are given to sections of
this report in which these topics are discussed in detail, as well as
to pertinent sections of the present ordinance.

1. Franchise to run for no more than two years. After the program is
well established, a longer term franchise might be practical.

2. Establish a Resource Recovery Board (see Section IV Implementation,
page ).

3. Provide for establishment of those resource recovery program
elements discussed in Section II Program Elements (page

Educational Program (page ), and for e bidding
he recycling/educational franchise (equi

-22 of the present ordinance).
process for

4. Provide for charitable/fraternal exemptions, essentially as in the
present ordinance (Section 5.1)

5. Provide for purchase permits (Section 5.2 of present ordinance)
for private firms. Raise permit fees to cover this activity's
fair share of program costs (see Section IV Implementation, page

note to RRATF: Perhaps require a commitment to collect over a stated
period of time? Private operators tend to move in
and out of collection depending on the strength of
the market, thereby causing fluctuations in supply
for franchise operators -- is this a problem locally?

6. Delineate City practice and policy regarding financing of the
programs (see Section /V, Implementation, page ).

7. An anti-scavenging clause would be useful to prevent unauthorized
collection of materials set out by businesses or residences.
This should clarify ownership of materials placed for pickup,
hut should not prevent residents from saving recyclables for

_charitable/fraternal groups (modification of Section 6.7 of
present ordinance?)

126
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Financial aspects of program elements. RRATF suggests that the following
is an example of a practical way of handling financial arrangements, but
refrains from making it a recommendation in deference to the more informed
opinions of the City Council and City staff.

1. Garbage franchise, continued much as at present.

Supported by: rates charged to users anal7tuas.11WL amnia. !

Cost to City: administrative/overhead

Revenue to City% franchise-fet per cent of gross receipts from rates

recycling /educational program,
et out by bid to private sector.

e recyc bles, supplemented by portion of
garbage tux rates/permit foes, as needed. It is
doubtful that income from sale of recyclable* could
make the recycling program self supporting; inclusion
of the educational program would make it clearly impoesible.

Cost to City: administrative /overhead. In addition, the supplemental
support needed from rates and permit fees might be
handled through the City and therefore considered a
City cost.

Revenue to City: probably none (perhaps franchise fee?)

3. Permit program for private sector purchase/resale of recyclable materials

Supported by: sales of materials

Cost. to City: administrative/overhead

Revenuesto City: permit fees

Since activities under this program are in part responsible for the
low return fruit the recycling program (the effect of "creaming"),
we suggest that raising these fees to a level more comparable with
profit levels wend be both fair and appropriate.

4. Exemptions to charitable/fraternal activities

Supported by: sales of materials

Cost to City: none?

Revenue to City: non.

RRATF's recommendation is that the combination of franchise fees, per cent
of gross receipts, and permit fees be set at such levels as to substantially
cover program. cost..
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Letter Of Intent December 6, 1978

It is the intention of Eco-Alliance, Inc.,

1.) To comply with all applicable provisions of the new solid
waste ordinance, and attached letter of intent from Corvallis
Disposal Co., including, without limitation, the provision of
route information and collection methods;

2.) To be paid S10/ton for cardboard picked up by the franchisee
at Hewlett Packard, as was the case before 8/78;

3.) To pick up all materials generated at the 1st Alternative
Co-op Market, Corvallis;

4.) To sell materials, dropped at the Eco-Alliance Recycling
Center, 2555 N.E. Hwy 99W, by the public, or through legal
collection, to Source Recycling Co., at Fair Market value,
less transportation; separate bins will be provided;

5.) To collect materials in the city of Corvallis for which no
other collection service would be provided;

6. To pursue the reuse ofwaste materials as a priority activity;
7.) To educate the public on the wide variety of information

relating to resource conservation, and waste reduction;
S.) To allow the franchisee to use our containers during the

initiation of their recycling collection program;
9.) To have the franchisee drop off containers and shelters

before 10:00 A.2.1., and pick up the same after 2:00 P.M., for
the following weekly recyclemobile schedule: Episcopal

Church (Thursday), 11th Street Market (Friday) and Warecart
(Saturday). Materials thus collected are property of the
Franchisee;

10.) To provide an attendant at all recyclemobiles, and the main
center, during all open hours; and,

11.) To inform all signed business accounts of the collection
changes, and encourage continued participation in the
franchised program, if the franchisee will bear the cost
of printing and mailing.

Effective Date: 1/1/79

Signed
Martin Stewart, Chairman of the Board

Rick Barnett, Manager
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

POST OFFICE BASEMENT

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753.2101

ec clemoLite SILL
THURSDAY
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Episcopal Church, 35t;

FRIDAY

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Sunflower House Parking
Lot, 128 SW-9th

SATURDAY
10200 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Waremart
10:00 a.m.-2100 p.m. First Alternative (Co-op)

MAIN CENTER
MO a.m.-4130 p.m. One block Nort of Circle
Mon.-Sat. Blvd. on NE 99W

h

Foryour convenience, the Recyclemobile
Stations are open every week. All locations
accept tin, glass, aluminum, cardboard, office
paper and newspaper. For more information
call or visit the office in the Post Office
basement.

C 100% Recycled Paper
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The purpose of this information is to supplement our "historical" document, presented
at the March 1 meeting of the Task Force. As "advisors" in the political process, this
committee needs to understand the variety of relevant issues and legitimate positions.
Although the committee is asked to advise before the completion of a comprehensive
Planning effort, Eco Alliance is hoping that the long term impact of any activity
is a priority consideration during the decision process.

As directed, the following report is written from our perspective. Due to the competitive
nature of the recycling business, objectivity does not flourish. Our organizatiOn has
been involved in recycling for 9 years, and we have developed some specific, well-supported
opinions on the subject. If our opinions surface in a report or factual presentation,
we encourage the committee to pursue the basis of the opinion.

This report is orranized in 5 sections: Current situation, the participants, inter-
relationships, resources available, and the near future.

I. CURE ?!. SITUATI7N
In December, 1978, following the passage of the new solid waste ordinance, the three
major participants in Corvallis recycling - Source Recycling Co., Eco Alliance and
Dave Butler - began to adjust to the new rules. The current situation is not easy for
anyone to deal with, since no clear interpretation of the ordinance has been developed,
and, since any section relating to resource recovery is subject to change. This task

force is immediately faced with this "operational limbo", demanding fast action, as
well as the complexities of recycling, requiring careful consideration.
Eco Alliance entered into negotiations with the holder of the new exclusive franchise,
since, effective 1/1/79, our operation could have been deemed illegal. Our first vab-
contract proposal would have given us a "limited service area", with the intent of
generating some income until our proposal to the city is considered. Our second propose/
for a subcontract vas to provide labor and administrative assistance (on a consulting
basis, for the month of DeceMber) to the new onerator of the city's collection program.
Both of these were rejected by Corvallis Disposal. Our third proposal was a "letter of
intent", to clarify our interests, and protect ourselves legally. This document ( in
our "history" packet) was accepted, anH currently defines our relationship to the

franchisee and the city. A transitional schedule was developed, and, program by
program, we turned over all route information by 12/31/78.
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it is our intent to follow the directives of the city, the task force should
recognize that our proposal to the city (8/78) was essentially a "package ", suggesting
several interrelated changes. To date, 2 of the 3 major elements ( establishment of
a citizen's advisory committee, and a guarantee of collection service) have been
accepted, though only for the duration of this task force. The third element, educational

financing, has not been accented. Since the elements are interrelated, Eco Alliance is
in a unique and difficult position.

II. THE P4PTICIFANTS
Ice Alliance (EA), a non-profit, tax exempt corroration, has been intricately involved
in the development of cost existing, recycling Programs in Corvallis. These include
the main drop-off center, recvclemobiles, multi- material commercial collection, high
density collection, nublic school presentations, monthly newsletter, and other research
and educational programs. The volume of our activity in recent years can be attributed
to two main sources of sunnort: 1) the consolidated omerational facilities developed
in cooteration with Corvallis Disposal, and 2) CETA grants. Due to a drop in Benton

County's unemployment rate, CETA funding, which reached as high as $9000/month, is
no longer available.
Corvallis Disposal Company (CDC) has been involved in recycling activites for many years,
primarily with the collection and balinv of old corrugated containers. In 1976, they
began a more active role by allowing FA's drop-off center onto their property, and by
assisting in the marketing of recyclables. CRC's active role was dramatically changed
in February, 1977, vith the establishment of Source Recycling Company.
Source Recycling Company, (SRC) has been the actual local operator for the franchisee's
recycling responsibilities. After incorporation, SRC negotiated formal marketing and
rental agreements with EA. This resulted in the establishment of SRC as a local market
('"broker ") for all of EA's recvclables, and Clarified the roles of the two companies.
SRC also developed a statewide brokerage business, utilizing CDC's transportation
capabilities. Due to these other business activites, material purchased from EA has
never accounted for a significant portion of SRC's income.
Dave Butler (DB) was somewhat involved with EA until as late as 1974, at which time he
centered most of his recyc7in activities on a private cardboard baling operation. In

November, 1976, when. EA offered multi-material collection service to the entire commercial
community, a dispute arose over legality and territory of the two operators. While IA's
collection was sanctioned by the franchisee, DB maintained private agreements with the
waste generators. After an appeal from EA, City Attorney Feweil attemmted to resolve
the dispute. Through all of this, DB maintained his collection activites. Early in

197P, in conjunction with a recycling firm in Albany, DB applied for the Corvallis solid
waste franchise. After the council rejected this bid, in favor of CDC, DB drastically
reduced his collection activites, and, to this date, anpears to have a rather limited
involvement in Corvallis recycling.
Waste Transformation Incorrorated, (WTI), incorporated August 23, 1978, has had very
limited involvment in direct recycling services. Their involvement has been more apparent
in the political nrooess. WTI actnarly emerged in early October, after three of their
founders were terminated from their CETA-funded positions with EA. Other than their
political activites, their only actual project (to our knowledge) within the city limits
w-s the collection of approximately 300 Pounds/week of used IV bottles from the hospital.
A modified version of this rroject has been established by the franchisee. WTI has made
at least two major funding proposals ( about 530,000 each) that would affect the recycling
program in Corvallis.
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III. Interrelationships
EA-SRC. Legally, our relationsnin with SRC is defined in our letter of intent to CDC.
=cm rental agreement is surerceded by a passage in CDC's letter of intent to the
city, which indicrtes that we may operate on their property at no charge. Cur old
marketing arrangement is superceded in the sane document, which chances the nrice
structure and accounting nrocedures. This new marketing arrangement is endorsed by
BA, through our letter of intent to CDC.
Operationally, there have been some serious strains in the relationship. One reason is
that the two companies are still eetting used to their new roles under the new ordinance.
Another reason is that new Channels of communication between the con-anies were not
established after the management Changes of last October ( Rick Barnett went from the
manager of S=C to the mgnager of EA, and Dick Eisenbrandt became the manager of SRC).
We are hopeful that these problems can be resolved through increased communication.
EA-CTC. Our relationship to CDC is legally defined through bur letter of intent. There
has been no return document to recognize or accept our intentions, or in any other way
establish ground rules for the relationship.
C7C-SRC. This velationsp vas nreniously defined by a contract, which, we assume, we
revised to reflect the new ordinance. To our knowledge, both of these companies are
owned by Waste Control Systems, Inc.

IV. Resources available for recycling.
1. Garbage rates. Since recycling is now integrated into the franchise, the revenue
from disposal service is available to subsidize recycling activities. Such a subsidy
assumes that specified recycling activites are recognized as part of the franchisee's
"cost of doing business".
2. Franchise fee. At 1978 levels, each percentaze of gross receipts added to the
`ran;71177-77=erates about 99000 of revenue for the city. The fee is currently
set at 59:. Since the revenue fror recycling. and resource recovery are expected to
be part of the franchisee's gross receipts, the city's revenue from this source
could rise with new program development. It should be recognized that investments in
these areas (e.g. equinment) may also affect the city's revenue. Also, out of practi-
cality, such equipment would nrobably be used to process material generated outside of
Corvallis. The determination of gross receitts ( and cost factors) will recuire a
carefully designed accounting syster. It should also be recoenized that the franchise
fee currently noes directly into the city's general fund. To be certain that any of
this money is dedicated to recycling would take a special act by the city or a vote
of approval from the nublic.
3. DE4 Pollution Control Bands. i grant/loan Program of the Department of Environmental

is Potentially available to finance solid waste management 'planning and programs.
EA has a cony of the annlication, which -ould have to be annroved by ?anion County ( the
state - designated solid waste planning district for Corvallis).
L. Government Technical Assistance. This is available through the 1976 Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery Act ( RCRA Federal Technical Assistance Panels), and through the
Mrs Solid Waste Division. Legislative action is currently under consideration to
increase the level of assistance available through DEQ.
5. Private consultants. A variety of private consulting firms are available to contract
for planning and management services.
6. Research / Information. EA has an extensive planning and technical library available
to the city, as well as an expanding research program in cooperation with OSU. The
publications list included in our history packet makes a wealth of information available
to city staff and advisors. The IEr.,?s Recycling Information Office and the statewide
Association of Oregon Recyclers are also available to provide information.
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V. The future.
1. ":rants. One element of the future is the Possibility of grants. Since one can never
be certain of srants, and since grants only last short periods of time, SA views this
type of funding as a potential supplement to financing available at the local level.
We have applied for several grants ( details available upon request), which include
funding for an upgrading of our reuse Program, the establishment of a community conservation
education center, the production of our monthly newsletter, and the production of a new
slide/tape program. In each case, we are competing against a variety of environmental
and/or community agencies. Regardless of local funding, we are committed to an effort
to bring these outside resources into our community.
2. Increased government involvement. we see this as a vital element in the future of
solid waste/material management. The establishment of this task force is a clear
testimony to the growinr importance of this field for municipal government. A quick
sur-ev around Oregon shows many cities responding to citizen concern about recyclin-.
We are honing the the activities of this committee and our city council can serve as
a model or other local governments.
3. Unresolved issues. As a final note, we look to the future for the resolution of
many issues. We hope that all issues will be addressed in an open and serious fashion.
Following is a list of those issues that we feel are most important for csmmittee discussion:

a. Extent of government regulatory role, and the ability to perform this function,
b. Implementation of the purchase exemption.
c. Financing mechanitm for educational ser,ices.
d. Definitions, Particularly "waste" Vs. "commodity', and "resource recovery"

vs. "source senaration".
e. Relation and comoatability of source Separation and resource recovery

systems.
f. Accounting procedures.
g. Performance standards and monitoring procedures.
h. Public's actual demand vs. government activity in the public interest.
i. Development of a comprehensive solid waste/ material management plan.
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I. Introduction

In August 1978 Eco Alliance submitted a recycling proposal to the city.

With one exception,, that document, and a support document submitted

in-October 1978, convey the basic position of this organization on

the assigned topic. The exception is the point of "one ordinance or

two." We now support the separationof the recycling activities

from garbage collection and disposal.

On January 1, 1979, the city had an opportunity to begin observing

the operational aspects of our Inoposal: a single collector of a

publicly directed program, financially protected through the rate base.

From our perspective, the lack of incentives for high quality perform-

ance has produced a negative impact on the city's program. Further,

the data base for accurate development of performance standards is not

available, and such development is an unexplored area of local govern-

ment responsibility. In lieu tf these facts, we recommend that a

separate franchise, placed out for competitive bid, would be in the

best interests of-the city.

II. Suggested modifications of the current ordinance arcs

A. Purchase exemption. This section (5.2) now allows for the

continued "creaming" of valuable materials. The franchised collector

either pays the highest price, or allows the material to drop out of

the franchised program. In either case, the community loses the

benefit of the waste, in that program levels will decrease, or garbage

fees will increase. Additionally, each "use" of this exemption

decreases city revenue (reduced franchise fee) and increases adminis-

trative costs.

This issue relates to the definition of waste. At what economic value
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does waste become a commodity? We recommend that a commodity be

defined as any material for which $20 a ton (at point of generation)
is the fair market value, and further, that the purchase exemption
clause deal with commodities rather than waste.

B. First Option. This section (6.8) currently provides the
important function of allowing growth. Without the support of a

comprehensive plan, and technical expertise, this section could be an
administrative burden. The criteria and tools for evaluating proposals
would be lacking. Procedures for applicants under-the "first option"
clause need to be developed. This section should provide the forum
for public input into the comprehensive :plan,, as :well as the forum

for potential commercial. ctivity. Further, through this section,

or a separate section under exemptions, non-commercial innovation and

resourcefulness (to be. distinguished from illegal scavenging) should
be encouraged. If someone has a non-commercial use for someone else's
garbage, no obstacles should force that "garbage" into a landfill.
The concept of "waste exchange" appears threatened, unless such non-

market transactions are removed-from the realm of "service."

C. Definitions. Amend the ordinance to read:
1. Solid Waste Management...keep-the same, except for adding the
underlined: prevention of or reduction of solid waste

through education, reuse an source separation programs."
2. Solid waste.-..add the "recyclable material" to the list of

components.

3. Recyclable material...any waste material that has the potential
of being reprocessed into a new product.

4. Source separated material...any recyclable material for which

a market exists of sufficient value as to prevent the source of
the material from allowing it to enter the solid waste stream.
5. Solid waste stream...the total accumulation of solid- waste

into which the solid waste generator directs non-source separated
material.

6. Resource recovery...change to "obtaining.. .from the solid waste
stream." Delete reuse, and recycling.
7. Recycling...a systematic process through which recyclable is

physically altered before fabrication into a new good.
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8. Reuse...the use of a waste material in its original physical

form; though not necessarily in its original function.

9. Recycling center...any location, mobile or stationary, where

recyclable materials are processed and/or accumulated before

marketing to actual recycling plants or recycling brokers.

Note: Any definition that uses words for which the definition is

modified should also be modified. Further, it should be recognized

that the development of a second franchise may require other

definitional changes.

D. Financing Mechanism. A base level education program (recognized

in the current ordinance as a non-income producing activity) should

be guaranteed. Under favorable market conditions, at certain program

levels, and with strict enforcement of the franchise, this program could

be financed through the sale of recyclable materials. However, it is

likely, at least periodically, that the eduCation program will require

Outside funding, particularly as service levels increase (i.e., home

collection, marketing of waste-grade paper). Administratively, the

same financing mechanism should be available to support'education and

operations. Financing can come from'a variety of sources; I. dedicated

public funds 2. earmarked franchise fees, paid by the solid waste

franchisee 3. a separate "promotional" fee, paid by the solid waste

franchisee 4. a rate surcharge, based on volume (this could be applicabi

to all service users or just high volume generators) 5. a disposal tax,

which would require a joint effort with the county, which sets disposal
rates. In any case, a reasonable rate of return must be guaranteed to

the operator of the franchised recycling program.

E. Establish a citizens' conservation committee, to 1. develop a

comprehensive plan 2. assist the city in monitoring and regulating

activities under the plan 3. deal with exemptions, first option

applications, and rate change proposals.
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F. Accounting. Specific procedures should be established for

franchisee accounting. These should be established after careful

consideration of the variety of information required to assure satisfac-

tory performance.

G. Rate Structure. We recognize that the consumer's

includes both collection and disposal costs, and that rate

should consider each separately. The rate structure issue

tied to the financing mechanism or handled separately, and

be used to create incentives to reduce the volume of waste.

garbage bill

structures

can be

should

H. Research and Development. For a solid waste franchise, with

or without recycling, the use of garbage fees for R & D should require

some public involvement. Investments into new programs (equipment and

management) should involve public scrutiny, not only for non-franchised

interest (i.e. through the first option), but also for the franchisee.

III. Exclusivity. While the current ordinance and our suggestions

focus on regulation of waste materials, more direct regulation of the

waste industry may be a preferred strategy. More direct regulation

might include control over types of programs and numbers of operators.

IV. Role of Education. Education should be an integral part of the

recycling ordinance. While subcontracting or even a separate bid

process can be employed to assure quality educational services, the

franchise holder needs to have some involvement in the educational

process. ,The ordinance should address the scope of the educational

activities to be performed. A. separate citizens' committee could be

established to advise and/or monitor the education program. Efforts

to obtain outside funds to supplement or replace the local financial

burden should be strongly encouraged through a policy clause. Out

outline for a base level education program (2.0 FTE professional staff,

plus about $500 a month operating budget) was described in our 1978

proposal.

V. Summary. We are interested in the development of a separate

recycling franchise, to guarantee high quality collection and educations'

services, and to maximize citizen involvement and public control. To
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-3- 2555 NE Hwy 99W
P.O. Box 101
Corvallis, OR 97330
Phone: (503) 753-2101

simplify the process, the task force need only determine what level

of service should be included in the initial program. Staff could then

develop a "request for proposals" and criteria for evaluating the

proposals (i.e. economic considerations as well as program quality).

With waste reduction the primary objective of the program, we recommend

that the following activities be included in the :initial program:

1. Base-level education program

2. Commercial collection: offices, restaurants (containers provided)

3. Apartments/high density collection: weekly service, containers

provided, promotion provided, growth encouraged

4. Recycling drop-off centers: at least one, attended main center, open

6 days per week, and at least 6 attended recyclemobiles, open at

least 4 hours per week.

5. Churches: encourage involvement by churches in the form of Sunday

drop-off centers, to be collected as necessary; containers and promo-

tion provided.

6. Advertised home collection for elderly and handicapped.

7. Addition of waste grade of paper to the line of materials to be

accepted at all drop offs. No collection center.

8. Market research: for upgrading existing markets, development of new,

preferably local markets, and value-added possibilities.

9. Serious consideration of city involvement in the financing of a

central processing facility for resource recovery. This could be

part of the capital improvement program, and could be eligible for

government grant/loan programs. Construction schedule should allow

for the full development of the source separation program.

10. Data accumulations on waste composition, program success, and public

attitudes.
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS. ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

2/26/80

TO: CITY OF CORVALLIS

RE: BUDGET PROPOSAL

The attached budget represents the cost of implementing the educational elements

of the Resource Recovery Advisory Task Force Report ( Attachment 2). The figures

were abstracted from our economic
projections, as provided to the committee ( pages

26 and 27 of the report). To provide more complete information, we have also attached

some line item projections for the figures on the city forms ( see Attachment 1).

The increased cast for this program reflects the emphasis.on attended centers, and our

fiscal 79-80 experiences, which reinforced our long-standing interest for a permanent,

professional staff. To fully understand the resources with which we achieved the level

of performance indicated on Form PB-4, we have attached a more complete summary of our

revenue for 1979-80. Other financial records are available upon request.

Although not included in our budget, physical improvements at the main center would

lead to increased productivity by center attendants. If such a change is planned,

adjustments would be required on Form PB-h.

t: 100% Fleeycled Papier
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Proposal for City Financial Support
( submitted to SSB, 11/12/80)

MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE, 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

I. Introduction
Due to rather short notice, our proposal is still in outline form. Further details,

or an amended format, mill be supplied upon request. This budget proposal would
allow us to resume three types of educational outreach that we ha'-e conducted in
the past: grolT presentations, business district promotion, and industrial sector
promotion. Additi'nally, we are requesting support for our information center.
The bulk of our funding request is for staff: we have the office, literature,
nresentation formats and waste generation data to provide such a staff with tools
to effectively address the reduction of waste. At this time, we offer a brief
description of the proposed activities, and some budget projections.

II. General areas of funded activity
A. Group presentations and material development

1. Continued development of presentation formats
2. Active solicitation of audiences
3. Promotion and implementation of our T-6 curriculum guide
h. Development and implemmntation of a 7-12 curriculum guide

B. Business District Promotion
1. Direct contact with businesses throue-hout the city, encouraging

initial or continued participation in waste reduction opportunities;
consulting on waste material handling practices; and offering counter
or mall displays

2. Survey of Practices and attitudes. Format to be worked out with city staff.

C. Industrial Sector Promotion.
1. Continued contact with major waste generatars.to update our data base
2. Research new markets for material currently going to the landfill

3. Consultation on waste material handling nractices

D. Information Services
1. Operate information center, with conservation literature, periodicals

and handouts.
2. Publicize recycling opportunities, and information phone number, and

resnond to calls.

3. Continued development of library and files

III. In-kind services, at no cost to the city
1. Educational equipment, three slide shows, nuppet show, and presentation formats

2. Operation and staffing of at least 14 mobile centers and a main center.
3. Phone

h. Library
5. Monthly newsletter
6. Reuse grogram

7. Research Program/ 0S0 intern program

8. Outlet for recycled paper

C ICO% F1.111.0 *P.
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IV. Budget Projections

Description Annual CostPersonnel
1. Group presentations 0.25 Fes, t250/mo. $ 3,000
2. Industrial Sector P4motion 0.5 FTE, $500/mo. 6,000
3. Information office ( coordinator), 0.5 Fit, $500/mo. 6,000
h. Business district promotion ( special project) 500

Fringe 0 12% 1,860
$17,300

Operating Costs
1. Office rental

1,080
2. Printing, xeroxing, advertising 1,2003. Educational and office supplies 300
h. Employee mileage 400

F-GM
Program Administration: Contract management, reports,

bookkeeping, etc. it 5150/mo.
$1,800,

TOTAL $21,080
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

16 August 1979

Dear City Council Members,

Boo-Alliance has reviewed the Corvallis Disposal Company's
request for a 10 percent rate increase. We would like to express
to you some concerns that we have with the request.

We notice that the most recent data contained in CDC's
financial statement 8.s dated June 30, 19784 Will the City Council
ask for more recent information? It would be difficult to evaluate
the CDC proposal without current financial information. Also,
we are wondering if suppotive data for cost figures will be available,
particularly for recycling activities? We find the reference
to a profit from recycling (P. 14) to be somewhat confusing.

We hope that you will have an opportunity to respond to
these concerns before reaching any final decisions.

Sincerely,

Randy Fletcher
Planning Assistant

C 100% Recycled Paper
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R, A . F.

Department of Environmental Quality
522 S.W. 5th AVENUE. P.O. BOX 1760, PORTLAND, OREGON 97207 PHONE (503) 229-5913

March 8, 1979

Mr. Rick Barnett
Eco-Alliance
2555 U.E. Highway 95'4
Box 101
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Dear Rick:

RECEIVED

frihR 12 ign
CITY MANAGER'S

OFFICE

1 read with interest your letter describing the experiment being
conducted by Eco-Alliance in Corvallis to increase the level of
participation by existing recyclers and to generate new recyclers.
The data you are developing on the effectiveness of employing a
well-attended central depot and mobile drop-off stations along with
an aggressive education program will undoubtedly be of value to
other communities in developing their own approaches to recycling.

Our experience suggests that, given a relatively low level of aware-
ness and participation in recycling, it may be wise to consolidate
resources and provide conveniently located recycling depots while
conducting education campaigns and increasing participation. Each

community must carefully evaluate its own situation and decide what
level of demand must be generated before they are willing to provide
more convenient service and stimulate even greater participation by
offering home collection of recyclables.

Along with a decision to offer home collection of recyclables must
come a whole-hearted commitment to providing top-notchservice with
adequate resources, equipment and an aggressive public education
program. The lower the level of awareness, participation and demand
when a collection system is begun, the more substantial the public
education. program must be.

1 encourage you and the City of Corvallis to continue to carefully
monitor your situation and evolve a system which will encourage
maximum recycling. Please continue to keep me informed.

EAS-VL:dro

cc: Corvallis City Council

Sincerely,

Ernest A. Schmidt, Administrator
Solid Waste Division
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More recyciiiiled, council told
By Pat Kight
Of The GatetteTimes

Corvallis needs to change its waste disposal
franchise to provide more and better recycl-
ing services, the City Council was told Mon-
day night.

Several people, including members of the
city's resource recovery advisory task force,
told the council that there has to be some way
of making sure the company that has the
franchise does Its job.

Even better, one man said, would be for the
city itself to take over and expand recycling
services.

"I feel a municipal recycling program
would be cheaper and have less ad-
ministrative problems for the city," said
David Adler, 1313 N.W. Fillmore Ave.

Council members listened to 11/4 hours of
testimony concerning a report Issued In Oc-
tober by the task force. But they deckled to
wait until their next regular meeting, Dec. 17,
to decide whether to adopt the report.

The report urges, among other things, that
the city remove recycling from the franchise
and put those services In a separate system,
either under a new franchise or as a
municipal operation.

also recommends a "source separation"
program be instituted, under which
households and businesses would sort
recyclable waste according to type glass,

Orin Byers

.

aluminum, paper and so forth for home
pickup.

Corvallis year-old solid waste disposal
franchise grants exclusive rights to collect
recyclable materials to Source Recovery, a
subsidiary of the Corvallis Disposal Co.,
which collects garbage within the city.

The franchise agreement calls for the city
to renegotiate the contract for recycling ser-
vices early next year.

Before the franchise ordinance was
adopted, recyCling was carried out by
volunteer-based groups such as Eco-Alliance,
a non-profit organization which now has a city
contract to conduct recycling education
programs.

Some of those who testified Monday cot-

plained that Source Recovery has not been
doing a good job since It took over recycling
services. Others said the city is not keeping
close enough tabs on the program.

"I've seen it go from what I'd call on ad-
vocacy of recycling to almost a mockery of
recycling," said Sally Barnett, an Eco-
Alliance volunteer who used to work for
Source Recycling.

if the city continues It allow Source
Recovery to handle recycling efforts, Barnett
said, "I would sincerely hope you would not
only set some performance standards but see
they are followed."

Robert Bunn, president' of Corvallis
Disposal and also a member of the task force,
said he wholeheartedly supports the group's
recommendations.

Ile defended his own firm's operations,
though, saying, "We've been getting more
tonnage than ever before and less Is going to
the landfill.

"I've been Involved in recycling all my
, life," Bunn added, "and I do believe In It.

Ward S council member Orin Byers voiced
skepticism about the advisability of the city
getting more involved In recycling

"At what point would you see this operation
becoming self-sustaining and no longer
needing a subsidy?" flyers asked Pamela
Doerkson, chairman of tht task force.

"I don't know that I'd ever see It become
self-sustaining." Doerkson responded,

"Resource recovery Is always going to MI
recovery of those things that are not yet
valuable enough to pay for themselves."

Such a program will always need some kind
of subsidy, either through direct city finan-
cial support or through fees charged to users,
she said. Garbage collection fees currently
support recycling.

Byers said he was "disturbed" by the lack
of cost-effectiveness In recycling programs.

"It takes energy to make a dollar," the
council member said. "1 In no way am
against recycling or using our naipral
resources to their maximum amount of ef-
ficiency . But no way could I ever condone
wasting money to preserve something of les-
ser value."

Lee Barrett of Portland, chairman of the
Association of Oregon Recyclers, in turn
criticized Byers for using a "strict economic
yardstick" to judge the worthiness of such ef-
forts.

"I believe If that yardstick were used to
measure a number of programs the citizens
deem viable, they would fall short," Barrett
said, citing extra-curricular activities at
schools as an example of programs which
often do not support themselves financially.

"What occurs In society," Barrett said, "Is
that people decide things are good for the
great majority of members of society and
decide to support them, whether or not they
are economically viable."
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RECYCLING - RE-USE ORDINANCE

3 SO

by -
z,..iceof4 44/J-,
Ory w
r,,,,,rtst )1+rd

Outlined below is our proposal for operating the Recycling

Activities under a separate ordinance for the City of Corvallis.

This ordinance would reference the Disposal Franchise Ordinance

because of the importance that the two be linked for support of the

activities.

The Ordinance would be similar to the existing Collection

Franchise Ordinance, with appropriate modifications, including the

definition changes as recommended by the RRATF.

The recommended title of the Ordinance would be "The

giu) 0
Recycling - Re-Use Ordinance." The Ordinance would stir open for on-route

recycling after study by the Source Separation Board. The term of the

Ordinance would be two year The Ordinance would be referenced to

the existing Solid Waste Management Ordinance. The existing Letters

of Intent would be dropped. Educational activities will be left to

education groups such as Eco-Alliance, the Corvallis School District,

Oregon State University, community organizations, etc.
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Source Recycling, Inc., a related company to Corvallis Disposal

Company, would operate the recycling programs in.Corvallis. The recycling

programs would be operated and expanded as outlined below.

Central Depot

The Central Depot located at Corvallis Disposal Company would

11;

be operated by Source Recycling, Inc. ,The revenues fromxrecyclables

At.s.r.,./ 40 Eco..0,/,.,,
deposited at the Center4would be used to improve the ,advertising and

promotion of recycling conducted by Source Recycling, Inc., in Corvallis.

"Ztveierme.,
Appropriate signs acknowledging the 44.144**44ea of recycling in Corvallis

by Eco-Alliance and Source Recycling, Inc., would be posted. Eco-

Alliance will be allowed access to the Center for collection of re-use ,i6t,":

bottles for their re-use program at the Co-op Market. A bell system will

be initiated at the Center for those recyclers who need assistance in

unloading or information. A bulletin board will also be constructed

and located for public posting of newsletters by Eco-Allianc

Source Recycling, Inc., and any instructional materials on recycling

and re-use.
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Recycle-mobiles

The Recycle-mobiles will be continued at their existing level

and locations. Signs and instructions will be improved. The location

and size of the recycle-mobiles will be studied after detailed analysis

of volume increases due to advertising and population statistics.

Advertising will be increased as discussed below.

Sunday Drop-off Centers

The existing Sunday Drop-Off Centers will be expanded through

individual contact with religious groups. Use of bulletins to members

will be encouraged to promote recycling at the established centers.

Schools

Attempts will be made to expand recycling collection programs

with the School District. This emphasis will complement and coordinate

the education goals of Re-use and reduce as emphasized in the RRATF

report.

Collection Routes

Existing collection routes for cardboard, glass, tin, newspaper,

and high-grade will be continued and expands These
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routes will be promoted through advertising as summarized below.

Apartments and Living Units

This program will be continued and expanded through individual

contacts with owners and managers.

Advertising Program

The Advertising Program will emphasize the business community

and the public. A recycling logo will be developed.

Business Community: iimpt, The Advertising Program will

emphasize benefits of recycling such as:

Convenience

Conservation of resources

Energy savings

Cost ammItintsAvoieldwec

Special pick-ups for large volumes

Areas served, times

Special needs - call for analysis

Reduce landfill needs

Free service

Quality control

Emphasize community program

Public: IOW This Advertising Program will emphasize the

locations for and benefits of recycling:

Locations, times
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Energy savings

Plan it right - use with other trips in community, etc.

Group participation

Items for recycling

Importance of quality control

Emphasize community program

Convenience

Free services

Encourage non-profit organization participation,

i.e. Boy Scouts, etc.

149
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BUY BACK PROGRAM ANALYSIS
March 12, 1980

MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

Although not developed to the point of'a formal position statement, the
following comments on the buy back approach to recycling, and its
relationship to a municipally directed program, are presented for the
purpose of indicating our current thinking on the issue. We have used
the term "buy back", as opposed to purchase, because the material being
purchased by the recycler has already been purchased by the consumer:
it is thus being bought back. Our research Into the cost of packaging
indicates that such costs are high; thus, any reference to that cost
is appropriate and might have a positive educational impact on the
consumer.

I. INTRODUCTION. Direct payment for waste material is one of several
incentives that may be employed, in the effort to increase recycling,
and thereby reduce waste. Like incentives for any behavior change, some
work better than others, and they are not necessarily additive. The
four major types of incentives used to increase recycling are:

1. Education (environmental impact, natural cycles, inter-
relationships, etc.)

2. Economics: cost of disposal (rates)
3. Convenience (processing requirements, distance to collection

point)
4. Economics: value of waste (buy back, purchase)

An in-depth comparison of the four incentives is beyond the scope of
this paper. Nonetheless, a few comments on the topic are offered. One
comparison, as presented (March 8, 1980) by Terry Trumbull, Director of
the California Solid Waste Management Board, indicates that convenience
(through curbside collection) is the most effective of the incentives,
and that the average load delivered to a buy back is 7 (seven) pounds.
In Corvallis, we offer recyclemobiles as a substitute for curbside, and,
from summer 1979 data, find that the average load delivered to the main
center is 70 pounds. Mr. Trumbull pointed out that although buy back
helps to move some consumers away from a "throw-away" attitude, it does
not appear to be energy efficient or significantly effective at material
diversion. Furthermore, SEC's figures-, as shown in the RRATF report,
indicate that their experience with buy back has not been cost-effective,

-resulting in a $4,046 loss for a 12 month period.

Direct payment for waste by the franchisee can only be considered an
improvement of the local program IF NO ONE ELSE IS BUYING. Thus, the
comments made at recent meetings, that SRC is buying because others are
buying, does not provide them with any credit for increased recycling:

(2 100% Recycled Papa
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it just means that they have a competitive edge, and have increased
their share of an existing market. It does not reduce waste by a single
pound. The only type of buy back that would seem eligible for classifi-
cation as a "waste reduction technique" would be for tin cans, glass,
or household aluminum. An analysis of the buy back incentive as a
program element for the. Source Separation Ordinance might be boiled dom
to this questions are there people who will only recycle cans, glass,
and aluminum through delivery on a pay basis to the main center, as
.opposed to more convenient, no-pay depots, or curbside collection? And
what are the cost comparisons for the various incentives that can produce
that behavior?

The relationship between incentives is a very worthy area of study, and
is one that the SSB could certainly attempt. Here in Corvallis, a
"local" market has existed on a fairly regular basis, for newsprint in
Philomath. At the same time, Scout Troop 3 has risen to national recog-
nition for the effectiveness of their paper recycling program. Between
the convenience of their drop off (and sometimes pick up) system and the
appeal of their organization, the buy back incentive does not appear
to have been detrimental to the scouts. In line with Mr. Trumbull's
conclusion, cash value has not been the top priority incentive. The other
local example is the growth in Eco Alliance's program, with a total re-
liance on the educational incentive for the residential sector, and a
combination of convenience and reduced garbage bills for the commercial
sector. Given the limited resources of our organization, it would seem
fair to say that we have utilized these three incentives with much success,
and that the need for an additional type of incentive has not been demon-
strated. Further, it is important to point out that the task force did
not even discuss buy back, as an incentive or a program element. Nor
did Mr. Bunn mention that he was already engaged in purchase from the
public. Since the primary charge to staff seems to be the implementation
of the RRATF report, the addition of a buy back program, as a specific
program element, seems inappropriate.

II. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS: BUY BACK AS A SPECIFIC PROGRAM ELEMENT.

A. The price offered by SRC for items being purchased by others will
reflect at least some of their advantages that arise from the franchise.
Any cost that is charged to the rates is essentially subsidized. Manage-
ment, equipment, containers and labor are all charged to the rates,
but are also amongst the costs that determine the price that SRC can
offer. To that extent, the addition of buy back to the franchised pro-
gram could produce a situation of subsidized competition leading to
problems external to the program.

B. Another area of potential legal complication is with the exclusivity
of the franchise. The desired response to a buy back program is for
individuals to deliver "bulk" volumes of material to the center. Some
of these individuals might be operating on behalf of a high density unit,
where all waste is generated "on-site". In other cases, the materials
would be dropped off by generators, at the home of a friend, or perhaps
a church, prior to being hauled to the buy back center. All of these
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activities appear to be within the legal bounds of the collection
restrictions expected in the new ordinance. But, what about the
individuals who, for themselves or in the name of an organization,
collect the materials before delivery to the center? Such collection,
without payment to the generator, appears to be a violation of theordinance, as well as a threat to flow control and the concept of asingle collector. By creating a local market, you encourage individual
entrepreneurship, which could easily lead to a splintering of the
community program, and a by-passing of the franchisee's system. Dave
Butler wouldn't have been driving the alleys of Corvallis without a
local market, and with every new market, more entrepreneurs will appear.Rather than encouraging that direction, Boo Alliance has suggested
strong limitations of permissable alternative collection systems. Ifthe purchasing habits of other operators is the reason for considering
expanded buy back, the city might consider such limitations, rather than
a feeding of the competitive system. Any activity that can be defined
as detrimental to the city-sponsored program can be restricted, if the
exclusive nature of the contract is accepted.

III. RELATION TO OTHER PROGRAM ELEMENTS.

A. All franchised collection activity could be impaired by a purchasing
effort. Commercial routes (cardboard, offices, restaurants), highdensity routes (apartments, living groups), and recyclemobiles require
the maximum number of participants: the economics of collection is
simply a matter of how much materialcan be picked up in the shortestamount of time. The buy back, drop off opportunity would invariablyattract some people/organizations that are already recycling, as well
as many new participants, who would be perfectly satisfied with the
convenience incentive (collection). Thus, the economic and energy
efficiency of the franchised system, often cited as major rationales forfranchising, would be decreased with the addition of buy back.

B: A buy back program, operating at the same site as the general drop
off center, will reduce the amount of material that is already being
dropped off on a "no-pay" basis. It will also increase the cost of
operating the center, due to the time required to weigh materials, reject
contaminants and light loads, write receipts, write checks, and perform
other administrative tasks. These operating costs are, of course, abovethe purchase price. Since SRC showed a loss on their 1979 purchasingeffort, we should assume that the operating costs for a buy back programare significant. And the loss of currently "donated" material wouldhave even further impact.

C. Another program element that would be impacted by a buy back program
is the education program. Since our educational effort is geared toward
waste reduction and full line recycling, modifications would be required
to also point out which materials may be sold at any particular time.
While we couldn't omit the existence of the cash incentive, it would not
be easy to fit in with a presentation about resource shortages and naturalcycles. Since we have already done a reasonable job of convincing
people to recycle, by the end of a presentation, waving the economic
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carrot would appear to be a duplication. And, as indicated above, the
duplication is not cheap. Also, on this topic, it should be mentioned
that our ability to increase participation in waste reduction activities
is not even close to saturation. Our effort. to obtain permanent
funding is predicated on the assumption that significant increases in
participation will result from our ability to hire professional staff.
In terms of achieving all the goals of the program, we consider education
to be the most effective incentive.

IV. OTHER IMPACTS, COMPARISONS AND COMMENTS.

A. Conflict with waste reduction, reuse, full-line recycling. A buy
back program is particularly dependent on specific types of waste mater-
ial. in the State of Washington, this dependency led to opposition by
recyclers for a bottle bill, which is recognized widely as a publicly
beneficial waste reduction technique. Since other types of reduction
techniques might be employed, support through a government directed
program for buy back seems contrary to the established program of reduce
and reuse. Furthermore, the emphasis with buy back for the recycling
of only a few items (limited rather than full line recycling) is another
factor that decreases its value in such a program.

B. Lack of demonstrated need. While we receive regular informational
requests about our educational and drop-off services, we receive very
few calls from people interested in selling their materials. Though
limited in itself, the demand for home pickup appears greater than any
demand for payment. Of those few people who inquire about payment,
most have already separated their material, and are perfectly satisfied
with a free place to drop it. The fact that most people are willing to
drop materials off for free sheds a questionable light on the economic
sense of offering to pay.

C. Comparison with other Oregon cities. No other government sponsored
program in Oregon (a Bottle Bill state) has even considered buy back.
Since full line recycling is not profitable, offering to pay for
materials seems like an improbably asset to program economics. MSD, which
has a high level of involvement in solid waste and favorable market
conditions, appears to share Eco Alliancess position about operational
strategies, with the development of attended drop off centers and educa-
tional outreach. Purchasing from the public has been a business trad-
itionally conducted by the actual users of waste, or large paper brokers.
Only one private recycler, Clayton Ward Co. in Salem, has acted as a
small, local market, though purchases are restricted to cardboard and
news. Clayton Ward has never purchased glass, cans or household aluminum
from the public.

D. Energy Use. In addition to reduced energy efficiency on existing
collection routes (noted above), other energy use patterns require
attention. At this time, energy consumed in transport to centers is
minimized through recyclemobiles, which, if expanded to six sites,
would place recycling no more than a mile from anywhere in town. The
recent growth of participation at the Waremart recyclemobile, now
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approaching 100 per week, indicates the value of properly sited andpromoted collection points. Buy back at the main center would draw fromthe efficient transportation patterns that recyclers are developing.Another important aspect of the energy issue is energy consumed throughthe development of small, private collection efforts. There was aperiod, during the competition with Dave Butler, when the energy savingsassociated with recycling of Kraft paper was essentially eliminated dueto the volume of gas used during collection. A major rationale forthe exclusive franchise is energy efficiency. For reasons mentioned
above, the buy back approach appears to work contrary to this importantgoal.

E. Home collection potential. Perhaps more than any other type ofcollection, curbside, multi-material collection requires a high densityof material on the route. Since the RRATF report indicates that thisis an area worthy of study, it seems that the impact of buy back oncurbside requires some attention.

F. Lack of permanency. One of the primary reasons for promoting thesubsidy of recycling through rates has been to establish a permanentprogram. Buy back programs are subject to change with the markets,
thus eliminating an important factor, and creating a disincentive toparticipate. On the other hand, educational incentives produce permanentparticipants. The lack of permanency in recycling programs is oftencited as a serious detriment.

G. Long term economics. As an investment, a buy back program shouldbe compared to the other three incentives, all or which produce permanent,comprehensive conservation; buy tack produces limited recycling, anddoes not address conservation in the broader sense. Also, as an invest-ment, it should be pointed out that, according to Terry Trumbull, a buyback center requires 160 tons per month to break even.

H. Relation to the other economic incentive: rates for garbage collection.
If the city is trying to utilize an economic incentive, changes in therate level and structure appear to be more appropTiate. In addition to
addressing general waste reduction rather than limited and temporary
recycling, the rates can be used as a tool to finance any level or
service demanded by the public. Eco Alliance has promoted this tool
(waste generators paying for programs to reduce waste) as the most
equitable and effective method of controlling solid waste. Those whoparticipate in the programs would be rewarded through reduced disposalcosts.

V. CONCLUSION. Between SRC's track record with buy back, the lack ofany government or private interest in it (in Oregon), its demonstrated
conflict with broader waste reduction (Washington State), and the lack ofadequate study on the subject, the addition of a buy back program to thecity sponsored, francnised program, seems inappropriate at this time.
Since it runs contrary to Eco Alliance's long standing interest in the
development of a community program, where all materials are pooled, through
a single contractor, and utilized in a publicly beheficial manner, wealso have some philosophical problems with the concept.
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buy back
page six

As a point of clarification, we are not necessarily stating that a
private company cannot operate a buy back program. We are stating
that buy back appears to be incongruent with a franchised program.
Rather than considering it for the contract at this time, we woula
like to see thorough analysis and projections conducted by the SSB,
and also by Source Recycling Co.
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 91330

(503) 753-2101

The Board of Directors of Eco Alliance is very concerned that thedirection the Source Separation Ordinance discussion is taking is
not in conformance with the educational element of the BRAT? repoart.

Last year, to assist the city's planning/decision process, we offeredto give up our city-wide collection program, with no assurance ofcompensation for lost revenue. Without support from the city staff,we were able to obtain 45% of our budget request through the budgetcommittee. At this time, an ordinance is being drafted, in whichthe city appears ready to turn over our education-program-supportingdrop off center, without regard to replacing funding for an educationalcurriculum. We have suggested that the ordinance include provisionsto address the financial impact of directing main center revenues awayfrom our program. Our suggestion, which specifically involves edu-cational financing through the garbage r ates, is in line with theRRATIP report, which, through city council action, is the guidelinefor this ordinance development process, as well as future action of
the Source Separation Board. This suggestion has been rejected by
the city staff.

We are not supportive of an ordinance that takes away a drop off sy-stem that we have nurtured and developed for 10 years, and does not
address other aspects of our long standing and clearly stated proposalfor a wide-based community educational recycling program.

We would appreciate being contacted to discuss these matters in fur-ther detail.

cct Alan Berg
Inge McNeese

(.*: t00% Reeropo Papin

ncerely,

Richard Wendland
Chairman, Eco Alliance Board of Directors
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MAIN CENTER: 255; NE II WI' 93A1
OFFICE: 311 SW 2r IC St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS. ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

5/22/80

COMMENTS: 5/14/80 DRAFT, SOURCE SEPARATION ORDINANCE

Our general response to this draft ordinance is one of considerable concern, since
we had expected the RRATF Report to be implemented through the ordinance. The RRATF
Report outlines a complete collection and education program, and an implementation
plan for this program. The draft ordinance includes only one of the program elements
( Sec. 9.2: "services"), and omits the education program. Using the draft's definition
of "service" ( Sec. 3.7), six of the seven subsections, under section 9, are not service
Rather than a detailed analysis of this draft, our comments at this time will simply
point out a few topics that are not included in this draft, and indicate where the
draft conflicts with RRATF. If the draft is revised to include these additional topics,
we will provide t)e Source Separation Board with such details as suggested wording,
and location within the ordinance.

Topics omitted in the 544/80 draft:
Services, other than cardboard collection ( drop-offs, offices, eta.)
Educational Program
Reference to Source Separation Board
Performance Standards

Areas of conflict with RRATF:

Definitions ( several important one'not included)
Exemptions: page 13 of RRATF suggests non-purchase permits for all non-profit

organization, regardless of purpose. The draft requires non-profits
"organized for solid waste purposes" to have a purchase,permit, and
no permits for other non-profits.

Financing: page 13 of 'BRAT? suggests that financing practices and policies be
delineated. The draft offers alternatives, but does not indicate a
priority amongst the alternatives, or a process to make the choice.

First option: RRATF suggested the elimination of this concept, while the
draft includes it.

Section 8 of the draft uses the term "resource recovery" where it appears to be more
appropriate to use "source separation".

We will be available at Board meetings, though, in general, those changes of greatest
interest are contained in the BEATE Report.

t: ice, Futcycied Paper
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MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(5031753-2101

The review process for the proposed Source Separation
Ordinance has offered two opportunities for written public
comments. We provided the Source Separation Board with
comments on both occasions, and have attached copies for
FLO's consideration.

Witn hardly any exception, all of the comments provided
by Eco-Alliance have been dismissed withlittle discussion. Like
most others involved in this ordinance development process,
we are anxious to reach a conclusion. But, we strongly feel
that the issues raised in our comments should be thoroughly
discussed before the draft goes to the council. Please
consider our previous comments to be the bulk of our current
input to FLO.

Prom our perspective, this ordinance does not address the
1st two policy statements in Section 2s Reduction of waste
and reuse of materials are not encouraged. Further, by omit-
ting performance standards for recycling services, we feel that
the quality of recycling services achieved without this ordi-
nance will not be maintained, thus failing to address the 3rd
policy statement. The easist way to assure that all policies
are addressed, in a quality fashion, and at a reasonable cost.
to the citizens, is to put the desired program out for a com-
petitive bid. This will make the solid waste franchisee, and
any other interested firms, indicate specifically what they will
do to enhance resource conservation and how much services will
cost. Since no committment has yet been made to the franchisee
in regard to recycling, and since the ordinance is intended to
be non-exclusive, it seems to be in the city's best interests
to request proposals to.see who can best address the many facets
of the draft ordinance.

We will be available at the 9/17/80 FLO meeting to dis-
cuss the issues raised in our comments. If any of our comments
are not clear, please contact Manager Rick Barnett prior to
that meeting.

,cos Recresel NOW
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CORVALLIS DISPOSAL CO.
P.O. SOX I

CORVAWS. OREGON 87330

1103-751-3490

November 10, 1980

TO: The Finance, Law, and Order Committee
The Corvallis City Council

PHILOMATH

DISPOSAL.

CO.

Every person in Corvallis will be given the opportunity to recycle,
to save energy, and to conserve materials.

Corvallis Disposal Company is already bringing recycling service to
many business, industry, and high-density residential units in Corvallis,

including the OSU campus. We will now be offering recycling service
directly to every home, business, industry, and institution in Corvallis.

The most important new service is weekly newspaper collection. For

our customers, we will pick up their newspapers every week on collection

day at the customer's garbage can. For residents not on our service, we

will pick up their newspapers, along with other recyclable materials, at
the curb once a month.

For those who are already supporting our scouts, churches, and other
charitable newspaper collection drives, there will be no change. We

encourage them to continue that support. Our objective is that no newspaper

be thrown away anywhere in Corvallis. We believe that the more people there

are who recycle newspapers, the more people who can be encouraged to recycle

other items too.

We are not stopping with just newspapers. Once a month, we will pick

up properly prepared items at the curb for both residential customers and

noncustomers. .Glass, tin cans, aluminium, waste oil, and cardboard will

be picked up initially. Informational material on proper preparation will

be mailed.

For those living in apartments and other multi-family residences, we
offer the same service, but in a different way. We will be working with

the owners and managers to provide pickup for newspapers, cardboard, glass,
tin, oil, and aluminium.

We are expanding our service to business, industry, and government to
include the same materials. These are in addition to the tin, glass, and

cardboard routes and other recycling services already provided by Corvallis

Disposal Company.

Recycling isn't the only benefit. We are working toward an agreement

with Open Door to process the materials we collect. They need support and

work opportunities to help train handicapped people for jobs and more
satisfying lives. The processing work would give them additional work
opportunities and additional jobs.

"Serving over 400 square miles in the heart of the Willamette Valley with dependable reasonable sanitary service."
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TO: The Finance, Law, and Order Committee
The Corvallis City Council
November 10, 1980
Page 2

We plan publicity and promotion in cooperation with the media.
Initially we plan intensive use of direct mail and media advertising to
develop public awareness and participation in the program. Ongoing
promotion is necessary, and the extent desirable will be determined with
experience. Our campaign will encourage the continued support of church
and scout newspaper recycling.

Profits and costs both go into the rate base of Corvallis Disposal
Company. If profits are made, the customer benefits by holding down rates.

Our target date for these new services is early next year. In the
meantime, existing programs will continue.

All of these services can be provided under the existing franchise
of Corvallis Disposal. There is no need for a separate recycling ordinance,
separate recycling permits, or other legal administrative cost. The Council
reserves the right to add additional recycling services.

We confidently expect your enthusiastic backing to make this program
work.

REB:jm

Sincerely yours,

obert E. Bunn
President

CORVALLIS DISPOSAL COMPANY

cc: Mr. Gary Pokorny, City Manager
Mr. Mike Randolph, Director of Public Works
Mr. Richard Rodeman, City Attorney
Members of Source Separation Board
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MEMORANDUM

December 1, 1980

TO: Finance, Law and Order Committee

FROM: Carol Culver, Administrative Assistant

SUBJECT: Source Separation Ordinance - Corvallis Disposal
Home Collection Proposal

During the November 19 Finance, Law and Order Committee meeting, several
issues were raised for which staff offers the following information and
recnmmenda.tions,

uesirability of Pro set grogram

_C2Eyalli-s-Disposal has proposed weekly newspaper collection with monthly
multi-material collection for all Corvallis households. The Resource
Recovery Advisory Task Force had been convinced that home collection was
the ideal way to maximize participation in recycling programs. A pro-
posal had been received from Waste Transformation for home collection
in one area of the city. Because this proposal utilized volunteer labor
and federal funding, it was felt that program stability could not be as-
sured. RRATF recommended several steps to ensure the success of a home
collection program, including the following: An intensive community aware-
ness program; minimizing collection cost by attention to vehicles and
routes; maximizing participation by regular collection and clear instruc-
tions; and establishing a plan requiring only minor changes in the first
year. RRATF had suggested that the program be instituted on a limited
basis and allowed to expand from that. The Source Separation Board and
City staff both feel that the proposal made by Corvallis Disposal meets
the first three criteria recommended by RRATF. In addition, it is felt
that program stability is assured both by the nature of the proposal and
by the record of the franchisee. This is not strictly an experimental
program as Corvallis Disposal has extensive experience in the collection
of solid wastes and in the handling of source-separated material. The

proposal is patterned after working programs in other communities. For

these reasons, the Source Separation Board and City staff feel that this
program is both viable and desirable for the City of Corvallis.

Advisability of Two Ordinances

RRATF had suggested use of two ordinances, one for garbage collection and
disposal, and one for source separation. It had envisioned that, some
time in the future, these could be combined into one ordinance dealing
with a comprehensive solid waste plan. The source separation ordinance
was recommended to include a franchise provision for establishment of
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program elements such as drop-off centers, collection services and mixed-
waste facility along with education, permit provisions both for purchase
and for nonprofit, financing policies and an anti-scavenging clause. The
Source Separation Board and City staff feel that initiation of the pro-
posed home-collection system completes the range of source separation
activities which can practically be governed by City ordinance. Comments
have been received from Eco Alliance and Waste Transformation indicating
that the program is not comprehensive since it does not include provisions
for reuse or reduction of waste. It is the Board's and staff's position
that, while these programs are certainly desirable, we cannot realistically
plan to legislate them. The ordinance proposal, as distributed on Novem-
ber 19, includes all other elements of source separation ordinance as rec-
ommended by RRATF, to be incorporated into the original franchise ordinance.

Education Provisions - Separate vs. Franchise

The Corvallis Disposal Proposal includes general provisions for public
information and education. The goal of the program is to develop and
maintain a high level of participation in the program and assure high
quality of source-separated materials,since higher participation leads
to lower program cost. Corvallis Disposal had proposed an extensive
public awareness program at no cost to the City at the time that the
$12,000 education contract was awarded. Staff feels that the same level
of effort which would have been present at that time will be directed
toward any public awareness program undertaken by the franchisee. The
Task Force recommended that education be included in the source separation
program and pointed out that the franchisee could subcontract for it with
another group. There is some duplication in the programs proposed by the
franchisee and contracted by the City with Waste Transformation. Staff
feels that this duplication is not undesirable as a greater promotion is
needed at the initiation of this new program than perhaps at any other
time. The franchisee has not proposed an institutional (in-school) edu-
cation program. This could certainly be a function of volunteer groups
or of the schools themselves. The need for institutional education is
anticipated to be reduced with a higher level of participation among
households and the home-collettion program. The Source Separation Board
and City staff recommend that education be included in the franchise.

Record Keeping.

Staff recommends adding the following language to section 10.6 (g) on
page 10:

Upon its own initiative, the Council may review record-keeping require-
ments thus established and modify them as reasonably required to
assist in providing, evaluating and costing source-separation ser-
vices. Such records shall include, without limitation:

1. Volumes of material collected in tons, by types.

2. Number of customers and noncustomers participating.
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3. Volumes of material sold and price paid to franchisee.

4. Cost of collection service.

Flexibility and Modification

In order to provide for periodic review and program modification, staff
recommends amending section 10 on page 11 by adding the following:

Council shall periodically review the source separation service program
and its results. In said review, Council shall give due consideration

to:

a. Number of customers and noncustomers participating, including,

without limitation, solid waste collection and disposal savings
to customers.

b. Volume of materials collected.

c. Net cost or profit of source separation service.

d. Level of promotion and public awareness.

e. Purposes stated in Section 2 of this ordinance.

f. Comparable results from similar services in other areas or
different services.

g. Changes needed in materials collected, service frequency,

promotion, education, methods of providing services and fi-

nancing.

h. Other factors as deemed relevant by the Council, including,
without limitation, those listed or cited by the Source

Separation Board.

If, after such review, Council finds it necessary to modify certain
or all aspects of the source separation program, Franchisee agrees

to make specified modifications within 90 days of date of notification.

Franchise Enforcement

In addition to the obvious meant of franchise enforcement through the can-

cellation clause, there is at least one other means of enforcement included

in ordinance 78-102. This states that, if the franchisee fails to provide
service or fails to meet any obligation of the franchise, then the City

may provide that service at the cost and expense of the franchisee. This

gives the City the right to subcontract with another agency to provide
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service, should Corvallis Disposal not meet provisions of the franchise.
In addition, the enforcement provisions of 78-102 specifically reserve
the right of Council to make any further regulations deemed necessary
for enforcement. Staff feels that these provisions meet the needs of
the City in assuring continuous collection service both for solid waste
and for source-separated materials.

CLC/gat
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SOURCE SEPARATION BOARD

MINUTES

November 18, 1980

MEMBERS PRESENT:

Nancy Schary
Jerry Pressey
Pamella Doerksen
Cheryl Soliday
Larry Stover
Barbara Ross (County Com.)

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Rick Altig (Council Rep.)

STAFF:

VISITORS:

Pam Ferrara
David Davis, Waste Transformation
David Adler, Waste Transformation
Bob Bunn, Corvallis Disposal
Dick Eisenbrandt, Corvallis Disposal
Rick Campbell, Source Recycling
Steve Brown, Boy Scouts
Rick Barnett, Eco Alliance

Michael M. Randolph, Public Works Director
Carol Culver, Administrative Assistant
Gabrielle Thompson, Secretary

Proposed Ordinance Discussion

There was some concern by the Board thatit was the public's understanding,
as reflected in a recent newspaper article, that there was a ten-percent
rate increase anticipated by Corvallis Disposal due to the additional ser-
vice of home collection of source-separated materials. Corvallis Disposal

responded to this that there is definitely no connection between a proposed
increase and the proposed new service. Any rate increase request would be
necessitated by increased expenses over the last twelve months. In fact,

should the program prove successful, it can be anticipated that, within
perhaps three or four years' time from now rates could be raised at a

slower rate. Thus rate payers can only benefit from a successful recycl-
ing program.

David Adler raised the question whether profits on source-separated mater-
ials should be included in the gross receipts for computation of the fran-
chise fee, which he felt was appropriate. The Board responded that, con-

sistent with the goals to encourage recycling outlined in the RRATF Report,
this should not be included in the franchise fee. Staff concurred with

this position and felt comfortable recommending this to the Council, as
the benefits to the community would outweigh potential decreased revenues
to the City from lower franchise fees. The exclusion of source-separated
material sales was inherent in the draft Source Separation Ordinance and
implicit in the negotiations of the home collection system with the fran-
chisee.
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Rick rnett integrating the
one-sng e exclusive franchise. Staff Desponded that the Ultimate goal

two ordina ntes

established by the RRATF Report and passed on to the Source Separation Board
had been the development of a home collection system. Since we are, reachi20..0or

1111%lretNfievr*P"'Thecrometmi74-4,s--
Disposal, it is appropriate to incorpori e angu ge existing fran-
chise. David Adler's concern was that the exclusivity of the franchise would
be a prohibiting factor for innovation, such as developing a composting pro-
gram. Dave Davis agreed and suggested incorporating d source separation
program element into the ordinance, to be reviewed after about two years.
Staff felt that such a short period of time would not be fair to the fran-
chisee considering his capital investment into the program. Although this
capital investment would be minimal as compared with capital invested in
garbage collection, the investment of time and employee energy in the re-
cycling collection program is substantial. This concluded the general dis-
cussion.
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Proposed Ordinance Recommendation

THE BOARD RECOMMENDS to forward the proposed ordinance to the Finance, Law
and Order Committee for their consideration and recommendation to the Council.

THE BOARD RECOMMENDS FURTHER that the sale of source-separated materials
not be included as a factor in determining the franchise fee.

The meeting was adjourned at 1 pm. The next meeting will be held on De-
cember 8, at 12 noon, in the Law Enforcement Building, Rooms A & B.

Respectfully submitted,

Nancy Schary
Chairperson

-/gat
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CORVALLIS RECYCLERS SURVEYED

NEW SLITTER
JULY 1980
VOL 3 NO. 7

MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 89W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2;16 St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

For the past several weeks we've been summing a survey among recycles to get a better understanding of who these people are, how
recycling fin in with their lifestyle, and how effective our efforts have been. We received 38 responses from questionnaires mailed
to our members. We also conducted a survey of those who recycled at our Saturday 1Nareniart drop -off site over a two-week periorL
Here we obtained answers from 143 people. The results are shown in the table below.

The results have prompted us to offer a few helpful suggestions. Few people recycle plastic, but many exprersed a desire to do so.
Keep in mind that you can recycle soft plastic margarine and cottage cheese -type contain= at our office in the basement of the Port
Office. Unfortunately, there are no local markets for other types of plastic at present.

Magazines present another problem for Corvallis residents. They can be recycled in Portland, however, and if you're headed that way
you may want to take them. The Portland Recycling Team handles them and their main center is at 18th and Irving. You can call
the DEQ's toll free number (1..800-452-7813) for other locations. Locally, perhaps doctor's offices, musing homes, and other similar
places may want to use your old magazines.

A lot of people expressed an interest in recycling scrap paper. True, many types are not recyclable, but some scrap paper is of the
high-grade variety (typing paper, looseleaf, stationery, etc. ) and can be recycled. Make sure scrap paper is reused as much as pos-
sible before recycling.

We were glad to see that to many felt that our centers were conveniently located. We have tried to locate them so as to fit in with
your normal travelling patters. Many bicycles have stated that they'd like to recycle, but can't because they don't have a car.
With convenient locations, its just as easy to recycle by bike as it is to shop, You may just have to do it more frequently.

If you're interested in reducing your garbage bill by recycling ( at many already are), here's bow to go about it. If you are currently
getting your garbage picked up by Corvallis Disposal Company once a week, but aren't filling the can each week, you can discontinue
your weekly service and have your garbage picked up "on call." Each time you call to have one can picked up you'll be charged
$2.20. If you're recycling all you can, you'll be amazed at how little garbage actually accumulates. It's not unreasonable to expect
that you'll only have to get a pith up every three months or so. This would cost only 58.80 per year, a savings of $37.60 over the
normal one can per week rate of $3.95 per month.

Thanks for the cooperation of all who helped by taking part in the surrey. Let us know if you see any other important conclusions
based an OW results.
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WORTHWHILE EVENT

On June 6-8, I had the opportunity to attend the Aaociation of
Oregon Recycles (AOR) Conference (Eugene), entitled "Recycl-
ing: Directions for the '80's", The gathering began with a dis-
cussion of recycling legislation, led by a panel including State
Representative Nancy Fadely. The next morning, top executives
from some of the mills that use the materials that you recycle,
and major teak= for other mills, were on hand to provide con-
ferees with an insight about the recycling or "secondary mat-
erials.' industry, and the products of your household recycling
effort. We had several opportunities to =oak into smaller
group waded:opt on specialised topics. Experts from around
Oregon and other states shared their experiences and responded
to questions. Since our newsletter doesn't have enough space to
give you all the details, I have written a report on the conference.
Stop by the office If you want to see this, or find out more
about AOR.

Zephyr Moore
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Waste Transformation submittal to the Source Separation Board
May 28, 1980

What is the purpose of a "source separation" ordinance in the City of Corvallis?
Laws and government regulations are meant to protect and promote the public interest.
So a major test for the "quality" of a law is to ask whether it does, in fact, protect
and promote the public interest. In order to analyze and criticize the current draft
of the "Source Separation. Ordinance" 80- this test of publice interest should be
applied. The proposed purposes and policies of this ordinance are outlined in
Section 2 of the draft (pg.1), "...to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the
people of the City of Corvallis, and to provide a source separation management

program, it is declared to be the public policy of th City of Corvallis to regulate
source separation management and to encourage:..." The draft then states the
policy, items 1,2 and 3 are the basic "reduce, reuse, recycle" concepts and are
essentially the objectives of a source separation program as outlined by the RRATF,
and endorsed unanimously by the City Council. Items 4 and 5 do:not seem to belong
here since they refer to garbage or mixed waste which is not to be within the domain
of this ordinance.

Does the rest of the ordinance serve to encourage Section 2 items 1,2 and 3?
We think it does just the opposite. It attempts to protect the monopoly interests of
the garbage company and discourages development of creative reduce, reuse, recycle

programs (for example the block to the development and support of the Corvallis
Home Collection Program as proposed by Waste Transformation in January, 1979,
that was created by the "first option" clause of the present solid waste ordinance
and proposed to be included in the Source Separation ordinance). A year and a half ago
we published a pamphlet criticizing the then proposed solid waste ordinance and also
suggested that a regulatory system be applied which would encourage research, develop-
ment and innovation in source separation programs. Unfortunately the City seems to

have already eliminated the possibility of a municipally owned and operated source
separation program. If the City had felt that a monopoly situation for source separated
materials was in the public interest then the municipal system should have been the
choice. Monopolies in the private sector, whether regulated or not, lack the prime
motivation for serving the public interest, i.ez.competition. Given the elimination of

the municipal al rzsasave .-then..s.tri_ngenilimitation of diversity %ill not achieve the

i_o_bjectives of grottband-innovation of reduce/reute/recycle programs.
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Although the namds been changed l'exclusive" to "non-exclusive") the intent and
the effect is the same. A non-exclusive franchise would not need a first option clause.
Waste Transformation believes a permit system would do more to promote public
interest then the present draft. There would be no exemptions everyone wishing to
do source separation program within the city would have insure the public health and
safety and would be subject to oversight by the city. The determination of granting
a permit should be based on the test of the public interest, this testing could be
one of the roles of the Source Separation Board.

The idea of a distinct source source separation ordinance was to draw a line between
materials that were in the waste stream and those specifically kept out for reuse and
recycling care should be applied to maintain this distinction. Waste Transformation
suggests the recycling bin for the present draft and for the City staff to try again.
The staff of Waste Transformation is willing to help write a meaningful ordinance, call us.
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THE -'12ST

On January 1, 1979 the new CoreellIs.soild wasteerdinance (73e1-02.)
became law and the effects were immediately apparent. As a =ember
of :;ante Transformation, Inc. I realized we had to cease our
resource /energy conservation eollettion activities within the city
limits. Specifically we were recycling glase/tin/alueihum from
I.V. bottles at Good Samaritan Hospital. At that time '::ante
Transfercation notified the hospitel staff that we could no
loner pick-up the bottles until permieSion was obtained frees the
city. A request for permission to offer the hospital full-line
recycling was submitted to the city by Waste Transformatlen.
The new exclusive franchise has a "first option" clause Which
allows Corvallis Disposal to have first choice on providing "new"
services. Corvallis Disposal has stated they wish to provide recycl-
in:: services to the hospital. A4 of ebruary 22, 1979 they are
collecting the profitable retyclables (cardboard, high grade paper)
but are still not collecting and recycling I.V. bottles.

This example is significant in that during franchise negotiations
Corvallis Dispoasal (C.D.) claimed they needed an exclusive
franchise so that they could cover the costa of rec cling low
earket value materials with the revenues received from the recycling
of profitable items. Already in the first two moeths, C.D. has
coved slowly on extending services in this direction. C.D. has
stated recently that they will not recycle used prone books this
year because the market price is not high enough. These two
examples demonstrate that in practice a profit oriented company
cannot be depended on to provide public service where the profit
incentive is laekine This is not a criticism of C.D. it is
simply the awareness that C.D. is a private, profit oriented
company, and as such their highest priority, as it should be,
is the economies of their businese.

During franchise negotiations C.D. argued that the excleeeve
franchise was necessary to prevent "creaming" (the eractite of
collecting c.ely highly profitable recyclables) but in reality
the ordinance exempts this practice by allowing anyone to purchase,
at "fair market value", recyelables (such persons must obtain
a permit from the city according to the ordineeee). In actuality
there are such activities being Performed in Corvallie however
the city has not leeeed a single permit.

'rom what I have observed the only oreantzation that has
tried to operate within the ordinance is waste Transformatlon
which is curious in that they were the only group that opeosed
the specific exclusive franchise that was granted to C.D.

I an not aware of now Eco-Alliance operates - in order to be
within the guidelines of the ordinance they meet either request
permission from the city, which they have not done, or hold
a sub-contract with C.D., of which an aware of none. -co- Alliance
has been in existence ei"eht years abd at their present location
two years. At this time with their recyalmobile approach to
household recycling the level of participation is still quite low.
Eceo-Alliance has not experimented with alternatives such as
door to door home collection. In order to analyze Eco-Alliance-.
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I need more information on how they operate and current data
on participation. I think the Task ;,once should conduct this
analysis and an in depth analysis of Corvallis Disposal's
resource recovery program. The Task -,7orcels analysiS should
address the parameters of net energy, resource conservaion, .

environmental impact, s6cial imoact and overall effects on the
quality of life of our community.

RECHiVED

CITY I..WIAGER'S OFFICE
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Adler - July 10, 1979

This is a transitional period for the development of solid waste
management programs in Corvallis. Therefore the regulation of resource
recovery and conservation requires an interim system for the transition
from disposal options to recovery and conservation options for the bulk
of the materials in the present "waste stream". This interim period will
allow for the research and development'of a meaningful comprehensive
solid waste management plan. This neriod of time (likely to be 1-3 years),
will provide the space for innovation and expansion of programs and ser-
vices available to the community with the objective of increasing aware-
ness of, and participation in, resource conservation and recovery.

There is no question in my mind as to the need for separate ordinances
for garbage service (collection and disoosal) and resource conservation
and recovery programs. Garbage service is well defined, and established
systems exist, such as Corvallis Disposal's, to perform this service
adequately. Conservation/recovery/recycling systems, on the other hand,
are still being developed and refined. The objectives and goals of a
resource recovery system are different than those of a garbage service.
In reference to an all inclusive solid waste ordinance, we are not ready
for this, a solid waste management plan is necessary first, then the
ordinance to implement the plan.

With these considerations in mind we need a means of regulating the
types and quality of service of existing and proposed programs during this
developmental stage. A refined permit system, with an overseeing "regula-
tory commission" seems the best choice, combining a positive atmosphere
for innovation and, at the same time, insuring complete regulation

I suggest that an interim plan with the primary objective being to
develop a solid waste management plan and accompanying ordinance(s).
This plan will necessitate an interim ordinance containing the following
facets:

1. Establish a "resource conservation and recovery regulatory
commission" (composed from government and public sectors) -
this commission will oversee and implement the interim or-
dinance.

2. A permit system allowing for the continuation and expansion
of resource conservation and recovery programs and the
necessary regulation of these programs to insure the meet-
ing of the best interests of the City.

3. Establish a resource conservation and recovery advisory board
(private sector) - the board will be a resource tool available
to the regulatory commission and the City in general for con-
sultation, advice, and background for the decision making
processes.

4. The regulatory commission with the assistance of the advisory
board and general public will draft the comprehensive solid
waste management plan and the associated ordinance(s).
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RRATF Adler - 9/17/79

I have wrestled with the issues facing the Task Force for the past
year and a half. The problems are complex and the solutions are constrained
by a variety of forces, political, economic, etc. I have always felt that
the ideal solution would be a municipal system, owned and operated by the
City of Corvallis. I have heard the arguments against such a proposal.
Although I realize the political problems associated with this approach,
I feel, it is the only one that can effectivily meet the needs of our
community.

There are several factors which support the municipal approach:

(1) The City does not have the authority to grant an exclusive franchise
for source separated materials, This means that "creaming" will always
occur and cannot really be regulated - as specific source separated materials
increase in market value there will be persons who willbe willing to pay
the generators for picking them up. The City cannot restrict who an
individual sells their materials to. Thus we face the problem of who will
collect the materials that are not profitable.

(2) Resource recovery is not a profitable business. Thus the incentives
to do a good job must be other than financial. Source separation programs
are labor intensive and require dedicated workers. If the City had a
municipal program it would be eleigible for many grants and low interest
loans. It could also use the human resources available from O.S.U., L.B.C.C.,
interest groups such as Eco-Alliance, waste Transformation, etc., and the
general public. With high participation a residential collection program
can break even or possibly show a profit (for that element of the program).
A municipal program can maximize participation.

(3)The minimal levels of.service outlined in Grace's outline and
Pam Ferrara's statement does not involve a large capital investment.
I do not think the costs to the City would be much different for a
municipally run run program versus a bidded out, bought program.

(4) A municipal program does not sell or give away the labor of participating
citizens. Source separation involves people applying their labor to add
value to materials. A municipal program maintains the control by and the benefits
to the people who added their labor.

(5) A municipal program provides the most positive environment for research
and development and innovation in resource recovery. Since the ideal system
has not been designed as yet research and development is a necessary aspect
of a comprehensive program. A municipal program will not only allow
experimentation but will encourage it (the present ordinance, for example,
has restricted experimanetation).

I do not feel that the Task Force should make political decisions and
therefore should not dismiss the concept of a municipal reduce, reuse,
recycling program simply on the basis of presumed politcal unpopularity.
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Date: September 17, 1980
Submitted by: David Adler

To The Finance, Law and Order Committee of the City of Corvallis: C '44s/l4a)

Basic Request, re: Source Separation Ordinance (80- ) 9-14-80 draft:
1. delete section 5(1)(b).
2. insert a new section 5(2), change section designation of present 5(2)

to 5(3) and present section 5(3) to 5(4). The new section 5(2) should
read as follows:

"Nothing in this ordinance requires a franchise for the collection,
transportation and reuse or recycling of totally source separated
materials or operation of a collection center for totally source
separated materials by a private non-profit organization, provided,
however, that the organization engaging in this practice or
business sholl obtain a permit from the City Manager for this
service prior to commencing business in the City. Application
shall be on forms supplied by the City Manager, who shall
require information sufficient to determine qualification under
this exemption. At the discretion of the City Council a permit
fee may be required. The City reserves the right to refuse
or revoke a permit if the proposed or existing service is deemed
not to be in the public interest."

3. delete section 8(4) and change section 8(5) to read as follows:
"If council determines under section 8(3) above that the service
is needed, it may issue a franchise to any person to provide
only that service or may place it under a permit. In either
case, franchisee of the limited service, or permitee for it,
shall comply with oll applicable provisions of this ordinance."

(** the City shall retain all licensing and oversight powers.)
Basis of Request:

L,:
1. present draft's (9-4-80) incompatibility with Cova 1.14s Comprehensive

Plan policies (as amended 6-16-80)
2. detail elements of present draft (9-4-80) are inconsistent with the

stated purposes of the ordinance in section 2
3. to allow the market place to be free and subject to competition so

that desired levels and types of service can be offered
4. present draft (9-4-80) language may not in fact constitute a non-

exclusive franchise
5. present draft (9-4-80) contains internal inconsistencies between

sections 8(4)&(5) and section 5(1)(g) and section 5(3), thus
it does not provide a clear direction for fair and equitable administration

Reasons for Request :

The restrictions on open competition and trade contained in the present
draft of the Source Separation Ordinance would have the effect of
discouraging the research, development and provision of desired reduce,
reuse, recycle programs in Corvallis. These restrictions are not consistent
with established City policy (Corvallis Comprehensive Plan) and are not
consistent with the stated purposes of the ordinance (section 2 of present
draft). By incorporating the changes cited above the City would allow
groups to openly compete to develop technologies and appraoaches for
various services while maintaining the City's oversight and regulatory powers.
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various reservoir sites that had been considered and alternatives for running
water lines to the west to tie into other parts of the syttem.

Mr. Kraus spoke again on the soil classifications and stated that development
would not occur in less than two years and probably three years.

No one further appeared to speak and the public hearing was closed.

VAL:WALK444EENED.THk.PUBLIC.,HEARING_toconsider.
mesameaficamar-aitiuitissw He announced that the City is in the process
of negotiating a new franchise, there is a question on whether recycling
should be exclusive and the Council is interested in knowing the feeling of
the community.

Bob Bunn of Corvallis Disposal Company, spoke on the service their company has
provided for nearly fifty years, their disposal site that will last beyond the
year 2000, and reviewed their accomplishments in recycling and fuel energy.

-Roger Emmons, Counsel for Corvallis Disposal, noted that the Supreme Court has
confirmed the right of cities to grant exclusive franchises. He stated that

complete handling of recyclables is an objective of the City. He feels Cor-

vallis Disposal needs a five year franchise as 1 financing tool. It is pro-

posed that the franchise would be renewed each /ear unless the Council takes
action otherwise.

- Mike Rouse, Resource Recovery Engineer working For Corvallis Disposal, briefly
described some of the projects they are working on - tires to fuel, salvage
of metals and other materials from old refrigerators, etc., their ten years
in commercial cardboard collection and their wo.-k with Eco-Alliance. They

are also testing a waste to fuel system that can be used in existing boilers
that are fueled with wood waste.

dRick Barnett, manager of Eco-Alliance, is interested in having decisions that
come out of this franchise based on the best interests of the general public
rather than private vested interests. Eco-Alliance supports neither the pro-
posed program or ordinance. They want four of the major elements of their
program to be included in the franchise as continued programs.

Dave Butler, 2311 NW Garfield Avenue, representing 0 and B Recycling, told
the Council that he has had a recycling business serving 100 customers for
over six years. He feels, and the merchants feel, it is their business to
deal with whomever they want. Recycling is big business and will get bigger,
and to lock up rights in an exclusive franchise is nothing less than monopoly.
He presented a petition of businesses supporting his statements.

(The meeting recessed at 9:18 p.m. and was reconvened at 9:28 p.m. Start

second side of tape.)

Dave Adler of Waste Transformation felt that in order to address the problem
of resource conservation, the amount of waste has to be reduced. They are
against an exclusive franchise. He thinks that the kinds of things that
should be regulated are different than the regulations for garbage.

Council Minutes October 16, 1978



Dave Davis, 2104 NW 27th Street, read a statement from the Solid Waste
Division of the Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality. He

feels that the proposed solid waste management franchise does not guaran-
tee any services other than disposal.

Lewis Schaad, 445 NW 13th Street, spoke on the collection of newspapers and
other collectable materials by Scout Troop 2 for the past fifteen years and
listed some of the things the money earned has been used for.

viSally Barnett, 5285 SW Watenpaugh Avenue, feels that the franchise system is
the most energy efficient way to handle recycling. She has seen about six
vehicles on the same road for the same materials and feels a franchise
would eliminate this. She hopes the City will favor Eco-Alliance's proposal
for funding which would provide an education program.

David Blake expressed his concern about recycling education. He used to be
manager of Eco-Alliance and spoke about their education program and that
education is vital and necessary.

Richard Kunkel, 3323 NW Elmwood Drive, supports renewal of the franchise.
He feels that the entire package should be considered. as some types of
industrial waste are not desirable today.

Karl Cayford, representing the Chamber of Commerce, supported renewal of
the franchise with Corvallis Disposal. He noted the volunteer services of
Corvallis Disposal during the Beautification Week and the Fall Festival.

Nancy Schary, 1140 NW Fernwood Circle, stated that the League of Women Voters
supports the proposed franchise with some modifications. They feel it is
important to plan for recycling efforts in the future and at the present
and suggested that the franchise should provide a mechanism for the review
of recycling efforts.

Jerry Powell, representing the State Association of Recyclers, stated that
they support the City developing some funding mechanism for recycling edu-
cation and the City taking a leadership role in determing recycling services.

Bill Shumway, 1725 SW 53rd Street, who works for Source Recycling, is
against a franchise overall for waste resources. He feels they haven't
seen positive responses on the part of Corvallis Disposal toward recyclers.

Russ Brown, 602 NW Ninth Street, of Waste Transformation, opposes an exclusive
franchise because he sees it as a conflict of interest. He can't see a garbage
company cutting down on waste when they would be cutting down where they get
their money. He suggested businesses have signs saying who gets their recyclables.

Don Brown, 1805 NW Arthur Circle, spoke on the Scouts picking up and storing
newspapers when no one else wanted them. He feels the Scouts should have a
word about the franchise before it is signed.

Robert Meola, 2662 NW Grant Avenue, stated that he used to work for Source
Recycling and that he never saw anyone from Corvallis Disposal working in
the recycling program. He feels if all recyclables are given to Corvallis
Disposal they will throw them away and won't realize how important it is to
recycle.

Council Minutes
October 16, 1978
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-; John Good, a graduate student in Soil Sciences, is interested in having a
composting operation. He feels an exclusive franchise is important to pro-
vide services needed but that there should he other alternatives for people
who want to cut down waste.

-,Howard Ramsdell, 2%O SW Western Blvd., doesn't think that Corvallis Disposal
should pick and choose between materials that are profitable and unprofitable.
The franchisee should be required to provide additional possibilities for
waste utilization that are not now available.

Bill Nokes, 806 SW Western Blvd., feels that Corvallis Disposal has done a
good job and the franchise should be renewed but not with exclusive rights
to recyclable materials. He favors a citizens committee to review this
matter.

Fran Reset, Highway 34, feels that there should be no exclusive franchise
as that is contrary to our free enterprise system. She endorses the idea
of a citizens committee for a solid waste management plan.

"'Roger Robb of Source Recycling stated that Corvallis Disposal is involved
with recycling and sets aside things for Source Recycling and Eco-Alliance.
They have people who can educate the public as well as Eco-Alliance, but
they would prefer that Eco-Alliance do that.

. Mr. Bunn spoke on the recycling efforts of garbage companies and explained
the relationship between Corvallis Disposal, Source Recycling and Valley
Landfill.

No one further appeared to speak and the pui iic hearing was closed.

VII. COMMITTEE, BOARD AND COMMISSION REPORTS (Lmt.)

FINANCE, LAW AND ORDER COMMITTEE - October 11 (C)nt.)

Item I, the amendment moved and seconded ealier in the meeting
regarding submitting the tax base measure t) the voters was
again discussed and carried by the following roll call vote:
AYES: Tucker, Barker, Triska, Schmidt, Ratzlaff
NAYES: Burnett, Bradley, Berg, McNeese
The recommendation as amended carried by th! following roll
call vote:
AYES: Burnett, Backe, , Triska, Schmidt, Raczlaff
NAYES: Bradley, Tucker, Berg, McNeese
That staff prepare )rid distribute factual information concerning
Ballot Measures 6 and 11 was by motion, seconded and carried
by the following roll call vote:
AYES: Burnett, Bradley, Tucker, Berg, McNeese, Barker, Triska,

Ratzlaff
NAYES: Schmidt

If Measure 6 is adopted, that the Budget Committee would meet as
soon as possible to identify program priorities as they relate
to property tax revenues; and the statement authorizing the City
Manager Pro Tem were by mol!.,n, seconded and unanimously carried.

Council Minutes
October 16, 1978
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9/12/80

To the Corvallis Finance Law and Order Committee:

The Corvallis Source Separation Ordinance (80-) is now

under consideration by the Finance Law and Order Committee and

will be deliberated by the entire City Council in the near

future. There is great public concern over this issue. The

undersigned groups believe that this significant step by the

City requires that the opportunity be provided for formal

input to the City Council.

We, the undersigned, hereby request that the Finance Law

and Order Committee recommend that the City Council hold O

public hearing on the ordinance prior to the council's deli-

beration.

The public hearing should address the following issues:

* the ordinance's compatibility with established
city policy, including the Corvallis Compre-
hensive Plan

the process by which the source separation
franchisee will be selected
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TELEPHONE' 753-2101
2555 NE HIWAY 717%,

NEAR CORVALLIS DISPOSAL

STARTING JULY 7, ECO ALLIANCE, CORVALLIS'
NON- PROFIT RECYCLING GROUP WILL BEGIN

TO OPERATE PORTABLE RECYCLING POINTS IN NEIGHBORHOODS
AROUND THE CITY. THIS IS PART OF A CONTINUING EFFORT TO BRING
RECYCLING FURTHER INTO THE COMMUNITY.

IN ORDER FOR THIS PROGRAM TO WORK WE WILL NEED YOUR
HELP. IF YOU DON'T RECYCLE YET, START SAVING YOUR RECYCLABLES
NOW.

IN ADDITION TO THESE MINI- CENTERS, OUR vIAIN CENTER
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2555 NE Hwy 99W
P.C. Box 101
Corvallis, OP 97330
Phone: (503) 753-2101

PROPOSAL TO THE CITY OF CORVALLIS

BY ECO- ALLIANCE

Boo-Alliances goals are in general terms:

To develop, conduct, and/or promote the must
effective actions, services and strategies to minimize
waste and the environmental degradation associated
with waste; with the express purpose of improving the
quality of life for inhabitants of our community.

:n order to implement these goals we would like the

City of Corvallis to preserve Boo-Alliances options to pursue

the following programs:

I) Educational programs directed at waste reduction,

resource recovery, and resource conservation.

2) Collection and utilization of source-separated

materials.

3) Research and development of waste reduction and

resource recovery programs.

CITY
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ECO-ALLIANCE

Eco-Alliance began its activities in 1970 as an outgrowth of the ecolo-
logical concerns of the students and staff of Oregon State University. It

became a nonprofit corporation with the goal of carrying on ecological education
in the Corvallis area, with emphasis on the reduction of waste through recycling
and re-use of products normally funnelled through the traditional waste proces-
sing system.

Its activities and influence have steadily grown, and it has made sub-
stantial contributions in the areas of public education and the promotion of
recycling as a viable means of reducing waste in the Corvallis area, and
consequently reducing environmental pollution.

Its present activities include a public education program which operates
in conjunction with a recycling center and a pickup service which collects
recyclable materials. The program is run in cooperation with Source Recycling,
Inc., a commercial recycling operation.

Eco-Alliance has made, and can continue to make, a valuable contribution
to the quality of life in the Corvallis area through its recycling education
efforts, and we hope its freedom to continue its operations will not he impeded
by any future developments involving waste disposal in the Corvallis area.

PRESENT ECO-ALLIANCE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

David Adler 521 NW 8th St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Doug Barry 3870 West Hills Rd., Corvallis, Oregon 97330

*D. R. Knapp 2420 SW Pickford St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Anne Marek 2900 NW Van Buren St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Martin Stewart 845 SW 10th St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330

* Board Chairperson, 1978-1979

CORPORATE ADDRESS

Eco-Alliance
P. 0. Box 101

Corvallis, Oregon 97330
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2555 NE Nwy 99W
P.O. Box 101
Corvaliie, OR 97330
Phone: (503)753-2101

TO: 2 JO.e.D OF Diazcroas ?_DT) THE, 211.ANCUISI: COTEle:=2NG 5/24/78 !1T:1 eNDI .eRgIC, DOUG BzeeeYBOeeJ leek:Le:RS ), aIcz lieee11::Tr (Set: C ReCYCLING), :MINN^1;D .m..113Ns (0-1; iBs.D AlTOB.N Y a:;.;2ECTIV1Y - coawxusDISPOS,ei, CeeieeiNY.).

The purpose of our meeting on Nay '.4th was to ask questions aboutsome of the provisions outlined in the first rough draft of theCorvallis :;o lid Baste 2ranchese, which was issued 5/11/7e byRoger emelons, attorney for Corvallis Disposal Comphny.

Both Bunn and ii:mmons explained franchising briefly. Teey toldue tee city's intention
for franchising was to delegate the rights andresponsibilities of managing solid waste to private industry so thatthe city would not have to incur the costs of investing in, providiegand maintaining solid waste disposal services, and research anddevelopment.

Bunn and Zmmons emphasized that t'm city always has the finalsay in regulating solid vette management and in enforcing the franchiseordinance.
:Iten asked why

Lere'eXclusive franchise is being considered at thisrenewal time rather than a non-exclusive franchise, Emmons explainedthat when the franchising
concept originated years ago, it was intendedthat all franchised be exclusive to protect the investment of titfranchisee and, more importantly, to insure taht the franchisedarea received a consistent solid waste maneeement program with onecompany held solely responsible for providine the needed services.eccordirve to both Bunn and ,Zoraone, exclusive franchising preventsthe "creaming" off the toe of the waste stream. Some materialsare in more abundance and are of higher value than others. Ifanother comeeny is allowed to come into the franchised area to takeonly those eesiest to get, high-value materials, then a major:2sourceof revenue is lost by tie franchisee. This, says Bunn, causes ratesto go up to compensate for t'ee loss. They also pointed out thatexclusive franchising eliminates duplication of services which reducesenerqy consumption, true: traffic, air and noise pollution, andincrTases efficiency.

The reason non-eXcluzive
franchises came into existence was becauseof seacial ceeez in localities (such as Salem) were rulers oeeratingoutside of e frenchised

erea (before franchising cane into effect) ranthe rid:: uf losing their business in the event that their "territory": :as annexed to the
franchisee's territory. Th concerned partieeinvolved, inciedine a-and:lisees, fore zee the potential ereblem.
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:;o, white a 1.g-1 docicdon beibeing, loe!, fr ncises in she stete
tinenon-eublueive until the legalities .ere settled. low, accrdinerto Bunn, euclusive feenchisze

ere periao-71)1e there ,;yanted.

;;;Juld thie outlueive feencidse, as drafted 5/2.1/C,;, effectthe collection eperations
and restltinrr revenues of ..:;co-Llliance7

:Uunn,imlicated thae-e-would be no problem _or eco- Alliance to continueoperating its current main recycling center, recyclemobiles, collectionroutes, end its imelementation of new recycling pror!rams and auperiments.All this is still possible eroviding *hat tie services
wanted to provide :7e.ea drawn e.p in a broad form eub-contract -ith
Zorvallis LisPocc-1. 1. t. is should happ,In, a sub-contract would 7ointo effect at tie some time the trenchise would, depending on councilapproval. ihe sub-contract would also be active for the duration ofthe faanchiee.

I indicated that .:co- alliance eould look into this possibility butsave no commitment.
You will notice on the attached amo from attorney -..:::eeons that hedrew ue his own draft for a zub-contract. ilbwever, elease bear inmind that these epecifice

were not discussed extensively nor committedto at our meetirg.
If we ehould decide to 70 his r)ute, it would be eeceseere toconsult our attorney. It's possible such a sub- contract could be a

atateicent of goals of services from ecoseelliance.

Bunn tell us he doesnit foresee his eomneny in the residential
recycline business fo; almolt ten years from now because of theeconomics of ouch operations. eie mentioned that 754 of total recyclablesin the area come Zrom commercial and industrial operatiOns hnd rightnow, this ie 'het C-i) and dource aecycling are primarily concerned yith.-leierefore, he sees 2ce-alliance as essential in developing residentialrecycling. eut he did indicate that it was inevitable that certegecollectors will mentuelly get into full recycling Services. Bunnrid emphasize the iloportance of ,:co- alliance's role as the bestqualified agency to educate the l'asses on recycline and otherconservation efforte.

Bunn stated that it ':es no t hie intention to prevent ety civicor benevolent oreanization from recycling for charitabih_ eurpoees andti:at any 1r frota his company would protect tepse operations.

I told both Lunn and
.:)mmons'that dce-..:aliancels major concernwas that ;orvelliz Jiseosal (2.omany may be controllin:r solid wastemanagement moo autensively and that the goalc of 1.co- .Alliance needto )c_. protected. It was eugBested by ::id; Lamest end myself thate citizens advisory com.C.tzee

(.3-A-c;) be created to help the cityeeeeger an : council rev77.
imelemntation of. a solid Waste plan.It in :.seence would be e esul-otory body.

It also eropoced s at this committee first obtain citizen-hl comprehelsive solid -Taste or recyclin elen fortee city.
:,arm's rseponse was tat is would rather avoid .,.::vine to di:altriter wmmittee on solid u:_ste on hasis since heis eeeely involved in so any other committees presently.
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it both .:iunn shad _:sons showed intereet in citizen input for a
solid :testa manugement lan, so it was mutuelly agreed ',:het a citizens
"task foece" good way to develop such a plan. It 'as not
discussed as to how such a eesulting plan would be incorporated into
a franchise. or wes it didcussed if a franchise should make provisions
for such a task force.

L'mmons pointed out taat their second rough draft of the franchise
pooposal would provide for a "rolling-five" year duration as opposed to
the origianally proposed 10-year franchise. The rolling-five peovides
for continuous review of tae franchisee's accomplishments and performances
and provid::s that the council may take action to terminate fu.' her
renewals of tha franc. ise.

-de also discussed whether there could be a legal distinction
between source-separated arterials and mi;:ed garbage or waste.. LlIzons
indicated that since source- separated materials were still waste- products,
they had to come unfet the "solid-waste" definition. The impression
1C got ees tha: thin iseue was still under consideration.

There rs brief discussion on changing the definition
solid waste to include the terms consumer, commercial and inaestrial
by-products. I was indicated that this, too, was a point of further
discussion.

provision in the first rough draft said: no 2a son shall install
or use any container of 1 yarn or greater capacity unless permitted by
the franchisee or provided iled,-by the franchisee to be' ;ricked up by
the franchisee.

Bunn told us this would not effect our use of our own bins or
boas for recycling. s_id this paet of the proposal as to insure
equipment safety and size so as to fit the franchisee's collection
equipment. It also protects the eonsumer from being sold a container
that could not be pecked up by the franchised collector. according to
Bunn, this provision pertains primarily to commercial and industrial
customers.

also discussed at our meeting was the possible inclusion
of a "first option" provision in a franchise. The idea behind this
would be to put pressure -.)n the franchisee to provide any
demonstrated needed service, even if the concept of the service
in question did not originate with the franchisee. It was emplained
tie-et this would keep rates down by combinigg all solid waste
services under one compeny. :t also prevents other companies
from jumping in on rsearch and development already in progress
by frcalcis-3 and it encourages tae franchisee 'co continually
le2searce and evelop innovetive technology peetainine to solid waste
menagement. Tpie would eleo make it possible for the city to assign
t..e demonstrated needed service e:tier to the orisinator of the concept
or other euaLified part:.es,

the franchisee could not or will not
provide such zervice.(Itzi sue- you hew just many qu-stions about
this as I es).

..s e final note, : must mention that .:obert Bunn emphasized
eeat ae is in he business not only to :rovide a '.T« to dlspo al

i
e_rvice, silt "et ipm it i.; las compeny's responsiity zo provide
..ail' the pr v,er.f.on _De re.extion of wastes. he elco .1, enc_ur_ging
cemmente _lsuc -zhe. nee e'. f' r mar,. unifotel lieck.,,,in le_is ation to
insure e ..i.1 Level of re ace and c-i: a.

.elbmtte' by Doug Barry
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IDEA DRAFT, OUTLINE FOR SUBCONTRACT WITH ECO ALLIANCE

PARTTIESI- BCC ALLIANCE, CORVALLIS DISPOSAL,(SOURCE RECYCLING, INC.?)

DURATION: SAME AS THE FRANCHISE. COULD USE THE "ROLLING FIVE" CONCEPT
OR OTHER min.

(1) CORVALLIS DISPOSAL FRANCHISED BY EXISTING AND PROPOSED
ORDINANCE FOR COLLECTION, TRANSPORTATION CR DISPOSAL OR RES-
OURCE RECOVERY OF SOLID WASTES.

(2) NEED FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENTATION WITH
SYSTEMS IN THE SOURCE SEPARATION, RECYCLING, REUSE AREA.

(3) RESOURCE RECOVERY TO BE PROVIDED BY Al!C THROUGH SUB-
CONTRACT JITH FRANCHISEE.

RECITALS*

(4) RESOURCE RECOVERY REQUIRED BY OR PROMOTED BY EPA, RCRA.
DEQ, STATE LA:I, SOLID WASTE PLANS, ETC.

(5) USE OF THE TRAINING AND EXPERTISE OF ECO IN AREAS OF
R & D, EDUCATION, EXPERIMENTATION AND LIMITED OPERATION,

(6) USE OF FACILITIES AND EXPERTISE OF CORVALLIS LISP. AND
SOURCE IN OPERATIONS, PROCESSING, MARKETING.

AGREEMENTS*

(1) ECO TO PROVIDE*

(2)

(a)

(b)

(c)

OPERATION OF RECYCLING CENTER AT TRUCK FACILITY.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND MATERIALS.

TECHNICAL ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE.

(d) CUSTOMER SOLICITATION AND PROMOTION.

(e) R & D.

(r) EXPERIMMTATION WITH SYSTEMS SUCH AS IN LIVING
UNIT SEPARATION, MOBILE TEMPORAY OR PERIODIC
RECYCLING CENTERS AND SIMILAR.

(g) OTHERS AS MUTUALLY AGREED UPON'

CORVALLIS AND SOURCE TO PROVIDES

PHYSICAL FACILITY, RECYCLING CENTER.

ON ROUTE COLLECTION OTHER THAN AS MUTUALLY AGREED
UPON.

R &D ON POST WASTE SYETEMS.

;;ARICTING , PROCESSING AND EQUIPMT.

AS MUTUALLY
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(Rough draft)

FhOPOSIL

Rea.ovai of Solid Uastcs

.1.%700:;:".1 is sue::.itted to the City of Corvallis by D & B Recycling

and Eavid Eutler. D 1.) hecycling is a com:ozmy established as of larch 13,

1977 at 701 ::. E. .:Iverly, :%11;any, OreL:cn. Any c:ransion of said company is

strict2y to facilitate an ../res,- c.oting business and to accommodate the sopl-a

tiestcd machi:.cry re.:ulred to adapt to t.:e rapid advancements in rce:'clin

procedures.

D Rec:oling proposes to operate in a Manner to eliminate the need for

sanitary l:..dills by recycling solid wastes at 10 percent saving to the city

over thz present conve:.tich:al ncthodz of disposal. DE =1 aPProva of our b=ninZ

fac47"ties is in the and will be forwarded to you as soon as possible. By

burninj all refuse, all hazards from rodents and insects are eliminated.

TEZRE2CRE, in order to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the people

of the City of Corvallis and to provide a solid waste management pre-rim, D B

Beeveling hereby i:roposes to:

1. Provide s'oa:.osrds, re7ulations and franchising to insure the

safe and sanitary accumulation, storage, collection, transportation and

dispcsal or resources recovery or solid wastes and insure maintenance of

solid :ese collection, resource recovery and disposal service.

2. Provide (not just encourage) research, studies, surveys and demon

stratioa projects to develop the most safe, sanitary, efficient and econo

mical so1i:1 waste lanu:sment system possible.

3. Promote tecLnolo:icall7 !md economically feasible resource

roccvery inclddin:,, with laib tcn, recycling and reuse, by and thrc,.12:1

the franchised colUector.
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Proposal to City of Corvallis 2 Removal of Solid ...astes

4. Elimirrte duplication of service or routes to conserve enerr-,

reduct air pollution, noise pollution, truck traffic, and increase effi-

ciency there's:: minimizing consumer rates.

5. Encourage the use of the capabilities and enrertise orrriv :.te

industry and encourage volunteer efforts in accon:Ilishing the purposes cf

this ordinance.

6. Provide for equitable charges to the user: of solid waste services

that are just, fair, reasonable and adeuate to provide necessary service

to the public, justify investment in solid waste management systems and

provide for equipment and systems modernisation to meet environmental ser-

vice requirements.

7. Prohibit rate preferences and other discriminatory practices which

benefit one or a few users at, an ampense to other user: and to the =oral

public.

TITZETORL, D & 3 Recycling concedes that the definitions contained in the rsugh

draft of the Ordinance to the Corvallis Disposal CoMpany, Inc., are adequate

except:

Section 3, Paragraph I. iropozals from co"-etitive companies should

be considered in depth by the city government before decijr-ctf.nr; try fran-

chise award.

Section 3, Paragranh 8. This indicates that putreseible :rites such

as dead =linpls ^d other solid or semi-solid wastes are to be handled

directly by the franchisee, Corvallis Disposal Com.l.v.ny, Inc. D & S Recyclizz

propose:: G sub-let this type of disposal to coripariics specifically

equipped to handle such problems.
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Proposal to the City of Corvallis 3 Removal of Solid '.:astes

THZREFORE, the following
persons anti practices arc c:nempted.

shall:

1. Prohibit the collection,
transportation and reuse of repairable or

cleanable discards by private charitable organizations regularly engaged in

such business or activity including, with )initation, Salvation Army, St.

Vincent de Paul, Coodwill and similar organizations.

2. Prohibit the operation of a fired location where the generator, pro-

ducer, source or franchised collector of solid waste brings that waste to the

fixed location for transfer, disposal or resource recovery.

3. Prohibit the collection,
transportation or redemption of returnable

.containers for beverages under ORS Chapter 459 and that portion thereof commonly

known as the ',Bottle Bill."

4. Prohibit any person from providing service under sub- contract to the

franchisee; provided, however, that the franchisee :hall remain responsible

for compliances with this ordinance.

5. Prohibit the generator or producer from transporting and disposing of

waste created as an incidental part of regularly carrying on the business of auto

wrecking, to the =tent licensed by the State of Oregon; janitorial service;

gardening or landscaping service; septic tank pumping or slud-e collection or

disposal service.

6. Require franchisee to store, collect, transport, dispose of or re-

source recover any hazardous wastes
as defined pursuant to ORS 459; provided,

however, that franchisee may engage in Such activities separate and apart from

this ordinance, but in compliance with all applicable lawn, rules and regulations.

7. Require any person to obtain a franchise to purchase solid waste from

the producer, generator or collector of the solid waste. To qualify as emempted
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Proposal to the City of Cory:I-I-Hs 4 Removal of 3olid :tastes

under subsection, "purchaSe" must be for monetary consideration for

materials for which there is a recognised market and where no processin of the

materials is needed prior to the sale by the producer, generator or collector.

A payment of nominal consideration to avoid the requirements and feed under this

ordinance, as determined by the City Lanager, is not a "purchase." "Purchase"

does not include the collection of solid waste without charge to obtain the

value of the materials that nay be recovered from the solid waste or an alleged

"purchase" where the "purchase" price is measured by the value or portion

thereof obtained by resource recovery of the materials.

8. Regulate any activity Which the City is precluded bylaw from regu-

lating to the extent prohibited.

THERZFORE, franchisee may subcontract with other person:: to provide service,

but franchisee shall remain responsible for compliance with this ordinance and

franchise.
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PHO-FO:LA SHa'4GT C.:ithout

ASSETS

CASH ON Hand: Initial investm,-mt of onars- This money will be
used for self-haulers, rebyblin2; hater i pttrchtsed

from various schools, ce:madnity or;.:anisations, ser-
vice clubs, Kiwania, Lions, :rotary, Cpti.ist, etc.

CA Si 11: Initial investiient of owners and net mnrgin activity.

ACCOUNTS P.1CZIZZIZ: Tipping fees, tachinery and e:luipment purchase:, etc.

NOTES AND CCN=CTS R2C177Z12:

Sane as above

2n7ineering and architectual fees incidental to pro-
ject development. .tart -up and operations cost.

Consultant services and research and develop:Lent
services contracts.

KatCH.I.MENE,I=Cra: General account for supplies, plant and administration
The merchandise inventory will be used to stablili,e
the total operation. This account will supplement
all inventory of the system-complex.

FLOM ASS'' TS

Present location at 721 E. E. ;,averly, bany, Oregon

BUIIDENG: 2nisting b1141d4rgs

NACHEZZ: Consumat C-2000 incinerators wfautomatic ash removal system

Lquipment as needed for recycling operations

FURNITME & FINTU:ES: This section representa all office furniture and fimtmres
with the exception of the accounting computer, time clock, copier, typewriters
and cora:muter typewriter.

OTHEa AS=S: Senior Corporate Note: Cost of Corporate Guarantee. Or,aniza-
tional nse: Corporate Officers - and loard of :directors mectin-s, etc.
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cuaamIT

A0001=S P:.YAME: Plant and Iodministration activities.

N0TES-001:TRXT2 Same ad above

PRZPAID av:ineerina costs, consultant services and operations..
manacetent contracts in start-up period. Research and developmant for
systems refinement.

CURT LL,BILITIZS: Income Te.::es payable; Accrued state and federal ince=e
taxes and other tax liabilities.

ID :3 Ted: LIABILITS: Amortization payments.

CAPITAL"

PAID Ii CAPITAL: Initial investment plus monies from net marain to stabilise
capital account.

CAPITAL STOCK: Initial stock investment portfolio.

=TALIZO Eet mar7in activities

LMT :MTH: Actual net marain at beainnina of fiscal period.

ESTE-L.17D S.%.:T.S

Return investment (ROI)on is based on the followina rquasions;

RZCYCLABLES:

Paper: 200 tons of saner-cardboard x $26 per ton = 05200 x 365
days = .1,8911,000. 4;20 per ton x 29,200 tons per year

= $584,000.

Glass: $20 per ton x 29,200 tons per year = 0584,000

Aluminum: 17 cents per lb. x 7,300,000 lbs per year 7. $1,241,000

Ferrous Eetal: $20 per ton x 25,550 tons per 365 days = $511,000

1isc: $15 per ton x 7300 tons per 365 days = $109,000

TIFP.thF:ES: 1000 tors x 3 tipping coos = $2,000 per day x 365 days
= $730,000



LAIMFILL: Ash reMoval contents will be sold as landfill, fertilizer

base, home builders-fill or general constraction fill.
Income in this category is strictly speculitiye.
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Octobt r 1 78

ECO ALLIANCE PROPOSAL... IN DETAIL

Introduction. Eco Alliance, Inc. , a non-profit public interest agency, has submitted
a proposal to the City of Corvallis for consideration during the current franchise
negotiations. The purpose of this document is to explain that proposal in more detail.
We feel that our interests are closely aligned with the City's goals and objectives for
solid waste management (Appendix 1).
I. "General goals for a recycling program in Corvallis"

A. What's in it. This first section of our proposal includes a request to have, as
a minimum, four major elements of the Eco Alliance program guaranteed to the
public through inclusion in the "services" section of the ordinance. These programs
are:

1. Main Drop-off Center. The operation of this center is currently dependent
upon a rental agreement with Source Recycling Co. We would like to see this
center as a permanent fixture (not necessarily at the same location), with the
cost of operating the center borne by the franchisee. We would also like to be
able to continue the education program at the main center (the "center
attendant") with our staff.
2. High Density Project. This project was initiated through a CETA project
grant. Operational difficulties have limited its development. We would like to
develop more of these centers, with the franchisee supplying containers and
regular collection service.
3. Recyclernobile. This "mobile center" program has been on and off for
about five years. In June, 1977, the program, revitalized with a CETA
project grant, expanded from 2 to 12 drop points. Each drop point had a

mobile center and an attendant, for four hours at a time. The drop points
have generally been located in shopping centers so that recycling can be conven-
ient. In October, 1977, the CETA grant was cut back, and 6 of the drop points
were eliminated. Just this month, we had to eliminate 4 more points due to
the complete termination of the grant. We feel that this is an important out-
reach program, and we would like to have it expanded, perhaps to its 1977
level. As with the main center, ECO would like to supply the attendant, with
the franchisee providing containers and collection.
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4. Commercial Collection Service. Eco Alliance currently provides full line
collection service in most commercial areas (see list of accounts, appendix 3).
We have a standing offer to pick up cardboard, glass, tin cans, aluminum,
newspaper, and four grades of office paper from any Corvallis business. We
would like to continue the promotional aspects of maintaining this program,
while having the franchisee responsible for containers and regular collection.

B. Implications

1. Additions to franchisee responsibilities. By adding recycling respon-
sibilities to the franchisee, the city addresses the problem of rights without
responsibilities. At the same time, a questionable cost factor is added. It

may turn out that the cost of providing the services exceeds the revenue gener-
ated through sale of materials. A few things should be considered: a) the
franchisee would probably have to develop a separate accounting system for
Corvallis recycling services; b) the "recycling account" should be capable of
drawing from the franchisee's main revenue source, garbage fees, to cover
any deficits; and c) if the deficit was persistent, the garbage rates would have
to go up.

2. The need to limit. We see three major reasons to limit the number of
recycling operators in the city: a) energy efficiency...we have had a vivid
demonstration in Corvallis of the inefficiency produced by a competitive
collection system. The energy savings produced through recycling have been

insignificantly offset due to the overlapping of collector "territories" and the
disagreements over specific accounts; b) enforcement... out experience in
competitive recycling collection has also led us to believe that having more than
one collector would produce significant enforcement problems. If a private
operator has a market for recyclables, and a truck on the street, it is clearly
to that operator's benefit to pick up everything on the route. Illegal scavenging

and actual theft are problems for recycling programs throughout the state
(Portland, Salem, Albany, Dallas, Corvallis, Eugene). It appears that strict
control over who collects recyclables and/or who operates a recycling business
are key elements to a successful program; c) effect on rates...17 the franchisee
is required to provide specific recycling services, and other operators were
allowed to freely collect whatever materials they wanted (i.e. "creaming the
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crop") the franchisee would experience decreased revenues and increased
collection costs (less efficiency). IF the "recycling account" makes up
deficits through garbage fees, the rates would tend to go up, unless strict
limitations were enforced. Also. if other operators are only in the business
when markets are strong, the franchisee could experience additional costs
for starting and stopping recycling services.
3. The other side of the coin. While Eco Alliance sees the limiting of free
enterprise as a benefit to recycling, we also recognize the pitfalls: a) public

opinion . . . the public seems to have enough confidence in the free enterprise
system to display a general preference for competition rather than government
intervention, despite thy: inappropriateness of application in solid waste manage-
ment; b) short term irn,act ... the passage of this franchise proposal will
probably produce an active period of interpretation. A variety of related
businesses may find themselves affected. On-going as well as recently developed

recycling activities will certainly find themselves affected. The cost for the

city's legal staff will be decreased by careful and clear language in the franchise
agreement; c) long term impact ... as time goes on, and the various roles in
this new recycling program are established, a burden to the city will be the
ongoing enforcement of the franchise. This means protecting the franchisee's
rights as well as insuring that responsibilities are met; d) legally ... while
it is behond the scope of this agency to offer legal advice, the city would
essentially have to claim possession of all recyclable waste in order to strictly
enforce the exlusivity of the proposed ordinance. Careful attention to defini-

tions (see "Ordinance Critique" by Eco Alliance) will prevent many problems.
Although the city can probably regulate the manner in which waste products are
stored on public property (streets and alleys), the city may have difficulty in
regulating waste handling on private property. As the values of waste products
increase, the ability of the city to designate a single garbage collector (i.e.
grant a franchise) may come into question. The current rationale for govern-
ment regulation of the solid waste business can be found in a study by the Bureau
of Governmental Research and Service (the study's list of reasons for public
control are added as appendix 2). Although this study indicates that govern-

ment regulations can be used to encourage recycling, it doesn't address the
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clash --.1th laissez faire philosophy. While we recognize the potential for
regulations to encourage recycling, we also recognize that a transitional
condition exists, where components of the waste stream, despite low values,
can be reviewed as commodities.

C. Philosophy. The philosophy behind designating a single collector to provide a
regulated recycling program is that waste should be viewed as a
resource. The regulated program maximizes the volume of war- ,nr public
control, as well as the cornIunity's benefit from this resource. Rather than
encouraging private profit from recycling, the city can encourage public profit
through the provision of high quality, high participatory recycling services. In
order to gain support for the community resource idea, as well as increase
participation in recycling, a strong public education program is required. This

is what we see as Eco Alliance's role: We can explain the advantages of "donating"
waste to the community "resource pool", and eliminate the need for the city to
"take" the waste. By including our education program as part of the city's Solid
Waste Management costs, we feel that most people will indeed view their waste as
a community resource rather than a private commodity. This would minimize the
negative impact of unregulated, profit-seeking operators on the city-directed
program.
D. A final comment. It should be understood that no community (to our knowledge)
has a permanent recycling program of the caliber we are suggesting. Corvallis
has an opportunity to lead the way in recycling. Instead of talking about how great
recycling is, Corvallis can actually do it. Eco Alliance is trying to get citizens
directly involved in resource issues BEFORE a crisis pushes us into it. It is well
known that recycling was a common activity during World War II: is that what it will
take to get recycling going again? The growth in material and energy consumption
in our country is outstripping our feeble efforts to use resources more wisely. The

shortages that made recycling a way of life 30 years ago have only gotten worse:
it's time to face up to this reality.

II. "Eco Alliance's Role in the Community Recycling Program"

Eco Alliance has attempted to educate the public on resource issues for 8 years.
Our efforts have always been hindered by dependency on a marginal business (the,

collection and marketing of a full line of recyclabes) to fund the education program.
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More than ever, the public needs to understand the issues, as well as have a
guaranteed ocoortunity to participate. Thus, we would like to have a strong
education program as a guaranteed element of the city's overall solid waste
program. The budget included in our proposal indicates the base-level scale of
our desired education program. This type of funding, as opposed to work-study
or CETA (which have subsidized past efforts) would allow us to maintain a

PERMANT-`T, QUALIFIED STAFF. We are fortunate in Corvallis (at OSU) to
have a undere raduate program in environmental education, the perfect back-
ground for an Eco Alliance staff member. Until we are able to have this caliber
of staff, recycling education in Corvallis Will not achieve its important goals.

EL "Funding for t. e Recycling Program"
A. Donating our current volumes to the resource pool. To minimize our financial
burden to the c,,-umunity, we are willing to 1) include all materials currently
delivered to the main center in the resource pool, as well as 2) include the
material from all of our current collection accounts (see appendix 3). Since the
cost to the rra-,chisee of collecting the material from our accounts would be very
close to the value of the material, this latter concession cannot necessarily be
viewed as a method to offset the cost of education. On the other hand, the value
of materials delivered to the center is currently between $600 and $800 per month.
With growth through the education program, as well as increased value for recycl-
ables, we would expect this figure to average at least $1000 per month over the next
two years. This immediately covers 1/3 of the basic financial burden.
B. Grants. We have been successful in all of our last 4 major grant proposals,
and have no intent of letting this expertise sit idle due to the acceptance of our fund-
ing proposal. The proposal provides for a permanent, on-going minimum program
rather than a specific cost. It MAY be possible to get some other funding for the
base-level education program, which would be DEDUCTED DIRECTLY FROM THE

AMOUNT AVAILABLE THROUGH THE FRANCHISE. Perhaps this could be

obtained through grants available to the city, as we tried in 1975 (HUD grant).
Also, we may get grants for Research and Development projects, in which we would
be collecting materials. We would gladly donate these materials to the resource
pool. The uncertainty of grants makes it hard to estimate a dollar value, but it
seems rea9onable to estimate $500/month, on the average over the next two years.
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C. Intangibles. We feel li 't the balance of our base-level financial burden
(up to 50%) would be adequi Ly covered by a variety of le tangible community

benefits. in fact, it could tt rn out that the initial investment in education could

produce a considerable financial return to the community in the near future.

These "intangibles" are list :.c1 without effort to attach dollar values.

1. Technical Assistan:e to the City. A brief survey of the cost to local
government (except for Portland, this is borne at the county and regional

levels) for solid waste staff shows significant and growing costs. The

current franchise negotiation process has shown that solid waste is a

complex issue, and that direct cost for staff is inevitable in Corvallis. The

city's solid waste management goals (appendix 1) include a cornmittrnent for

staff. Solid waste rnanz.gement deals with health hazards, water pollution,

air pollution, material and energy shortages, land use, state and federal

policies, the national economy, and more. In order to offset as much of this

potential staff cost as possible, Eco Alliance is prepared to offer technical

assistance, on a regular basis, to the city council, its staff and advisory

committees, and the general public. It should be added that the complexity

is just beginning. With the development of both waste reduction techniques

and resource recovery technology, some very difficult issues will face the

city. We are interested in helping to prepare for these challenges.

Z. Increased participation in recycling. The quality of the education program

will increase the efficiency of collecting materials for reuse and recycling,

save valuable land by diverting increased volumes of material from the land-

fill, and produce the wide variety of environmental benefits associated with

the use of secondary materials instead of virgin materials: reduced energy

consumption, water pollution, air pollution and use of natural resources.

3. Significant public s< rvice. The continuity that would develop in our

education program wouli provide the public with a variety of new services.

The current education plan (included in the proposal) is just a skeleton of the

program we could develop with a qualified, permanent staff.

4. Documentation. Eco Alliance is prepared to document the success of the

local collection and education programs through data collection and analysis,

and written reports.
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IV. Implementation

A. The funding mechanism. Since this proposal deals with a variety of innovations,

we are cautiously approaching the subject of implementation. Nonetheless, we do

have a reasonable idea of how to make it work.
1. Eco Alliance's role. Our role would be to promote the city's collection

program, research and develop improved methods of resource conservation,
provide the community with revilar, high quality educational services.
1. Franchisee's role. Tte franchisee would assume responsibility for all
franchised services, maintain accurate records to document the efficiency
(fiscal and energy) of tie services, alter services as directed by the city.
3. Base level funding for the education program. Eco Alliance could receive
a percentage of the gross value of all recyclables in the community's "resource
pool." This pool consists of all materials generated through the guaranteed
services, and Eco Alliance R & D projects, and ? ?? Initially, the percent-

age would be set to generate approximately $3000 per month. A sliding scale
could be developed to adjust the percentage as gross receipts OR Eco
Alliance's financial needs change. Our "promotional fee" could be considered

as a normal cost of the franchisee's business. Payment could be made monthly

from the franchisee to Eco Alliance, or pass through the city like the franchise

fee. Grant funding that covers any of the base program would be subtracted

from the promotional fee before payment. The actual payment to Eco Alliance

COULD be used to offset the regular franchise fee to the city.

B. Advantages of this funding mechanism. We feel that having Eco Alliance's

education program funded through a percentage of the value of recyclables has

three major advantages.
1. Our effectiveness at increasing participation generates more income
directly to Eco Alliance rather than the franchisee, who operates under a
regulated profit margin. This is a built-in incentive for us, and would avoid

any "conflict of interest" claims.
Z. Citizens could maintain control of their own waste (unless set out on public

property) as well as the option of dealing private, non-regulated programs
(e. g. D & B Recycling, Boy Scouts) allowed through exemptions or loopholes.
This avoids the major public objection of "creating a monopoly."
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3. At the same time, the guaranteed visibility of Eco Alliance would probably

create a situation where most people would PREFER participating in the city's

program; the addition of their recyclables to the community "resource pool"

would increase the strength of our program. Thus, without risking an over-

extention of government regulatory authority, it seems that most waste would

be included in the city-regulated program, and that non-regulated "creaming"

operations would have difficulty in getting established or staying in business.

(Please refer to Section 1-3-2 -b).

C. Other aspects. A few more points require attention.

I. Franchisee accounting: After Eco's promotion fee is determined, the gross

revenue from recyclables is added to the revenue from garbage collection.

All garbage collection costs and recycling costs (including the promotion fee

and subcontracted services) are taken from this total franchise revenue.

Deficits, like in the current franchise, are made up through the rate structure.

Z. New Programs. Any new program or recycling grant proposal, by any

agency, would be subject to review by the Citizen's Advisory Committee and

the Council. If the City determines that the program is in the public interest,

it may be pursued. If the program or grant proposal includes any collection,

the city may offer such collection to the franchisee, on a first option basis, or

negotiate more detailed terms for the program.

3. Reuse. We currently sell hundreds of bottles for reuse. Unfortunately,

no cost accounting has yet been made. We would like to pursue this program,

as a priority over recycling, with no demand for immediate profitability. If

reuse does become profitable, promotional fees could be reduced even further.

4. Program review. We would like to re-emphasize our interest in the

regular review of all solid waste management programs.

5. Role of the Citizen's Advisory Committee (CAC). The need to involve the

public in solid waste issues is one of our most important goals, and the CAC

is an excellent tool to focus as well as direct citizen involvement. We hope

that the CAC is established, and directed to establish a formal solid waste

management plan. It seems that the uncertainty about the future of recycling

has placed these franchise negotiations on an emotional level rather than a

factual level.
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6. Desienated priorities. We would like to see the franchise clearly encourage
the "three R's": reduction of waste, reuse of materials, and recycling
(prioritized in that order). The three R's should be used as criteria in the
development of the formal solid waste management plan, despite any short
term reduction of revenue that could occur, because they are clearly in the
best long term interest of the public.

D. Final comments.
1. Model program. We are not alone in trying to encourage resource conserva-
tion. Although our proposal does not include a guarantee, it appears to have
considerable advantages over other programs throughout the country. With a
little more work and some luck, we could develop a model solid waste manage-
ment program.

Z. Optimum strategy. It should be stressed that the optimum strategy is to
reduce the generation of waste. Every ton of garbage represents an
incredible expenditure of energy and resources, beginning with the extraction
of material to make the produce, processing into final form, transportation to
the consumer, and finally, transportation to the landfill. The hidden costs of

our consumptive habits are becoming more visible. As the details of this
franchise are worked out, it should be recognized that a solid waste manage-
ment program can no longer disregard the need to reduce the volume of waste.
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ArrTr4-'7. 1
ttDorv_iis in 1955"

Topic: SOLID 41,',5-E MANAc'EM[NT AND RECYCLING

GOAL

To attain efficient, maximum total resource recovery and recycling
of solid waste.

Objective A

Enfranchize one private enterprise in the Corvallis urban area
for the commercial responsibility of collecting, recovering, and
recycling organic, metil, glass, plastic, paper, and other solid
waste.

Objective B

Participate fully in the implementation of the Chemeketa Regional
Solid Waste Management Program.

Objective C

Fulfill governmental cummittment to the goal by:

1) Recycling of paper by all agencies;

2) Assigning specific City staff the responsibility for the imple-
mentation and cooreination of programs with other interested
agencies (County, Region, OSU, Eco-Alliance, 509-J, DEQ, etc.);

3) Buying recycled products whenever possible.

Objective D

Promote public edu:ation on the importance and the mechanics of
recycling, through OSU, 509-J, and County Extension.

-ln -
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Appendix 2
Bureau of Government

Research...1974

Purposes for Public Control

of the Busines:; of Solid Waste Services

Ordinances often provide for reguLations, contracts, franchises or
licenses to control solid waste service businesses for the following
reasons:1

1. To maintain a record of persons in the business.

2. To enforce standards.

3. To gather data.

4. To facilitate collectior efficiency.

5. To reduce duplication of service routes.

6. To include marginal profit areas within service routes.

7. To restrict competition.

8. To regulate the fees for service.

r5.,/To reduce the number of persons hauling to landfills.

/10. /To encourage recycling.



EGO ALL:RNCE ACCOUNTS

( Cardboard,
Lcckrems Lawnmower Center
Benton Electric
West Blink Cafe
US Bank
Cak Creek Market
Judson's Plumbing
Dan's Homestyle Furniture

Corvallis Heating
A & W
Sneed's ChPese nnd Feed
Vunk's Schwinn Cyclery
Troubador
Scott's Natural Foods
7edlaks
D & B Bear Service
Copeladd Lumb'r
Coop Managors Assn.
Christian Surply
C.L. Tharp Motor Co.
Oregon Electric-Mec
Grass Roots Bookstore
O'Toole Mo-or Co.
Kutt Kurl Room
Tony's
Corvallis Radiator
Phagan's Be'uty College
Fabric Wholesalers
Sperthaus
Christersen Photo
Sirloin's
Squirrels
G & J Times
Corvallis Auto Parts
Corvallis Auto Supply Co.
Allann Bros. Coffee/The :Beanerk20
OSU Folk Club Thrift Shop
Black Sheep Weaving
Music West
B & H Hn.rdware
Burton's Enterprises, Inc.
Bnsv.in Robbins
Vickies Hallmark
The Singer Co,

wnrds
Kes,,ey's Flowers
Inkwell
Hollywood Auto Surly
Grove's .Herring Aids
Arboretum
Benton :c tnty Tit:0 Co
Thr -/ Corner

Appendix 3

glass, and/or cans)

Fapagayo
Nick Allen's Menswear
Mode 0 Day
Lehnert's Office Supply
Benton Players
Leading. Floral Co.
Cnrl's Bookstore
Christian Science Riding Room
Bob's Hamburgers(2i
Rec. Eml.drium
Strawn Cffice Equipment

Ca-scade Printing
Steno Repair Servibe
The Hobbi4: Hole
Shutterbug
Kinko's
Corvallis BuRinesS Machines

The Fi.sh Shop

S1944.1.1.ee.r-rarreffai- 'rprts
Smith GlasR, and Faint

wilson Motors
Antique House
Middleton Heating
International FoodS
House of Cards
Days T.V. Toad Hall
Corvallis Cyclery
Family Shoe Service
Rice's Fharmacy

William's Drugs
The Bees Knees
Aqua Sports.

.

7-11 Food t,clre

,r, for Mon
1 Fond aorvir.e Mement.(4,
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ALLIANCE AC 'LINTS (cont.)

(cardboard, glass, and/or can6)

Gerdings
Rexall Drugs
Crockett's Man's ,';hop
Van Darin St. Cafe
Hi Fashion Fabrics
Coast to Coast
The Ni-ht Dercsit
Bathroom Dec''-
Tower of L-ndon
Tower of nungcon
First Alterrrti-e Narkot
Class Reunion
Lighthouse Natural Foods
Valley Restaurant
Waterbed Center
Glass erehant
Hewlett Packard
Good Samaritan Hospital
Woodstock's Pizza
Olga's Ice Cream
Oscar's
Bike and Dart Shop
Moose Lodge
Midas Muffler

Everybodt's Records
Mendel's
Mill Pond
Mazzils
Gables
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Pi. Onde Pater

Environmental Protection .'senc-,
City of Corvallis

City Hall
City Shops
Library

Benton County
Courthouse
Planning
Engineering

Postal Instant Print
U.S. Forest Science Lab
Insta Print
0Rel Min
District IA COG
KFLY Radio

Johnny Print
Heart of the Valley

Recyclemobiles
Waremart

Albertson's
11th St. Market
Episcopal Charch
Richey's (10th)

Apartments
Orchard Court
Pickford

Franklin Plaza
Ash State
Hark Terrace



is-x-e-*MEMORANDUM****

2555 NE Hwy 99W
P.O. Box 101
Corvallis, OR 97330
Phone: (503) 753..2101

10-27-78

TO: City of Corvallis
FROM: Eco Alliance, Rick Barnett, Manager
SUBJECT: Franchise Negotiations: Further points for consideration

1) Accounting Procedures
a) Acs: will CDC/SRC separate cost and revenue figures for Corvallis recycling,
when the same equipment is used to collect and/or process materials from
Philomath, Lewisburg, Tangent, Albany, DOlas, Monmouth, and more?
b) Research and Development: this is indicated as a function of the franchisee.
R & D projects tend to be very costly : who pays for these, and who will reap
the benefits from these investments. If we are financing R & D for a company,
how can it be directed to Corvallis recycling? The finite term of the franchise
should make the city's support for franchised R & D of considerable concern.

2) Eco Alliance Proposal
a) No one has given me the impression that our proposal is being taken seriously,
despite its positive approach to some impending concerns.
b) Mbila DaveButler's behavior has probably hindered his possibility of receiving
any ,grandfathered" consideration in the franchise, Eco Alliance has a good track
record with the city: since our first proposal for the right to collect recyclables
(1970, we Iuve operated within the legal bounds of the franchise. Nonetheless, the
proposed franchise would TOTALLY ELIMTNI:TE our freedom to collect. It should be
understood that we have business accounts (including title to recyclables) with most
businesses in town. Our proposal suggest a politically feasible lay to deal with
our vested interest.
c) If we are required to have a marketing contract, and a collection contract with
CDC, our ability to act as an objective third party would be very difficult. If our
education program remains financially dependent on our business operations, we will
be forced into a more competitive position, which would produce a variety of problems.
For instance, our low labor tort would allow us to bale and directly market cardboard.
The increased profit from our cardboard operation would be NiCESSARY to finance the
education program. This, of course, conflicts with the franchising concept.
d) Whereas it is in the public interest to have a single collector (in terms of
rates), it is also in the public interest to have a recycling education program, and
technical assistance to the city. Our proposal is aimed at avoiding a confrontation
as well as providing the maximum level of public benefits. We are willing to set
this up on a trial basis: We are certain that some adjustments will be made, and we
are certain that the public will be pleased with the arrangement.
e) In cond. usion, we woUld like CDC to view the regulated collection and promotion
program as a buiiness opportunity; we would like the city to view the education
program as a s:ort term investment leading to widespread public benefits.

cc: Scott Fewell
Steve Burkett
Rick Rodeman
Alan Berg

-- Over ---
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ECC/2RC S7ISCC=ACT 7-70PCS:',L 11/2V78
month period: Dec, Jan, Feb

1) :':arket agreement: prices to be adjusted upward if nossihle ( csns, occ, news??)

2) Collection agreement:

ECC nick un 9th st. ( Harrison to Conifer) and Ct%cle ( hwy 20 to

kings) gnd Hwy 20 ( 2nd -t. north of Tyler) and selected "inside" accounts.
CCC only to be nicked un. The estinated volume in this "service area" is

25 tons/no. coL will no longer be resnonnible for negotiating weight estimates
with eoch delivery ( SEC nay want to further c-eck into the accuracy of

this monthly eotimate)

SRC will assume resnonsibility for all other collection services:

7g7taurants, office raper, reovelemobilies ( iron off and nick un ontainers

onlv), apartments. anantion of services shall be considered on a case by

ease basis ( e.g. new apartment complexes). Promotion in the commercial sector,

when necessary to inside volume or quality, will be SRC's resnonsibility. SRC

will also assume Zoo's collection reoroniibilties if 5-irRT TZRN mechanical
or labor problems -dli cause a breakdown of subcontracted ser-ice. Finally,

CDC will nrovide diagnostic assistance for the 7-do pickup truck.

3) Transition ag5eemert

EGO will nrovide info-nation to the SRC staff on all details of the collection

nrogram being turned over. Traning and/or assistance will he provided for the

scrtin of hi-h grade saner, -levelonment of efficient routing, development of

material hgndling system, etc. Zoo will -paid $150/ no. for this service.



EcgisRc SUBCONTRACT PROPOSAL 12/1/78

1) Prices: to be adjusted unward whenever possible

2) Transition: DECEBER 1978 ONLY
a) Collection... the leo driver will work LO hrs/wk, with a truck and driver from

SRC, in order to familiarize SPC with all collection mutes and procedures. Any

problems encounter during this training neriod will be handled by tne IRO manager.

b) Administration...there will 'e come direct costs to :2;,co for the smooth turnover

of our collection business, particularly the notification of all accounts that SRC

is the new recipient of their recycIahles. In many cases ( Hewlett Packard, CE2

Hill, Chjnney Corner, Sneeds, Coon 7arket, ETC.) we anticinate the need for nersonal

contact to facilitate the acceptarce of the franchise. In addition, the SRC manager

may require assistance for other situations: high grade sorting, efficient routing,

material handling systems, etc.

c) For there transitional services, conducted during the month of December, Eco will

be paid $1000 by 1/10/79.

Initial Franchise Period ( 1/1/79, until pertinent decisions have been made by the city)

a) Eco will nick un from tnose accounts vat do not want to donate their materials
to SRC. Such materials will be sold to SRC.
b) SRC will assume full collection and rromotinnal resnonsibilities for all current

Ect nrograms: commercial cardboard, construction sites, office rarer, restaurants,

anartments, home collection from elderly and disabled, and recyclemobiles. Additionally,

we are considering a return to 2 of the h recently abandoned recyciemobile sites.

3)
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'71selle,tlanecus Conditions

.mansion of services shall be negotiated with the manager of CRC.
b) nc shall nrewide diagnostic assistance for the pickun truck.

c) As in the past, -cc's efforts to enco,rage reuse and redUction of Paste suall
be encouraged, to the extent possible, by 37C. Unless t,le volumes become significant,

materials brougnt to the tenter bv 3RC may be redirectei for reuse by 2C0.

d) To the extent nossible, ennloyees of Ecn w,:n will be affected financially by the

turnover of the cnllection business, will be considered "priority applicants' for full

or nart time nositiomthht maw oven ur in TRO.
e) An innlementatinn !-lan will be developed by 12/31/75 for innrovements aro1nd the

main center, including, pithout 2imitation, signs, covered area for public receiving,

reuse storane, oil storage. Cost of such innrovempnts shall be birne by .SRC

f) SRC will make every effort to hire driver:- with one skills in public co:Matt, and

will train new drivers on the -.m.:rort-nce of good public relations.

g) As indicated throughout this document, i, is essential tl:at SRC have an on-site

as
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CORVALLIS DISPOSAL CO.
P.O. BOX

CORVALL/S. OREGON 97330

503-732-3496

Exclusive or Non-Exclusive

Iruy tervi

Corvallis Disposal Company believes that for an effective and comprehensive
waste management program, the Franchise should be exclusive for collection,
recycling - resource recovery, and disposal. Having one firm responsible
for all aspects of the solid waste management program has many advantages
which are enumerated below.

The primary advantage is that the flow of the solid waste stream is
controlled to insure adequate volumes for responsible recycling and
energy recovery programs. This is recognized as being necessary for
the financing of any energy recovery facility.

Having one entity responsible for the solid waste system allows the
burden of financing to be born by the users of the entire program.

Recycling programs would be on a continuous basis rather than being
interrupted due to availability of grants, funding of CETA positions,
flucuations in markets, and the availability of volunteers. An effective
marketing and transportation system would be ongoing..

Continued co-operation with Eco-Alliance, Boy Scouts, and other volunteer
groups would be assured, whereas a separate organization may be forced
to compete with these groups for survival.

Co-ordination of efforts to recognize recyclable commodities in the
various waste storage-boxes and areas and to divert these wastes to
recycling facilities rather than to the landfill is enhanced under an
exclusive franchise.

Corvallis Disposal Company feels that it is experienced in all phases of
solid waste management and has shown over a long period of time its
commitment to recycling - resource recovery, and feels that franchise
for collection, recycling - resource recovery, and disposal should
remain exclusive.

CITi
OFFa

-Serving over 40V square mites in the heart of the Willantetic Valley with ihpenclablr and seasuriable sanitary service"'
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CORVALLIS DISPOSAL CO.
P.O. SOX

CORVALLIS. OREGON 97330

303. 753-3496

Franchise - One or Two Sections

The advantage of the Franchise being in one document is that the City

has assurance of compliance over the entire program, whether collection

or recycling, through its control of the rate structure. Duplication

of recycling routes, which waste energy and add to pollution, would be

prevented.

Education

Eco-Alliance has been granted the opportunity to inaugurate a City-funded

recycling education program, perhaps the first in the nation. Corvallis

Disposal Company feels that if the program proves effective, efforts

should be made by Eco-Alliance, perhaps with help from the State Board

of Education, to introduce such educational programs in other cities

across the state.

"Serving over 400 square miles in the heart ol the Willamette Volley with dependable and recut/stable sanitary service."
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Mr. Rick Rodeman
Deputy City Attorney
City of Corvallis

Mr. Rodemna:

MAIN CENTER: 2555 NE HWY 99W
OFFICE: 311 SW 2nd St.

(POST OFFICE BASEMENT)

MAILING: P.O. BOX 101
CORVALLIS, ORE. 97330

(503) 753-2101

October 2, 1979

There has been some concern amongst some task force members about the time frame
and procedures for modifying the solid waste ordinance, 78 -102. I hope to address

these concerns through the following questions:

1) The current draft of the RRIT? report calls for two ordinances. Section
6.2.a. or 78-102 indicates that the "city reserves the right to
renegotiate all or part of the following sections..." In regard to

the listed sections, and related sections, do you feel that such negoti-
ations can be reopened on a bid basis, rather than solely with the
solid waste franchisee?

2) What happens to 78-102: through what process will the city determine what

remains, and what is removed i.e. which unlisted sections " impact

upon" the listed sections?

3) What happens to the current recycling activities during the negotiating
period, which, in this case, could be prolonged?

4) Can the city reopen negotiations on any recycling sections before the
Council acts on the RRATF recommendations?

5) Does the task force, and therefore the council's consequent action, have

to address any of these legalistic details: is there a possibility

that our recommendations will find a legal obstacle?

Mar response to these questions will be appreciated. Feel free to contact me

at the above number.

Sincerely,

Rick Barnett, Manager

c: 100..4 Recycheel Paper
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OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY

Scat A. keel, Cite Animas
456 S.W. Washington Street
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Phone (503) 752-5155

Mr. Rick Barnett, Manager
Eco-Alliance, Inc.
Post Office Box 101
Corvallis, OR 97330

Dear Mr. Barnett:

tick Awitmas, Deputy City Ammo,
501 S.W. Madison Avenue
Corvallis, Ontgon 97330
Phone (503) 757-6906

October 8, 1979

In response to your letter of October 2, the following
answers are provided and each corresponds to the number of
the question asked:

1. Solid waste franchisee.

2. Council discretion.

3. Too indefinite to answer.

4. Yes.

5. Too indefinite to answer.

If you wish to discuss this, please let me know.

Very truly yours,

ik aeman
D puty ity Attorney

RDR:bdb
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